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1.0 why a Family violence group work proJect?             

1.1 Family violence group work in melbourne’s north

in may 2006, the state government of victoria announced significant reforms to family violence services which 
aimed to develop an innovative integrated system where community, police and justice agencies worked together. 
women’s health in the north (whin), berry street victoria, elizabeth hoffman house and anglicare victoria 
were funded by the department of human services north and west metropolitan region to lead and coordinate 
these changes in the northern subregion.

as part of the reform strategy, eleven organisations, including the nine community health centres in the 
northern metropolitan subregion, are now funded to run family violence support groups for women. whin 
coordinates this work at a subregional level. the partners involved in the counselling and support alliance in the 
northern subregion are:
• darebin community health service;
• nillumbik community health service;
• plenty valley community health service;
• sunbury community health service;
• north yarra community health service;
• banyule community health service;
• moreland community health service;
• dianella community health service;
• north richmond community health service;
• intouch inc. (formerly the immigrant women’s domestic violence service);
• berry street victoria; and
• anglicare, plenty valley and anglicare, hume-moreland.

1.2 why a Family violence group work manual?             

the counselling and support alliance believes that family violence group work enhances quality services to 
women by offering distinctive settings of validation, safety, interaction and empowerment. this reflects a long-
standing history of family violence group work in melbourne’s north.

Family violence groups have been run in the north for over 20 years, and over this time many resource materials 
have evolved. often however, this knowledge base was not widely shared or collectively owned as each service 
provider had often developed their own material. this is an issue beyond melbourne’s north: laing emphasises the 
general lack of historical family violence group work documentation:

While some Australian group work approaches are reported in the literature (e.g. Condonis, Paroissien and Aldrich, 1990; 
Flannery, Irwin and Lopes, 2000; Phillips and Wright, 1996; Poels and Berger, 1992), much of the creative work which has 
been undertaken in settings such as community and women’s health centres is undocumented… 1

this lack of documentation means that best practice has remained less recorded, less evolved and under-
evaluated. it also means that the contribution of group work to both women and to the family violence sector has 
remained less visible and less persuasive.

this manual aims to fill this gap. by recognising both the wealth of material in this region and the expertise of 
group workers, this manual collates practice ideas and activities that can be used by other group workers. 

this manual has been developed to build a collective, consistent and accessible knowledge base for family violence 
group work. 

1. lesley laing (2001), Working with Women: Exploring Individual and Group Approaches, available at www.austdvclearinghouse.unsw.edu.au/pdF%20files/issues_paper_4.pdf. retrieved march 2008. p7.
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1.3 history oF group work in melbourne’s north                           

the regional decision to direct funding to family violence group work has been a pioneering decision as previously 
several different sources of funding had to be used to run these groups. most programs in the past were ‘heavily 
subsided by other programs or funded out of budgets for core business…’2 this lack of financial focus often meant 
that groups were under-resourced and not consistently available. 

throughout 1997 and 1999, there was a very successful family violence group facilitators’ network in the northern 
subregion which provided staff support to their often under-funded group work and which offered an arena for 
the exchange of practice skills and ideas. libby eltringham, the northern region Family violence networker at 
that point, saw this network as an important way to support the workers doing group work; she established 
the original network of this type in melbourne at the time.3 the de-funding of the networker positions saw the 
eventual end of this initiative. 

Family violence group workers in the north have been keen to revive the network, and the local funding priority 
given to the group work project in late 2007 has allowed the re-creation of the family violence group facilitators’ 
network. this network is currently taking the form of regular forums to discuss contemporary issues with a view 
to collect and publish some practitioner’s work as had been hoped for ten years earlier. 

local partner services see groups working together as a central vehicle in all parts of an integrated response 
to family violence. the group work project has been an opportunity to record the efforts of family violence 
group workers in the northern subregion, and to honour the valuable long-term contribution of these efforts to 
women’s lives and community safety and wellbeing; the collected wisdom manual is a contribution to that work. 
in the two years since collected wisdom was first launched, it has been accessed by many family violence group 
work providers across australia. as well as its initial circulation to regional partners, the manual was distributed 
to 69 different organisations in metropolitan and rural victoria and interstate.  
a review of the manual was conducted in september 2010 and it recommended the update and relaunch of the 
manual in its new pdF format. 

other review recommendations highlighted the increased need for creative group work design and facilitation to 
increase access for cald women and that the wording in section 7.4: co-facilitation, needed to clarify that group 
co-facilitation is the practice standard. a further proposal suggested the sector work towards a national family 
violence group work conference, to share ideas about family violence group work practice across the states and 
territories.

the northern integrated Family violence services (niFvs) partners have done a lot of work since 2008, to 
increase group work options for cald women. over the last 18 months, intouch inc., in partnership with the 
niFvs has been offering help to diverse groups of women in the north including chaldean, arabic speaking, 
turkish and chinese women.

in addition to this, a group design process has been developed which allows all aspects of the group design and 
delivery to have cultural integrity. these developments are recorded in section five of this new edition and have 
been written by Jennifer dawson of intouch inc. 

1.4 principles and obJectives

this manual has been created in the context of a feminist and socio-political understanding of family violence, 
and is based on the values articulated by the code of practice for specialist Family violence services for women 
and children. these values include a commitment to diversity, human rights and social justice, to the safety and 
valuing of children, and to women’s empowerment, access and equity. these principles encourage responsible, 
accountable and collaborative practice4 within this context, this manual addresses the group work access needs 
of women with a disability, indigenous women and women from culturally and linguistically diverse (cald) 
backgrounds.

this resource manual aims not to be prescriptive, but assumes that facilitated family violence group work is only 
one part of a broader response to family violence. the concept of diversity is relevant to all family violence group 
work approaches. memmot and chambers note it is important to:

...Adopt holistic approaches to the problem enabling the implementation of a range of different concurrent activities, 
including community education, preventive activities, support groups for victims, awareness groups and post-prison follow-
up for perpetrators, support for carers including grandmothers etc., and activities and resources for children and young 
people... (Have responses that are) flexible, responsive and able to adapt to the specific needs of the local community. 
Under this approach, activities may vary over time and in different localities, depending on the specific needs of 
communities… (This) does not focus solely on crisis intervention/support services, but attempts to integrate local culture, 
art, dance and music into community-based activities.5

2. domestic violence and incest resource centre and Jenni southwell (2004), Support Groups for People Affected by Family Violence: a Key Element of a Coordinated Response, Domestic Violence and Incest Resource Centre, Melbourne, Victoria, p2. 

3. lesley laing (2001), Working with Women: Exploring Individual and Group Approaches, available at: www.austdvclearinghouse.unsw.edu.au/pdF%20files/issues_paper_4.pdf. retrieved march 2008, p18.

4. Domestic Violence Victoria (2007), Code of Practice for Specialist Family Violence Services for Women and Children, available at: www.office-for-children.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/42883/cop_sfvs_27032007.pdf. retrieved may 
2008, p16.

5. paul memmott, catherine chambers, carol go-sam and linda thomson (2006), Good Practice in Indigenous Family Violence Prevention - Designing and Evaluating Successful Program, issues paper 11, June 2006, australian domestic and 
Family violence clearinghouse, available at: www.austdvclearinghouse.unsw.edu.au/pdF%20files/issuespaper_11.pdf. retrieved February 2008, pp29-30.
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1.5 manual consultation and evaluation

two consultation approaches were used to develop this manual: the establishment of an ongoing project 
reference group, and one-off discussions with local specialists, either individually or in groups. with both 
approaches, the project used inclusive and reflective conversational methods, recognising that practitioners’ 
partnerships and valued relationships are what make for quality group work and sustained staff. this also 
acknowledged that practitioners had often discussed, shared, researched and evaluated their own work but had 
not had the time to record these insights. in 2010, the manual was evaluated. the evaluation included project 
work, liaising with those who had used the manual, and an advisory session with some members of the original 
project reference group. 

1.6 proJect reFerence group

Firstly, a reference group was engaged to help develop this manual, representing both specialists and key 
stakeholders in family violence group work in the northern subregion.

specific reference group members were recruited to help drive the creation of the group work manual and the 
reference group met monthly across the length of the five-month project. representatives for the reference 
group were sought from counselling and support partnership members, as well as from workers who had 
experience in family violence group work with women. 

these members were:
• cass dolby - moreland community health service; 
• mary micalef - berry street victoria;
• maureene Foster - dianella community health inc.;
• romy same and saliha Julardzija - department of human services north and west metropolitan region, 

Family outreach support services, child and Family team, disability client services;
• angela nesci - women’s health in the north; and
• wafa ibrahim - intouch inc.
particular reference group tasks included:
• determining the best methods of material collation for this manual;
• assisting with obtaining existing group work documentation from service providers;
• helping best express the models of quality group work that were built on the practice guidelines in standards 

for counselling and group work;
• generating ideas for group work access for indigenous and cald women;
• generating ideas to shape the logic of the manual’s layout and format; and
• assisting with the evaluation. 
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1.8 proJect consultant

cath lancaster was employed as project consultant. she has worked extensively within community health, family 
support, and education and project positions in the northern subregion. she has a particular interest in supporting 
adult learning and in the facilitation of family violence support groups. the research for her master of education 
degree focused on what women learn from family violence group attendance and she has drawn on her prior 
academic and work experience for the collation of this manual.

1.9 using this manual

the audience for this manual is intended to be organisations currently providing, or planning to provide, family 
violence group work for adult women.

this manual is divided into group work session themes and individual activities. these themes reflect issues and 
challenges commonly experienced by women affected by family violence. women’s lived experiences are varied 
and unique at different life points, and this themed approach tries to offer a broad outline for women’s groups 
addressing family violence; it is not meant to be prescriptive. this approach also takes account of both the need 
for flexible and negotiated group contents, processes and timings, and the need to not offer a narrow and set 
curriculum for family violence group work. subsequently, this manual can be used for designing support groups, 
especially for new groups of women, or it can be used within an existing support group.

this manual is informal in its language and offers a number of examples from personal communications, and 
from group members’ feedback on evaluations since 1998. this manual’s tone is colleagues sharing with each 
other, and assumes group workers will have previous tertiary level training in group work and family violence. 
there are also large numbers of lists, tips and references to support group workers pursuing ideas, articles 
or resources for their work. within this manual there are sections on family violence group work theory and 
practice, group work planning, outlines for 50 session activities, and options for further resourcing and reading.

1.7 consultation with local specialists

in addition to the project reference group, key informants were also approached for consultation on particular 
aspects of local speciality. 
• the islamic women’s welfare service; 
• the immigrant women’s domestic violence service; 
• the north richmond community health centre;
• the darebin community health service counselling staff;
• the sunbury community health centre counselling staff;
• the plenty valley community health service counselling staff;
• the anglicare plenty valley Family services staff;
• the dhs north west disability client services, Family outreach support services child and Family team; 
• the grove; 
• berry street victoria; 
• the moreland community health service;
• elizabeth hoffman house; and 
• the banyule community health service.
a group discussion was also held with northern area mental health services partnership project participants 
which included:

• sabin Fernbacher - women’s mental health consultant and Families where a parent has a mental illness 
coordinator, northern area mental health service;

• kath mccarthy - manager, northern centre against sexual assault; 

• robyn humphries - manager, northern area mental health service, north western mental health; 

• christine hodge - manager, primary mental health service; and

• Julie boffa- project manager, children’s protection society on behalf of the north east metropolitan child 
and Family services alliance (incorporating child First).
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2.0 what are the contextual policies and legislations?             

this project lies within an australian, victorian and northern metropolitan subregional context, and within research and 
practice intersections.    

2.1 legislative context

a number of significant legislative developments related to family violence within victoria form the backdrop for this 
manual. the most significant of these is the revised Family violence protection act 2008. the new act defines ‘family 
like’ relationships, so that those who are carers of others are also included as family members. the act also broadens the 
definitions of family violence to include:

• causing a child to witness, hear or otherwise be exposed to the effects of family violence;

• economic abuse including specific examples, e.g. removing a family member’s property;

• emotional or psychological abuse including specific examples, e.g. threatening to commit suicide with the intention 
of tormenting or intimidating a family member; deliberately isolating someone from their family, friends or cultural 
connections; or preventing them from expressing their cultural identity; and 

• causing, or threatening to cause, the death of an animal so as to control, dominate or coerce the family member 
(whether or not the animal belongs to the family member).

the act has a preamble that acknowledges the social realities and gendered dynamics of family violence as well as 
articulating clear human rights principles6. these aspects of the act make it a powerful and innovative piece of legislation.

2.2 policy context

in the last five years, numerous policies have emerged to influence family violence practice, enhance quality and focus 
on service provision.7 

two recent developments relevant for family violence group work include: 

1. policy and practice shifts to violence prevention; and 

2.  the critiques made of the Family law act. 

both state and federal governments stress their plans to prioritise a focus on the prevention of violence against women. 
an indigenous violence prevention policy also currently focuses on prevention through addressing the principles, 
processes and community structures that help maximise indigenous health while minimising violence.  
the victorian women with disabilities network also highlights the prevention efforts required to end violence against 
women with disabilities. the promise of prevention, combined with resources, creates opportunities for workers to be 
innovative in service development, as violence prevention operates in many sites and at many levels. group work can 
also be preventative at many levels and these policy shifts offer increased scope to define group work.

a recent Family law report commissioned by the attorney general makes wide ranging criticisms of and 
recommendations to overhaul federal family law. Family law currently operates in ways that compound the negative 
health effects of existing family violence especially for women and children who are seeking to rebuild their lives after 
leaving violence.

…They expressed considerable dissatisfaction with the services of the family law sociolegal service system and their  
Act in 2006. Their constant complaint was that, instead of receiving sympathy and support from the service providers,  
they received disbelief and disregard in relation to their experiences of family violence and their concerns for their children’s 
safety. Furthermore, a higher proportion of mothers reported increased fears as to their own and their children’s safety 
subsequent to the new legislation, and the intensity of their fear was much greater than for men…8

Family violence group workers support clients who are experiencing these areas of legal complexity. this review 
of collected wisdom offers insight into systemic and structural issues for women and children that may have 
implications for both group work content, process and planning, as well as for the types of groups created.

6. see details in chris atmore, policy officer, Federation of community legal centres the Family violence protection act 2008, a media information kit at www.communitylaw.org.au/public_resource_details.php?resource_id=1255

7. background and recent documents at domestic violence victoria. 

8. dale bagshaw and thea brown - co‐directors (2010), Family violence and Family law in australia, The Experiences and Views of Children and Adults from Families who Separated Post‐1995 and Post‐2006, vol 1, p182. available at  www.
ag.gov.au/www/agd/rwpattach.nsf/vap/(9a5d88dba63d32a661e6369859739356)~Flb+-+monash+Family+violence+research+-+Final+report+volume+1+-+april+2010.pdf/$file/Flb+-+monash+Family+violence+research+-
+Final+report+volume+1+-+april+2010.pdf 
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2.3 workForce context

community sector research has highlighted the aging community worker sector. as a result, the industry including 
those organisations with a focus on family violence, need to address the issue of staff retention, ‘including 
recognition of prior learning (rpl), training and retaining mature-aged workers, and generally promoting the 
industry as an attractive career path for school leavers, older workers, men and workers from diverse backgrounds’.9 
how to support the workers doing family violence group work is an ongoing issue for consideration. ideas raised in 
the northern subregion during the course of the group work project have included:

• accessing rpl processes for family violence group workers in order to enable them to do some self-directed 
learning about family violence. this could be done through units from the community services training package 
and being assessed by accredited assessors such as vetassess, skills stores and other registered training 
organisations, technical colleges and the integrated pathways training consortium; 

• offering practice forums for group workers on contemporary themes and challenges in their work;

• developing a website for the publishing of family violence practitioner articles; and

• designing family violence group work training for those new to group work facilitation.

2.4 other group work initiatives 

there are other group work initiatives happening in the northern subregion, including the creation of group 
work coordination positions within some family services agencies and the creation of a generalist group workers’ 
networks within the moreland-hume and whittlesea districts: both are initiatives of anglicare. these latter, 
exciting initiatives are meeting to discuss the cross-referral and promotion of groups, the targeting of referrals 
and funding, and the facilitation of partnerships and lobbying, particularly at the intersections of family violence, 
children’s services and family support. the networks are also supportive and educative, drawing a large range of 
workers from maternal and child health services, schools, community agencies, and community health, all working 
with a broad age range of client group members.

2.5   language and key terms used in this manual

2.5.1 Family violence

within this manual the definition of family violence used is drawn from practice guidelines: women and 
children’s Family violence counselling and support program:

Family violence is the repeated use of violent, threatening, coercive or controlling behaviour by an individual against a 
family member(s), or someone with whom they have, or have had, an intimate relationship. Violent behaviour includes 
not only physical assaults but an array of power and control tactics used along a continuum in concert with one another, 
including direct or indirect threats, sexual assault, emotional and psychological torment, economic control, property 
damage, social isolation and behaviour which cause a person to live in fear.10

definitions of family violence that are inclusive of culturally diverse, indigenous and disabled women’s 
experiences are further expressed in section five. across all groups of women, it is important to note that 
women’s own, accurate and lived definitions of family violence are often clouded by men’s descriptions, excuses 
and acts of minimisation.

2.5.2 Facilitated groups

Facilitated family violence groups refers to those groups which are run with paid facilitators and where the 
focus is on groups run for adult women. Fenwick notes, in assuming an educator or facilitator within non-formal 
learning experiences, that we are making powerful ‘assumptions that certain experiences can be enhanced 
in ways that produce desirable outcomes’.11 this also assumes a responsibility for group workers to conduct 
quality, reflected, ethical, principled and evaluated work.

while the focus of this manual is on the facilitated groups in the northern subregion, there is a strong 
acknowledgment of the significance of all women’s groups and gatherings as potential entry points for women 
in beginning to address family violence, and that these facilitated groups are only one of the many important 
support avenues for women.

9. community services and health industry training board victoria (2007), Industry Drivers Report for 2007, available at: www.intraining.org.au/documents/industry%20drivers%20report%202007.pdf. retrieved January 2008, p2.

10. claire grealy, cathy humphreys, karen milward and Janet power (2008), urbis, practice guidelines: Women and Children’s Family Violence Counselling and Support Program, department of human services, victoria, available at:  
www.office-for children.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/168970/fvsa_dha_counseling_support_2008.pdf. retrieved may 2008, p6.

11. tara Fenwick, (2000), ‘expanding conceptions of experiential learning’, Adult Education Quarterly, vol.50, no.4, p245. available at: www.ualberta.ca/~tfenwick/publications/pdF/21experiential%20learning%20in%20adult%20
education%20a%20comparative%20Framework.htm. retrieved march 2008.
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2.5.3 women and disability

disability is a broad term which covers intellectual, physical, psychiatric or sensory disability, acquired brain 
injury and neurological difficulties. these disabilities may occur through accident, illness or genetics, and may 
affect a person’s learning, mobility and/or communication. the disability may occur over a range of longer time 
frames, and may be acquired, exacerbated or maintained at different ages. while disability can refer to the 
individual’s difficulties, crowe suggests that such a definition can be shifted to acknowledge:

…the social construction of disability as a dynamic and culturally determined interaction between a person’s individual 
function and the social meaning and response imposed upon that function. Disability, then, is the result of disabling social, 
environmental and attitudinal barriers. Social change, in this context, is about the eradication of oppression experienced by 
people with impairments. This contrasts strongly with the dominant ‘medical’ construction of disability, which emphasises 
overcoming or conquering disability through medical treatment or individual fortitude.12

in addition to pre-existing disabilities, women accessing family violence groups may also have disabilities as a 
direct result of the abuse suffered, including emotional, health, psychiatric and physical disabilities. group workers 
consulted through this project have given examples of women in their groups who had acquired disabilities 
because of family violence. these include a woman with a permanent acquired brain injury from being intentionally 
run over by her partner in his car, an older woman with a broken shoulder which was misdiagnosed by doctors 
as arthritis, and several women experiencing depression, anxiety, and chronic hepatitis c infections. women may 
also experience an exacerbation of their existing health difficulties through abuse and violence.

2.5.4 culturally and linguistically diverse (cald)

women from cald backgrounds have vulnerabilities that can intersect with family violence. these 
vulnerabilities can include a sense of not belonging, a lack of citizenship, migration and settlement issues, language 
difficulties, experiences of trauma, fear, social proscriptions relating to relationships, and a lack of support and 
knowledge about rights and choices. the use of the term culturally and linguistically diverse in this manual is not 
meant to imply a universalising of these experiences to all cald women. lalende and laverty note that ‘women 
should be thought of as a unifying term and not necessarily a unified experience’.13 this is particularly relevant for 
cald women.

2.5.5 inclusivity

throughout this manual there is an emphasis on inclusivity of practice, and of the particular sensitivities that may 
need to be considered for different population groupings to enhance them accessing and sustaining benefit from fam-
ily violence groups. as noted by domestic violence victoria (dv vic), women with disabilities, and indigenous and 
cald women face particular barriers in accessing family violence services in general.14 this is also true for lesbians 
and bisexual women. most groups in the northern region are run for heterosexual women and the language in many 
groups assumes a male/female partnership. the creation of family violence support groups for lesbian women has 
been discussed by one health service and may be initiated soon to support women on a subregional basis.

it is important to note that women’s lives are intersectional and a woman can be many things at once. as 
such, the groupings of cald women, women with a disability, or indigenous women are not meant to read as 
exclusive categories but as a means of highlighting issues of access.

12. see crowe’s comments in keran howe (2000), Violence against Women with Disabilities - An Overview of the Literature. women with disabilities australia, available at:  
www.wwda.org.au/keran.htm. retrieved april 2008, p6.

13. domestic violence victoria (2007), Code of Practice for Specialist Family Violence Services for Women and Children, available at: 
www.office-for-children.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/42883/cop_sfvs_27032007.pdf. retrieved may 2008, p16.

14. domestic violence victoria stresses these points throughout their publication Code of Practice for Specialist Family Violence Services for Women and Children available at: 
www.office-for-children.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/42883/cop_sfvs_27032007.pdf. retrieved may 2008, p16.
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3.0 overview oF the northern metropolitan subregion

3.1 women in the northern metropolitan subregion

the northern subregion covers the municipalities of darebin, nillumbik, whittlesea, yarra, moreland, banyule and 
hume. within these areas, local demographics for women vary. 

3.1.1 age distribution

in terms of age: 
• hume has the highest proportion of women aged 15-24;
• almost one-third of women in yarra are aged 25-34, representing a significantly high proportion of women in 

this age group; 
• nillumbik has the highest proportions of women aged 35-44 and 45-54;
• banyule has the highest proportion of women aged 55-64; 
• moreland has the highest proportion of women aged 65-74; and
• banyule, darebin, and moreland have the highest proportions of women aged 75 and over.15

3.1.2 country oF birth

country of birth:
• darebin and moreland have the highest proportions of females born in italy;
• darebin and whittlesea have the highest proportions of females born in greece;
• yarra has the highest proportion of females born in vietnam;
• whittlesea has the highest proportion of females born in Former yugoslav republic of macedonia;
• hume has the highest proportion of females born in turkey;
• moreland has the highest proportion of females born in lebanon; and 
• darebin and yarra have the highest proportions of females born in china.16

in addition, there are prominent emerging communities from somalia, eritrea and ethiopia, iraq, india and china. 

3.1.3 aboriginal and torres strait islander (atsi) women

according to the 2001 census, there were 1,301 women in the region aged 15 and over who stated that they 
were atsi-identified. this figure reflects 16.5% of the population of atsi-identified women in victoria and 0.4% 
of women aged 15 and over in the northern region. of the local government areas in the north, darebin has the 
highest numbers of atsi-identified women.17

3.1.4 women and disability

women in hume experience comparatively high numbers of years lived with disability, suggesting poorer health 
status due to the junctures of poverty, education and migration distress.18 this can result in many barriers to 
accessing health services and thus to an aggravation of health problems. mental illness and neurological and sensory 
disorders cause the highest rate of years lived with disability in the region. in particular, women in darebin have the 
highest rate of years lived with disability due to poor mental health, whilst women in hume have the highest rate of 
years lived with disability due to neurological and sense disorders. 

15. all figures are correct as at 2005. see women’s health in the north (2005), Women in Melbourne’s North: A Data Book for Program and Service Planning in Health, women’s health in the north, thornbury, p6.

16. women’s health in the north (2005), Women in Melbourne’s North: A Data Book for Program and Service Planning in Health, Women’s Health In the North, thornbury, p120.

17. women’s health in the north (2005), Women in Melbourne’s North: A Data Book for Program and Service Planning in Health, Women’s Health In the North, thornbury, p15.

18. women’s health in the north (2005), Women in Melbourne’s North: A Data Book for Program and Service Planning in Health, Women’s Health In the North, thornbury, p116.
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3.2 where is Family violence group work being done?

through the family violence reforms, dhs, through regional partnerships, is funding specific family violence support 
groups that run once or twice a year. in addition, some partner agencies run groups more often in the context of 
other complementary groups, whilst some operate in collaboration with each other to fulfil funding agreements. 

3.2.1 what are the groups like?

the majority of facilitated groups for adult women in the northern subregion run on a schedule of eight to ten weeks, 
and closed to new members after approximately the second week. these two ‘open-access weeks’ allow for both 
last minute referrals and for women to attend who are hesitant or are requiring more access support and planning. 
sessions run for approximately two and a half hours each and are often held during daytime hours in order for 
mothers to attend. Family violence groups can be planned to be culturally specific, religiously specific, have diverse 
ability memberships, or to be ability specific. over the last ten years, family violence groups in the north have been 
attended by a diverse group of women. diverse in terms of age, cultural and religious background, parenting status, 
current challenges with addiction, disabilities - including mental health - and living circumstance and housing type. 

after the initial groups, some organisations have follow-up groups, some facilitated and some self-help. Follow-up 
groups or second-phase groups have been run periodically since at least 1998 in order to offer women a chance to 
maintain contact and sustain support at the conclusion of their initial group. these second-phase groups are also 
a means to do some longer-term follow-up evaluation and to question women on the retention of any ideas that 
they have gained from their group. plenty valley anglicare, north yarra community health centre and darebin 
community health service have all run periodic second-phase groups. highly successful ongoing self-help support 
groups such as café wow in lalor and the darebin expressive women singing group have also been a result of 
initially facilitated groups. 

another approach taken in family violence group work is to offer a series of approximately eight sessions dedicated 
to the theme of healthy relationships within the context of an ongoing or longer-term group. For example, the 
turkish women’s group of anglicare in broadmeadows is a 12 month weekly intensive group that devotes one term 
to healthy relationships. in this group, regular group members can attend and others are invited with a maximum of 
twelve women. 

similarly, richmond community health centre’s timorese women’s group, whilst ongoing, designates a series 
of sessions to the theme of healthy relationships.19 the group’s focus is on building self-esteem and resilience. it 
removes women from their usual environments through outings to relaxed and scenic locations, and thus allows 
women the freedom to talk about issues which they would not usually discuss. being involved in an activity, such as 
cooking together, creates a more conducive atmosphere for discussion. in this context, family violence is expressed by 
women as a range of issues which usually do not use the term ‘family violence’ or equivalent wording. this approach 
is another method of addressing family violence in a context of safety and support. women can elect not to join the 
group for these discussions should they wish.

a third approach to family violence group work is creating an ongoing healing space that is dedicated in all its 
processes to healing from all types of hurt and abuse. maya healing centre in thornbury is working towards this 
approach with its indigenous women’s days. these days are:

…opportunities for the women to come to a safe environment, where they can bring their children and have some rest. The 
interaction with the other women also assists them, particularly the younger ones in developing the strength and skills for 
parenting and relationships. It is through talking, sharing stories/experiences and actively listening that women are able to 
identify what their needs are. In the process, the Women’s Day program will continue to adapt to these needs, tailoring group 
work, inviting speakers and running healing workshops to reflect the requirements of the women.20

19. sally mitchell, manager counselling and group work north richmond community health centre, personal communication may 1st 2008.

20. available on the maya healing centre website at www.maya.org.au/, paragraph seven on healing aboriginal women. retrieved april 30 2008.
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3.3 overview oF recent group work history

the australian history of non-formal group work in community settings for women starts with the feminist 
movements of the 1970s. Feminist community work is linked to family violence group work through a history of 
engagement with political activity, through women’s collective group work, and through women’s social capital 
formation.21 it is important to acknowledge the broad legacy of these efforts in establishing the first refuges, 
sexual assault services and women’s consciousness-raising groups in australia. these services have run support 
gatherings for women for many years, being present at times of crisis and enabling significant changes for women 
and their families.

From the 1980s, the domestic violence and incest resource centre (dvirc) have held a central and pioneering 
position in supporting group work development in melbourne.22 their publications have offered direction, values 
clarity, theoretical integrity and practice sensitivity to many of the group workers in the field since that time. 
their practice publications and advocacy work for family violence group work have been central to the successful 
funding of family violence group work by the victorian government.23

in addition, neighbourhood houses continue to have a vital place in offering safe venues and skilled facilitators to 
assist many women in their journeys with family violence.24 Family violence groups offer women learning, therapy 
and support with others in a space that is felt, touched, heard and experienced. in the northern subregion, 
neighbourhood houses run many specific groups for women that offer significant health benefits. neighbourhood 
houses are often sites for women’s social and cultural groups, helping reduce women’s isolation, assisting with 
settlement, offering a sense of community and offering empowering and educative experiences that are all part of 
the picture of family violence healing and prevention. 

3.4 local Family violence group work history

below are a number of examples of family violence groups run in the northern subregion over the last ten years 
which are identified through the course of this project.

3.4.1 berry street victoria

From 1982 onwards, berry street, at that time called sutherland community resource centre, created a facilitated 
support group for women in conjunction with other comprehensive family violence initiatives. in 1991, berry street 
developed the survival and standing tall family violence groups run in heidelberg. the support group was re-named 
breaking Free in 1993. 

many current facilitators in the northern subregion have used the documentation of the breaking Free group for 
women as the basis for their work. particularly useful for other workers have been the breaking Free contributions 
to ideas on planning, venues access, advertising, referral and intake processes.25 the breaking Free group has run 
over the last 12 years, evolving as theory has evolved and understandings of family violence have grown. current 
breaking Free group workers particularly note the contribution of trauma, narrative, strength-based and creative 
theories to their work practices.

From the early 1990s, therapists with qualifications in art, music, dance and creative therapies employed by berry 
street also began to influence the group work of the northern region as they brought complimentary, experiential 
and creative methods into the family violence groups they co-facilitated. this influence spread as group work 
partnerships across the northern region allowed a mix of co-facilitation experiences. 
in addition, in 1992, berry street commenced an evening group to allow women to access support out-of-working 
hours. in 1994, three evening groups were run regionally over the year. From 2000, preston creative living centre 
ran a regional evening group as part of its pioneering men’s behaviour change program which saw accountability to 
women as central to their model of safety for families.

21. dorothy ettling (2001), Community-Based Transformative Learning, paper presented at scutrea, 31st annual conference, 3-5 July 2001, university of east london, available at: 
 www.leeds.ac.uk/educol/documents/00002450.htm. retrieved march 2008. see also lisa young larance and maryanne lane porter (2004), ‘observations from practise, support group membership as a process of social capital formation 
amonfemale survivors of domestic violence’, Journal of interpersonal violence. vol.19, no.6, pp676-690.

22. domestic violence and incest resource centre dvirc and tor roxburgh (1994), Empowering Women after Violence: from Survival to Strength, domestic violence and incest resource centre, melbourne, victoria.

23. domestic violence and incest resource centre and Jenni southwell (2004), Support Groups for People Affected by Family Violence: a Key Element of a Coordinated Response, domestic violence and incest resource centre, melbourne, 
victoria. see also moira Finucane and sue Finucane (2004), 101 ways great and small to prevent Family violence - a victorian resource kit bursting with community-based education projects to end Family violence, domestic violence 
and incest resource centre, melbourne, victoria.

24. see dvirc library for an unpublished article by Fagan and clarke, Brunswick Neighbourhood House Domestic Violence Support Group, 1994.

25. kaz phillips and michelle wright (1996), Breaking Free, Documentation of the Development of Educative/Supportive Groups for Women Survivors of Violent Relationships, berry street victoria, melbourne.
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3.4.2 anglicare victoria and the islamic women’s welFare

in July 1998, anglicare plenty valley Family support team, lalor began its family violence support group and has 
run these approximately three or four terms a year since then. the group was named looking Forward by the 
second group of women in 1999 and has been called this since. 

in July 2003, broadmeadows anglicare women’s community house also began to run the looking Forward group 
and has run the group each term since. in 2004, the plenty valley team began to more fully articulate the links 
between family support work and domestic violence group work through practitioner research (see robinson 
2005a and 2005b). also, the narrative theory now inherent in family violence group work within the northern 
subregion has been pioneered from some of the original work done by robinson26and castelino.27 

in 2005, a looking Forward group run in turkish was held at anglicare broadmeadows women’s house in 
partnership with the islamic women’s welfare service. 12 women and six children participated in this group and 
there was strong demand for future groups. group content and processes were modified for language and cultural 
sensitivity, but group workers noted that it was interesting to see how consistent both contents and processes 
were for this group and the english language equivalent.

anglicare has encouraged staff practice research around family support provision, domestic violence group work 
and family wellbeing. this practice research has also informed the concurrent running of other groups such as 
empowerment and self-esteem groups and supported playgroups. 

3.4.3 darebin community health

a woman’s domestic violence support group called standing strong was developed in the mid-1990s based on the 
breaking Free documentation. this group has been run two to four times a year since. the standing strong group 
has also tried to address gender power inequalities by running concurrent self-help groups, organising community 
development and community advocacy around family violence.

the group workers involved in standing strong have retained a firm commitment to highlighting the feminist and 
structural components of violence against women. sokoloff and dupont remind us that race, class and gender 
are ‘interlocking social structures that perpetuate inequality’ and that the ‘pursuit of equality and safety in family 
violence work are linked to this reality’.28 the family violence group work within the darebin team has also 
incorporated workers further study in gestalt therapy, narrative theory, group work dynamics and art therapy.

26. kim robinson (2005a), Enhanced family casework-family support work: identifying and addressing the trauma of intimate partner abuse, unpublished document, anglicare victoria Family support team, plenty valley, anglicare victoria. kim 
robinson (2005 b), thinking with the trauma lens, unpublished document, anglicare victoria Family support team, plenty valley, anglicare victoria.

27. tracey castilino and andrew compton (2002), Family Violence: the importance in practice of men’s behaviour change programs for women – collaborative practice with partners of men who attend these programs, available at: www.
austdvclearinghouse.unsw.edu.au/conference%20papers/exp-horiz/castelino_compton.pdf. retrieved march 2008.

28. natalie sokoloff, n.J. and ida dupont (2005), ‘domestic violence at the intersections of race, class, and gender; challenges and contributions to understanding violence against marginalised women in diverse communities’, Violence 
Against Women, vol.11, no.1, January 2005, pp38-64. available at: www.sfu.ca/~wchane/sa335articles/sokoloff.pdf. retrieved march 2008, pp 59-60.
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3.4.4 other women’s support groups

as noted above, women’s social and cultural groups help reduce women’s isolation, assist with settlement, offer 
a sense of community and offer empowering and educative experiences that are all part of the picture of family 
violence healing and prevention. while not all funded through the dhs family violence initiatives, these groups are 
a key source of support for many women experiencing family violence. some of the women’s support groups in the 
subregion include the: 
• victorian arabic social services hume assyrian-chaldean women’s group;
• northern spectrum migrant resource centre women’s groups;
• islamic women’s welfare service women’s groups;
• drummond street relationships centre women’s sewing group; 
• maya indigenous women’s groups; and
• Family outreach support services, disability client services northwest metropolitan department of human 

services, coordinate out of the mainstream, a parenting group for women with learning disabilities. 

mental health support women’s groups are conducted through the: 
• moreland community health service;
• north east alliance for the mentally ill (neami); and
• Finchley disability services broadmeadows.

women’s groups at neighbourhood houses in the north-east and the north-west include the:
• Fawkner community house - urdu speaking women’s group, arabic speaking women’s group and a chaldean 

assyrian women’s group;
• broadmeadows women’s community house - turkish women’s group;
• collingwood neighbourhood house - turkish women’s group; and
• banksia gardens broadmeadows - turkish black sea women’s group, ibero-american women’s group and 

turkish women’s friendly group.

Family support services in the region that often run women’s support groups include:
• yarra Family services;
• darebin Family services;
• the children’s protection society;
• kildonan;
• anglicare;
• berry st; 
• the salvation army. 
• the brotherhood of st laurence;
• merri outreach support service; and
• melbourne city mission.

women’s groups are sometimes run within men’s behaviour change programs or in close partnership with such 
programs. such local initiatives are at the:
• sunbury community health centre; 
• children’s protection society; and
• plenty valley community health. 

women and children’s combined support groups occurring within the region include the: 
• royal children’s hospital groups for mothers and children; 
• elizabeth hoffman house groups for women and children; 
• berry st – expressions group and expressions camp; 
• anglicare – parenting after Family violence sessions; and 
• parenting support groups for women run by schools and maternal and child health centre nurses.
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4.0 theory used in Family violence group work in the northern subregion             

as noted in the recently published Practice Guidelines for Family Violence Women’s and Children’s Counselling and Support 
Programs,29 theories of attachment, trauma, systems and ecology, loss, grief and empowerment help to inform family 
violence counselling and group work. seeley and plunkett also note the significance of feminist post-structural approaches 
to supporting women facing family violence.30 in the northern region of melbourne, a range of theory is used to support 
family violence group work practice and these theories for practice will be noted below, and their contribution to group 
work outlined. 

vital to family violence group work is feminist theory that centres gender firmly at the heart of understandings of 
family violence. Feminist theory offers a gendered analysis of power and of how power operates in discriminatory and 
marginalising ways for women, resulting in inequality and compounded vulnerability.

4.1 structuralism and post-structuralism

structural and post-structural theories address how structures, systems and relationships in society powerfully 
enable or hinder individuals, groups and communities in achieving social justice and equality.

post-structuralist analyses of violence suggest that ‘power is not located in any one group but exists in all social 
relationships (and) those with power determine the truth’.31 post-structuralism suggests that power is complex, 
shifting and takes many forms. women experiencing family violence often mention the clever, changeable and 
stealthy faces of the power that their partners exert over them.

while it is true that power is complex and can be subtle, there are interconnections of very real structures such 
as race, class, and gender that increase women’s vulnerability in situations of family violence in culturally diverse 
communities. sokoloff and dupont challenge the post-structural idea that everyone has their own fluid and powerful 
unique position in society. they note that women’s heightened vulnerability in situations of family violence is deeply 
connected to their social, cultural and class positions, options and choices.32

group workers informed by structural approaches explore human rights and discuss in groups what structures 
shape, contain and enable women’s lives. when informed by structuralism, group workers often create new 
structures such as follow-up or second-phase groups, advocacy groups and ongoing community connections which 
aim to strengthen women’s support networks. 

4.2 Feminist post-structuralism

Feminist post-structuralism looks at the relationship between language, power and the body and, being a post-
structural theory, it also notes the multiple ways in which gendered social and personal power can operate. unlike 
structuralism, it sees power as operating in many gendered places, things and relationships and not just within social 
structures. ‘we don’t just absorb the ideologies of patriarchy through our minds; these (ideologies) are inscribed 
into our very being in the world through our relationships with our bodies.’ 33 

Feminist post-structuralism informs aspects of family violence group work practice by encouraging group workers 
to explore how women affected by violence can reclaim autonomy, agency, bodily integrity, freedom of movement 
and social connections. Feminist post-structuralism also encourages the use of expressive and non-verbal languages 
in group work and the ‘pulling apart’ of taken-for-granted assumptions women may hold about their lives. it stresses 
the importance of not dictating knowledge to women, but of sharing knowledge equally.

29. claire grealy, cathy humphreys, milward, k. and power, J. (2008), urbis, practice guidelines: Women and Children’s Family Violence Counselling and Support Program, department of human services, victoria. available at: www.office-
for-children.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/168970/fvsa_dha_counseling_support_2008.pdf. retrieved may 2008.

30. Jan seeley and catherine plunkett (2002), Women and Domestic Violence, Standards for Counselling Practice, the salvation army crisis service inner south domestic violence service st kilda, available at: www.salvationarmy.com.au/
salvwr/_assets/main/documents/reports/women&domestic_violence_counselling_standards.pdf. retrieved may 2008, p10.

31. Jan seeley and catherine plunkett (2002), Women and Domestic Violence, Standards for Counselling Practice, the salvation army crisis service inner south domestic violence service st kilda, available at: www.salvationarmy.com.au/
salvwr/_assets/main/documents/reports/women&domestic_violence_counselling_standards.pdf. retrieved may 2008, p10.

32. natalie sokoloff and ida dupont (2005), ‘domestic violence at the intersections of race, class, and gender; challenges and contributions to understanding violence against marginalized women in diverse communities’, Violence Against 
Women, vol.11, no.1, January 2005 , available at: www.sfu.ca/~wchane/sa335articles/sokoloff.pdf. retrieved march 2008, pp 59-60.

33. beth spencer (2006), ‘post-structuralist feminism and the body’, The Body as Fiction / Fiction as a Way of Thinking, phd thesis, university of ballarat, australia. available at: www.bethspencer.com/body-as-fiction.html. retrieved may 
2008, p22.
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4.3 narrative and strength-based theories

narrative and strength-based theories shape our understandings of how groups can help women reclaim 
authorship and ownership of their lives. both theories address women as experts in their own lives and enhance 
women’s ability to take up empowered readings of their own life stories. 

these theories also encourage group workers to see the power of narrative processes in both their own group 
work and in their own professional supervision and learning. respecting differences in how women see meaning 
and encompassing multiple ways of considering the world are vital to effective group work. narrative and strength-
based theories have offered a reminder for group workers of the centrality of groups being principled around 
inclusivity and diversity.34

drawing on narrative and strength-based theory, family violence group work can offer respectful audiences of 
support for women. through the use of these theories, facilitators offer women in groups powerful chances for 
growth through joint collaborative creations of group meaning such as activities defining ‘what is Family violence?’, 
and activities that allow women to try out newly empowered positions to old topics.

4.4 trauma theories

trauma theories explore how women can respond to the complex ordeal of family violence and how workers can 
assist traumatised women. Feeling edgy and hyper-aroused, or detached, numbed, disconnected and dissociated 
are all common physiological responses to trauma and to subsequent heightened stress.35 women’s feelings and 
sensations connected to trauma may not be readily described by them in words. knowing this can help group 
workers minimise the chances of unintentionally heightening stress within group sessions and helps them prepare 
some group work strategies should women begin to experience extreme stress in the group. group workers can 
ensure that safety in the group is always made explicit and that they use expressive and creative therapies in their 
group work sessions as a significant way to allow a non-verbal language for women’s feelings.

thorough pre-group assessments help to capture women’s experiences of trauma, particularly when the content 
of assessments intentionally covers historical experiences of trauma. during pre-group assessments, women can be 
reassured that the content and processes of group sessions will be fundamentally safe as the highest priority.

the ‘sanctuary’ response to trauma informs group workers with understandings of the links between trauma and 
women’s well-intended, but misplaced, attempts at self-care through self-soothing addictions and self-abuse.36 
it also highlights the importance of safe group work practices and creating calming group work environments that 
provide a sense of refuge or sanctuary for women. 

chronic trauma has a major impact on compromising parenting and attachment difficulties are a common 
experience for women and children exposed to family violence. attachment theory, in relation to therapeutic 
practice:

...rests on the assumption that humans have a basic need to form attachments to people throughout their life. If people 
are unable to form these attachments, for whatever reason, their longer-term emotional and social wellbeing will be 
compromised... Violence within the family can impact upon the relationship between a child  
and their mother.37

reforming safe and affirming attachments with other group work members can be a valuable part of healing from 
family violence trauma for women. 

Violence can isolate and degrade people, and the group is central to rebuilding a sense of belonging and affirmation. In other 
words, attachment has been shown to be an important part of the process of healing from traumatic events, for both adults 
and children.38

34. some examples of narrative and strength-based theory applied to family violence are in articles developed through the dulwich centre in adelaide. available at:  
www.dulwichcentre.com.au/

35. For explanations about the effects of family violence trauma on women see the works of John briere and carol Jordan (2004), ‘violence against women: outcome complexity and implications for assessment and treatment’, Journal of 
Interpersonal Violence, beverly hills, vol.19, no.11, pp.1252-1276. available at: www.johnbriere.com/Jiv%20b&J.pdf. retrieved march 2008.

36. see for outlines of the sanctuary response to healing trauma see the works of sandra bloom (2008), s.e.l.F. A Nonlinear, Cognitive Behavioural Approach to the Treatment of Complex Personality Disorders. available at: www.sanctuaryweb.
com/main/selF%20pages/self.htm. also see libby madsen, lisa blitz, david mccorkle and paula panzer (2003), ‘sanctuary in a domestic violence shelter: a team approach to healing’, psychiatric Quarterly issue, vol.74, no.2, pp155-171. 
available at: www.sanctuaryweb.com/services/sanctuary_&_shelter.htm. retrieved march 2008.

37. claire grealy, cathy humphreys, karen milward and Janet power (2008), urbis, Practice Guidelines: Women and Children’s Family Violence Counselling and Support Program, department of human services, victoria. available at: www.
office-for children.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/168970/fvsa_dha_counseling_support_2008.pdf. retrieved may 2008, p20.

38. claire grealy, cathy humphreys, karen milward and Janet power (2008), urbis, Practice Guidelines: Women and Children’s Family Violence Counselling and Support Program, department of human services, victoria. available at: www.
office-for children.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/168970/fvsa_dha_counseling_support_2008.pdf. retrieved may 2008, pp20-21.
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4.5 learning theory 

adult learning theory shapes our understanding of being women and working with adult women. it can inform 
session planning, raise the importance of group pace, and address different learning and facilitation styles. learning 
theory can also help group workers understand their co-facilitation relationships and professional development 
needs. research on informal and incidental adult learning can help group workers understand the importance of 
maximising women’s chances to discuss less formally and connect authentically via group socialising and coffee 
breaks. developmental learning theory also addresses ability differences, communicating how to maximise 
inclusivity for all women in group experiences.

4.6 creativity in various theories 

theories within gestalt, narrative, psychoanalytic, music and arts-based therapies incorporate phenomenology, 
a commitment to enhancing personal strengths and a belief in the importance of self-discovery and expression 
through creativity. creative based theories encourage group workers to be imaginative and increase women’s self-
awareness, by exploring and discovering, being engaging and active in all their group processes. creative methods 
are not in themselves empowering of women but a feminist perspective continues to allow them to be used 
with women in negotiated and helpful ways. creative approaches using music, art, dance, movement, and activity 
also acknowledge different learning styles, expression needs and expression varieties and are inclusive of group 
member differences.

4.7 research on the links between violence towards women and children in Families 

it is not uncommon for women and children to be abused in the same residence by the same abuser and it is 
therefore important to support both women and children within family violence group work programs.39as such, 
child care is central for children accompanying women in family violence groups, as children are also clients of 
support services and their needs are important to attend to. two methods to strengthen this support to children 
are by providing child care for group members and training child care staff in family violence support.

39. cathy humphreys (2007), Domestic Violence and Child Protection: Challenging Directions for Practice, australian domestic and Family violence clearinghouse. available at: www.austdvclearinghouse.unsw.edu.au/pdF%20files/
issuespaper_13.pdf. and adam tomison (2000), exploring Family violence: links between child maltreatment and domestic violence’, no.13, national child protection clearing house, melbourne. available at: www.aifs.gov.au/nch/
pubs/issues/issues13/issues13.html. retrieved march 2008.
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4.8 diversity in ideas and evidence

hovane says that ‘agencies and service providers need to guard against an increasing organisational reluctance to 
consider and engage with new ideas and evidence (as they operate) within an ever-narrowing and unchanging circle 
of self-referential ideas and evidence’.40 therefore group workers addressing family violence should begin to engage 
with theory creation from non-anglo views and to use terminology and concepts from indigenous and  
cald research. 

within the northern subregion there are some areas of current interest in emerging theory and ideas. Family 
violence group workers have begun to work with the recent evolutions within islamic feminism and have noted 
the challenges of advocating for women’s rights. islamic feminists have offered recent rereadings of the koran that 
are women respectful, gender equalising and muslim family harmonious.41in addressing family violence for women, 
group workers are trying to think through whole-of-community approaches that keep gender relevant when 
balancing human rights with women’s rights. 

group workers have begun to look at what different women’s groups consider authoritative and respectful within 
their social settings and who can be powerfully supportive partners in spreading messages of nonviolence. Family 
violence researchers note the role of religious institutions and faith communities of all denominations in actively 
taking an authoritative community stand against violence to women.42 authors articulating indigenous best practice 
in family violence also note the role of authoritative, guiding and mentoring elders in family violence program 
success.43 these representatives can make effective guest speakers as well as advocates for group work.

another area of group worker interest in feminism is the work of feminist geographers exploring how studies of 
geography, space and time are gendered.44 these studies suggest that power can be exercised through how society 
allows, or disallows, women to take up spaces or time life events. women need to feel a sense of entitlement to 
be in private and public places. these insights can offer group workers new understandings of how abused women 
can reclaim private and public space, and personal timings. reflective questions group workers can pose themselves 
include: how does violence restrict women claiming space and ‘taking up more space’ in her world?; how can we 
help women in groups to practise reclaiming space confidently?: who benefits from timings women get told to 
use?; and how powerful can it be for women to know they can re-attend future groups, go at her own pace, and do 
things when she is ready?

a further area of exploration for group workers is at the intersection of disability, feminism and group work. Family 
violence group workers are challenged to address the creation of agency wide responses and infrastructures, which 
support all women accessing group work services to receive accurate and timely information and support.45

in 2011, it is timely to address new technologies and their role in group support (in the design, execution or 
evaluation of groups). communicating broadly and inclusively may also mean assessing new technologies strengths 
in helping some women access group support. the ability to participate in ‘real time’, visual group work via 
computer, or to use facebook or tweets to communicate could be explored. a large number of australian women 
of all ages and income levels use the internet for health support and information accessing it at libraries, educational 
institutions and friend’s homes more often than men do.46 

40. victoria hovane discusses the work of dobash and dobash in (2007), White Privilege and the Fiction of Colour Blindness: Implications for Best Practice Standards for Aboriginal Victims of Family Violence, australian domestic and Family 
violence clearinghouse, available at: www.austdvclearinghouse.unsw.edu.au/pdF%20files/hovane.pdf. retrieved march 2008, p32.

41. asha bedar and Joumanah el matrah (2005), Media guide, Islam and Muslims in Australia, islamic women’s welfare council of victoria, melbourne. available at:  
www.home.vicnet.net.au/~iwwcv/iwwc_media_guide.pdf. retrieved may 23rd 2008.

42. natalie sokoloff and ida dupont (2005), ‘domestic violence at the intersections of race, class, and gender; challenges and contributions to understanding violence against marginalised women in diverse communities’, Violence Against 
Women, vol.11, no.1, January 2005. available at: www.sfu.ca/~wchane/sa335articles/sokoloff.pdf. retrieved march 2008, p57.

43. paul memmott, catherine chambers, carol go-sam & linda thomson (2006), Good Practice in Indigenous Family Violence Prevention - Designing and Evaluating Successful Programs, issues paper 11, June 2006, australian domestic & Family 
violence clearinghouse. available at: www.austdvclearinghouse.unsw.edu.au/pdF%20files/issuespaper_11.pdf. retrieved February 2008, p21.

44. see christina hughes (1999), The Time That Isn’t There: Temporal Un/Consciousness In (Feminist) Research, paper presented at standing conference for university teaching in the research of education for adults (scutera), 29th 
annual conference, 5-7 July, 1999, department of continuing education, university of warwick, england, available at: www.leeds.ac.uk/educol/documents/000000999.htm. see also Janet price and margrit shildrick (1999), Feminist 
theory and the body: a reader, routledge, new york and also see Julia clarke (2002), taking Flight: gender and deterritorialisation:the altered spaces of lifelong learning, symposium presented at scutrea, 32nd annual 
conference, 2-4 July 2002, university of stirling. available at: www.leeds.ac.uk/educol/documents/00002104.htm. retrieved may 2008.

45. women with disabilities australia (wwda), 2008, Violence Against Women with Disabilities Resources Manual, published by wwda, tasmania.

46. household use of information technology australia 2008-2009, chapter 2: household computer p18. or internet access at: www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/detailspage/8146.02008-09?opendocument. 
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5.0 Family violence counselling group work with women and children From culturally 
and linguistically diverse backgrounds

intouch inc. (formally known as the immigrant women’s domestic violence service victoria) has a long history of 
supporting both women and children from cald backgrounds. with its roots in case management and project work, 
intouch inc. has spent the last three years developing counselling and therapeutic group work programs aimed at engaging 
the specific needs of different cald communities in melbourne. since 2008, 20 groups have been run which have 
supported a total of 189 women and children. intouch has also worked in partnership with other counselling and support 
alliance members.

the following best practise guidelines for group work design and delivery have been adopted: 

• pre-group meetings to seek and develop partnerships; 

• allowing four to six weeks for the advertising, recruitment and engagement of women/children; 

• allowing two weeks for pre-group interviews; 

• allowing eight weeks for group delivery;

• allowing supervision/debriefing time after each group;

• allowing two to four weeks for post evaluations with facilitators, partner agencies and women/children;and 

• having an allocated group work coordinator. 

5.1 things to think about beFore starting a group 

5.1.1 consider the communities oF women and/or children you wish to engage:

consider where the women and/or children will be recruited from (i.e. ethno-specific groups such as indian, 
arabic speaking or chinese women, or multicultural groups such as women who have immigrated to australia 
from different countries) and who has engagement with the women to encourage them to attend. recruitment 
partners may include locally based ethno-specific community agencies, religious groups, local ames centres or 
mainstream agencies with ethno-specific workers. recruited women may be from communities that are established 
or newly-arrived.

5.1.2 consider type oF group approach 

consultation with community experts and partners can help determine the focus of the group. women from some 
cultures are less confident in sharing their experiences of abuse. they may not wish to disclose personal experiences 
within a group setting for fear of the shame associated if knowledge is spread to the wider community. some women 
may feel okay about disclosing personal experiences particularly if they have already been supported for family 
violence related problems by a professional agency. 

the focus of the group may be:  

• counselling and therapeutic groups for those who have experienced family violence and/or who are able to 
openly disclose their family violence experience; 

• counselling and therapeutic groups for women experiencing a range of issues including difficult relationships – for 
women who have fear and shame around openly disclosing their experiences of family violence; and

• women’s leadership groups – for women who do not necessarily have experience of family violence but are in a 
position to help others in their community if they have knowledge of how to identify family violence, victorian 
legislation about family violence, and a general understanding of services available. 

5.1.3 consider who will participate 

consider the participants; are they women, children, and/or mothers with children. what are their literacy 
levels, age ranges, individual experiences of family violence and experiences of disclosing personal information?
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5.2 getting the group started 

• share skills and expertise by working in partnership with other agencies – this can be done by identifying the existing 
skills of each member of the partnership. For example, a partner may have access to ethno-specific childminders and 
can organise child care; partners can develop session plans/activities if they have this experience; partners with links 
to local group work settings can book venues; and those who have access and engagement with women can assume 
recruitment and advertising responsibilities.

• identify a professional or other community member who has the ability to engage women and encourage their 
group attendance, e.g. an ethno-specific worker/facilitator within the formed partnership, or within local or 
mainstream agencies, could have this ability to link to the community.

• engage bilingual/bicultural facilitators for ethno-specific groups – intouch inc. is often able to engage an ethno-
specific worker who is bilingual and bicultural and has the family violence experience required to share related 
information to women.  an ethno-specific facilitator may be engaged who does not have experience with family 
violence. if this is the case it is important that the other facilitator does have family violence experience. this 
worker, while not having family violence exposure, often has the links to the women to encourage them to engage 
and attend the group. they will also contribute an understanding of the women’s culture, to ensure the topics are 
culturally relevant and sensitively delivered.

• engage interpreters and bilingual facilitators for multicultural groups.

• avoid the use of interpreters wherever possible. however, when interpreters are used, ensure that the women feel 
safe with the selected person/s.

• meet with community experts, partners and women where possible to discuss the goals/aims/roles of specific 
communities. consider incorporating cultural and religious adaptations into the group design to reflect this  
required context.

• be aware and curious of where the women/family has come from and their pre-migration history.

• consider using flyers to engage women. ensure that the type of language used will connect with and not  
deter women.

• translate materials such as consent forms and resources to facilitate communication.

• create a delivery timeline and develop a session plan.
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5.3 delivering the sessions

• use pre-screening client interviews – this is an opportunity to provide information about the aims and 
expectations of the group, assesses the women’s individual experiences, and is an opportunity to ask women  
to sign consent forms where appropriate. 

• consider pre-evaluation methods. For pre-evaluation purposes, consider face-to-face interviews with 
participants and facilitators that may incorporate culturally relevant story telling symbols, metaphors,  
music or stories.

• modify the sessions if necessary - women may identify an area of interest and wish to focus on this instead of a 
planned topic. changing or modifying the groups topic/content to reflect the women’s interests, validates and 
values their contributions. some women are not often given the opportunity to make decisions and choices 
in their lives. this opportunity to offer ideas about the groups direction can increase women’s confidence 
and self-esteem. it also promotes a woman’s engagement if she is encouraged to choose a topic that interests 
her. it may become apparent after the commencement of the group that there are additional topics that the 
facilitators feel would also be beneficial to focus on.

• review and debrief after each session. For post-evaluation purposes incorporate questionnaires or face-to-face 
interviews with participants and facilitators.

topics can be explored through therapeutically focused large and small groups, using different processes including 
dance, meditation, massage and art. while topics will vary, some of the following can be explored in each group:

• exploring life in australia;

• migration to australia;

• healthy relationships;

• healthy communication – assertiveness;

• different forms of abuse;

• anxiety;

• self-care;

• social isolation;

• making decisions;

• the different and/or changing roles of women;

• travelling independently within the community;

• keeping women safe;

• women supporting women;

• sharing happy times and activities with children;

• discussing the psychosocial impact of domestic violence on women, children, family and community;

• share what services are available; and

• celebrating achievements.

5.4 beneFits oF culturally-sensitive group work 

in many cultures women engage more easily with other women in a group context as opposed to individual 
counselling with someone they don’t know. women also engage more quickly with a facilitator who speaks their 
language and understands their culture. 

ensure the sharing of mutual learnings, understanding and respect of strengths inherent in every culture between 
facilitators and participants. understand that culturally-sensitive approaches ensure the avoidance of western 
assumptions; as facilitators we become aware of our own cultural biases, but a willingness to explore cultural 
variations in definitions of family violence allows for a culturally-sensitive environment which, in turn, allows women 
to experiment with new ideas.

women are safe to travel in the cultural realm and share opinions within the group, therefore facilitating the 
development of social networks for women isolated from their own or the wider community. 
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6.0 common themes in Family violence group work            

6.1 planning group work content and processes

whilst group content and processes are usually negotiated between the women and group workers at their initial 
couple of meetings, some common family violence group themes are outlined in section six; this is not meant to 
be prescriptive as each group is unique. considerable planning skill is required of the group workers, as weeks are 
organic and planned partly on the basis of what happened the week before. also, each theme can be covered in a 
variety of ways depending on the interests and needs of the women in each group. 

it is common for groups to go from group creation and formation to building group cohesion over their eight-week 
life. chances for personal disclosure or more challenging themes can be brought in as the group gets to know 
each other better and as cohesion builds. group workers should take care when introducing themes requiring 
touch, disclosure and creative processes as it is important to explain these to group members to make sure group 
members know that these processes are optional.

6.2 a common seQuence oF themes and plans

some groups may need to spend two weeks on a theme in order to repeat key thoughts, practise new skills and 
consolidate ideas. a common sequence of weekly themes for groups includes:

• pre-group assessing;
• week one - covering a group agreement, which possible group themes to cover and getting to know you;
• week two - covering the social context of abuse and the social expectations of men and women;
• week three - covering what is abuse? 
• weeks four and five - exploring the effects of abuse e.g. loss of self-worth, and managing anger or grief;
• weeks six and seven - addressing healing from the effects of abuse e.g. self-care or rights; and
• week eight - concluding and evaluating. 
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6.3 access to groups and assessment conversations

there are many social, economic and experiential barriers that exist for adults when they try to access community 
services. women in abusive relationships are often discouraged from attending community activities or groups by their 
partners, so attending family violence support groups, or assessment interviews, can also become a potentially unsafe 
activity for these women.

women trying to approach groups may be halted by the impact of their abusive experiences, or may not enter a 
connection with a group worker without expecting inequality within that relationship. For many women in situations 
of emotional or physical abuse, their bodily integrity is affected and they have difficulty moving physically in the world 
without fear, inferiority and shame. women may also be victims of financial abuse and therefore not be able to afford 
to attend group work interviews, or use child care or transport. approaching and accessing groups can be complex.

women’s access to group assessments, as a lived process, must therefore be explicitly addressed and supported. to 
share their voice equally, women require a safe, dynamic and negotiated process. women who have been exposed to 
domestic violence need to have their rights made clear and their permission for assessment questions respected. they 
may be accustomed to being compliant, and thus may need to know quite explicitly, the optional nature of participation 
within assessment processes. 

to do the group assessment, potential group members can nominate where and when to meet for their individual 
interview. negotiating the power in this way may mean group workers are inconvenienced, challenged and surprised, 
but these negotiations add to the ambience, content and flow of conversations.47 it also pre-empts the relationships 
as ones in which workers are trying to maximise equality. promoting negotiated access allows each woman to 
approach the group in a way that feels safest for her, thus encouraging more confident commitments to the group. 
the assessment interview questions can be asked in a conversational way. this conversational chatting is a part of 
the process of access negotiation which is deliberate, thorough, purposeful and relevant. the interviewer’s focussed 
structuring from general to more specific questions has an ethical dimension as it doesn’t replicate the interrogative 
questioning often experienced by abuse survivors.48

it is worth pre-empting, in the pre-group assessment, the exploration of a woman’s broader experiences of trauma, 
including her experiences as a child. For some women, abusive experiences in their intimate relationships have been on 
top of difficult or abusive childhoods or other experiences of abuse. by exploring her prior experiences with safety or 
danger, the group worker can discuss the support groups’ security, and the women can be presented with some future 
calming strategies to use within the group. using trauma grounding techniques, giving permission to leave the room 
if needed, acknowledging optional group participation, giving facilitator support and one-on-one counselling are all 
productive strategies.49

women with a disability may require different types and levels of assessment for group participation. offering women 
different methods of communication, such as interpreters or language assistance, during their group assessment is 
important to maximise clear and mutual connection. 

group workers can carefully explore the existence of family violence for women by being perceptive and progressively 
using gradations of words. words a woman may use in describing her relationship such as hurtful, difficult, stressful, 
sad, depressing or anxious can be followed up with sensitive enquiries such as, ‘what has been happening?’, ‘tell me 
more’ or ‘what do you mean when you say…?’

a group worker being perceptive and sensitive is also encouraged by cox. she suggests that assessment conversations 
are best done with indigenous women when professionals first address their own biases and stereotypes. this can 
include a professional acknowledging that indigenous communities, as with as other cald communities, are highly 
diverse. it is important to address the issue of confidentiality to maximise engagement with indigenous women.

…Another key component of a survivor’s engagement is the level of confidentiality within the agency and of the information 
exchanged with the professional. This includes cultural advice sought by the agency or professional (for example from local 
community elders or other service providers), which should not take place unless the survivor has given permission for this to take 
place and feels in control of the process…The provision of information needs to take place at a pace with which the survivor is 
comfortable. This allows the initial engagement of the survivor and follow-up process to be a smoother and more engaging process 
for both parties… 50

47. this negotiation is discussed by delucca in margot ely, margaret anzul, teri Friedman and diane garner’s (1991), Doing Qualitative Research, Circles Within Circles, Falmer press, london, p59.

48. lesley laing (2003), Research And Evaluation Of Interventions With Women Affected By Domestic Violence, australian domestic violence clearinghouse topic paper, available at: www.adfvc.unsw.edu.au/pdF%20files/evaluation_of_
interventions_with_women.pdf. retrieved april 2008.

49. For discussion on trauma grounding techniques see elizabeth vermilyea (2000), Growing Beyond Survival, sidran press, baltimore. 

50. dorinda cox (2008), Working With Indigenous Survivors Of Sexual Assault, australian institute of Family studies wrap no. 5. available at: www.aifs.gov.au/acssa/pubs/wrap/w5.html. retrieved may 2008, p37.
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7.0 themes across the weeks

this section looks at the key themes used within family violence group sessions; the activities in section eight follow this outline.

7.1 energy changes

warm-ups, warm downs and intentional techniques to create a safe group space are all methods of changing group 
energy within individual sessions. these changes help support women to feel comfortable, welcomed and relaxed 
or alert, interested and curious. energy change activities are often done at the beginning of a session to help the 
group focus on the present, within sessions to enliven, rejuvenate or lift a group’s energy, and at the end of a 
session to summarise, focus, or help apply ideas beyond the session. 

7.2 Joining together: what would the group like to cover and how will we work together?

the purpose of helping the group join together is to unify women across the first couple of sessions. this allows 
women to check their first impressions of each other, and ease their concerns about fitting in. it is a phase where 
women want to be accepted, find answers, find directions, and find comfort, support and understanding. women 
at this group stage are questioning, ‘can i trust this place?’, ‘can we clarify what we will do together and how we 
will do it?’. it is a group stage that helps builds rapport between women and ownership by women of the group’s 
content and processes. 

during this phase facilitators can focus on women’s special needs and their prior knowledge about family violence. 
group agreements can be negotiated between group members in order to make overt how the group will enact 
fairness and sharing, timeliness, non attendance and confidentiality. the group agreement can also cover what is 
ok to share and how the facilitators will deal with group member crises. done sensitively, group agreements can 
form a secure foundation in which group members can build trust with each other.

during the joining together group stages, women with disabilities, indigenous women and cald women may need 
to be given hints on what they can ask for. many women may not be used to being asked for their opinion, having 
not positioned themselves as being able to have a say, or having experiences of reflecting on themselves or their 
needs. one way to give women hints of what they can ask for may be to share suggestions of themes that other 
women have explored in earlier groups.

women may disclose other forms of abuse, such as childhood abuse, in such a supportive, encouraging and 
unifying atmosphere. it is helpful if group workers are ready for these occasions with a clear, affirming and 
validating response for these women, and a safe and respectful means of moving the group forward on the session 
theme at hand.

7.3 the social construction oF gender and oF abuse

addressing the theme of gender and abuse being socially constructed sets an important social and political context 
for the groups and offers consistency and integrity for the facilitator’s theory and practice. Family violence is about 
gendered power and control occurring within societies that construct the relationships, systems and structures that 
sanction abuse.

the social construction of the gender and abuse theme allows facilitators to highlight that abuse is perpetrated 
by those in particularly trusted positions within women’s lives, and by those who often have privileged access to 
intimacies about women’s lives. covering this theme permits women to explore the breadth and depth of their 
abusive experiences and begins the important shift away from self-blame for being abused.
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7.3.1 what is Family violence?

For many women accessing support groups, what family violence is, is not self-evident, so this makes it a key 
theme to explore. many factors influence a woman’s confidence in her judgment as to what she is experiencing. 
women who do not know their rights may be accustomed to abuse and so the stress and fatigue of the abuse itself 
compromises confidence. some women have a hierarchy of abuse in their minds (physical violence is worse than 
name calling, which is worse than having your clothing checked for evidence of an affair, or having health information 
withheld). some women may believe certain myths about family violence, such as ‘it happens to women who are in 
poor families’, or ‘it happens to women like me’. often the beliefs held by women are based on information from 
violent partners, or from societal or familial messages. 

For women with disabilities, indigenous and immigrant women, broader definitions of family violence are required 
to acknowledge the varied contexts of their lives. For women with disability a definition of abuse needs to be wide 
enough to include all the relationships a woman may be in, and all the domestic style settings she may experience. 
these relationships and settings may include:

…Other residents, co-patients, a relative and/or a carer, whether family member or paid service provider (Frohmader 1998, 
KPMG 2000). Any definition of ‘domestic violence’ needs to be sufficiently broad to cover spousal relationships, intimate 
personal relationships (including dating relationships and same sex relationships), family relationships (with a broad definition 
of relative) and formal and informal care relationships.51

the forms of abuse women with disabilities may experience include the abuse of her trust in, and reliance on, caring 
acts by others, as well as the omission of vital supports and the commission of violent acts.

For indigenous women, family violence also includes a broad range of relationships that interlink:

… Including aunts, uncles, grandparents, cousins and others in the wider community, whereas non-indigenous people may 
view family violence as only that which occurs within the nuclear family… The Victorian Indigenous and Family Violence Task 
Force defines violence as ‘an issue focussed around a wide range of physical, emotional, sexual, social, spiritual, cultural, 
psychological and economic abuses that occur within families, intimate relationships, extended families, kinship networks and 
communities (Aboriginal Family Violence Prevention and Legal Service 2004). It extends to ‘one-on-one fighting, abuse of 
Indigenous community workers and self-harm, injury and suicide’. 52

For cald women from refugee and recent migrant groups, family violence definitions are often consistent with those 
definitions used in the broader community, but family violence may have particular impacts not experienced by other 
women.53 cald women identify that financial abuse and social isolation are tactics used by violent partners who 
exacerbate the existing settlement challenges of limited family finances and limited english language skills.

significantly, while looking at all these broader definitions, it is important to remember that across ability, culture 
and religion, it is women and children who experience the burden of family violence and that it is overwhelmingly 
males known to these women who assault them in private.54

7.3.2 social expectation and social roles

many group members share that abusive partners use social expectations as a form of justification for their abusive 
actions - it’s because you don’t tidy up, it’s because you looked provocative, because women should always be there 
for the kids. as already noted, some migrant and refugee men used the difficult processes of settlement as a backup 
to their own violent strategies. For example, a recently arrived husband may imply his wife is isolated because she 
has recently arrived, not because he is holding her at home.

teasing out the mixed, and often conflicting, social expectation messages women receive is a useful way to address 
myths and stereotypes about men and women. through exploring social expectation, women can begin to see how 
social expectations can be used as a method of control by abusive partners. 

the concept of a woman having rights may be a contested idea in an abusive relationship and may result in a woman 
being in danger or punished if she does express this idea. some women may have no experience of having her rights 
articulated or respected in abusive relationships. this may particularly be the case for women with a disability, 
indigenous women and cald women. compliance and cooperativeness are strong socialising forces for all women, 
as hastings notes, but particularly for women with a disability.55 similarly, saylors notes, that the systemic abuse 
experienced by indigenous women, in reducing self-worth and self-identity, has often meant a reduction in her sense 
of relationship rights, entitlement, and confidence for change. ‘...this is a response to acculturation pressures and 
(to) historical experiences that interrupted traditional cultural transmission.’56

51. sue salthouse and caroline Frohmader (2004), double the odds’ - Domestic Violence and Women With Disabilities.  a paper presented to the home truths conference, sheraton towers, southgate, melbourne 15 -17 september, 2004. 
retrieved February 21st 2008. available at: www.wwda.org.au/odds.htm, section 5.

 Fadwa al-yaman, mieke van doeland and michelle wallis (2006), Family violence amongst aboriginal and torres strait islander peoples, australian institute of health and welfare, canberra. available at: www.aihw.gov.au/publications/
ihw/fvaatsip/fvaatsip.pdf. retrieved may 2008, pp15-16.

52. stuart rees and bob pease, (2006), Refugee Settlement, Safety and Wellbeing: Exploring Domestic and Family Violence in Refugee Communities, paper Four of the violence against women community attitudes project, victorian health 
promotion Foundation. available at: https://www.vichealth.vic.gov.au/assets/contentFiles/cas_paper4_refugee.pdf. retrieved march 2008, pp27-28.

53. keran howe and paul memmot both reiterate this point in their articles on family violence. howe, 2000, pg10, and memmot & chambers, 2006, p7.

54. gail hastings, (2000), ‘anger as a liberating strength - please don’t do that’, from Women and Disability - An Issue. A Collection of Writings by Women with Disabilities, women with disabilities Feminist collective. available at:  
www.wwda.org.au/womdis4.htm. retrieved april 2008.

56. saylors refers to indigenous women in america but the principles are relevant to indigenous experience in australia. paul memmott, catherine chambers, carol go-sam and linda thomson (2006), Good Practice in Indigenous Family 
Violence Prevention - Designing and Evaluating Successful Programs, issues paper 11, June 2006, australian domestic and Family violence clearinghouse. available at: www.austdvclearinghouse.unsw.edu.au/pdF%20files/issuespaper_11.pdf. 
retrieved February 2008, p10.
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7.4 eFFects oF Family violence 

addressing the effects of family violence in group work is important to help reduce women’s sense of self-blame 
and isolation. it allows group members to share stories, reduce feelings of guilt and shame, and offers women a 
chance to gain a new sense of themselves. in northern regional family violence group work, the effects of family 
violence are often explored in a strength-based manner. this means that as well as exploring what has been 
hurtful, women can explore ideas for healing, and therefore highlighting their resilience and personal power. a 
strength-based perspective offers women a chance to safely discuss difficult emotions while the group continues 
to be productive, empowering and hopeful. 

Family violence contributes tremendously to health problems for women, especially those in the 15-44 age 
groups. the known health impacts of violence against women include death, physical injuries, poor mental 
health (particularly depression and anxiety), chronic pain, substance abuse, and sexual and reproductive health 
complications.57 in terms of improving the overall health of women, strategies that seek to eliminate intimate 
partner violence are as equally relevant, if not more so, than strategies tackling tobacco consumption, high blood 
pressure and obesity all of which are currently receiving their fair share of resources and ‘health dollars’.58  
Family violence group work has a key role to play in this health intervention.

7.4.1 grieF

including an exploration of grief as a group work theme, can give women permission to feel the multiple losses 
associated with family violence. such losses can include the loss of the affection for, and from, the perpetrator 
and the loss of broader social connections for her through his actions. the theme of grief is highly significant for 
women in groups who have experienced multiple traumas, losses and vulnerabilities such as migration, poverty and 
childhood abuse. scott and weisz note losses through family violence can include:

(The) loss of some aspects of their past, when their own survival prompted them to bury some memories until they were 
able to deal with them properly; loss of dearly loved members of the perpetrator’s family, such as mothers-in-law, or other 
people with whom they had relationships they treasured; loss of the right to tell their own stories for fear of being shunned or 
being seen by others as responsible for the abuse they suffered; loss of the dream of being ‘properly’ loved by someone and 
being a partner in a respectful relationship; loss of innocence and trust in others; a sense of loss of their own ‘good judgement 
capacities’. 59

7.4.2 anger

women and anger is an important group theme to cover, giving the go-ahead for women to speak, see their anger 
as justified, find a voice, be energised to act in the world and to reclaim their personal agency. the subject of anger 
also allows women to talk about retaliatory or vengeful actions they may have wished for, or committed against, 
their partner; things for which women may have carried guilt and shame. women often worry that expressing 
anger makes them abusive like their abuser, or that they will become mad just like the abuser may have predicted. 
group workers say that useful group conversations can include making distinctions between women and men’s 
anger, between anger and abuse, and investigating the differences between anger that is hurtful and anger that is 
constructive, courageous and energetic.

7.4.3 shame, guilt and conFusion

women often take responsibility for family violence and for the ways it has affected them and their lives.  
the effects of family violence can confuse how women think, creating shame and a sense of self-blame and 
culpability. through investigating group themes on shame and guilt, women find that they can discover why the 
abuse affects them in confusing ways and how to challenge these effects.

7.4.4 boundary changes

a group theme on boundaries offers women a chance to reconsider what boundaries are in connection to others and 
how these are part of healthy relationships negotiations. women often share in groups that a major consequence of 
family violence is their broken sense of rights to safety, personal space and healthy relationships. 

group workers may need to consider that, depending on their disability, some women may require a sensitive 
discussion regarding boundaries, as bodily senses are one mediating factor in boundaries definition. For example, a 
woman with a vision or hearing impairment may require a closer stance to another, or may use other forms of touch 
for support. women may like to discuss how to assert their individual needs in these matters. similarly, women with 
cognitive disabilities may require group work times for practice and reinforcement of skills in determining who they 
should allow close to them.

For both indigenous and cald women the word boundaries may inadvertently be a loaded term which implies that 
firm individual boundaries are healthiest. boundaries defined as firm and individual may be an unfamiliar concept in some 
communities as people’s sense of self is fluid and culturally, spiritually and environmentally determined. therefore, a 
useful term for group workers to use when referring to personal and social boundaries may be ‘healthy connections’.

57. women’s health in the north, 2005, Women in Melbourne’s North: A Data Book for Program and Service Planning in Health, women’s health in the north, thornbury, p126.

58. women’s health in the north, 2005, Women in Melbourne’s North: A Data Book for Program and Service Planning in Health, women’s health in the north, thornbury, p129.

59. margot scott and silvia weisz (2003), ‘all you do is look back and regret - disenfranchised grief as an obstacle to recovery from abuse’, Domestic Violence & Incest Resource Centre Newsletter , autumn 2003. available at:  
www.dvirc.org.au/publicationshub/Feature%20grief%20and%20loss.doc. retrieved march 2008, p12.
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7.4.5 issues For children and parenting aFter Family violence 

women’s decisions to seek assistance for family violence are commonly motivated by safety and health concerns 
for children. throughout the northern subregion, a number of groups of three to ten weeks duration have 
been created to cover the complexities of parenting after family violence. For example, material created by 
women’s health west and berry street victoria has formed the basis for mothering after violence groups called 
expressions, parenting after violence and shaping a new Future.60 royal children’s hospital staff has also run 
influential groups for mothers and children through their peek a boo, and parents accepting responsibility kids 
are safe (parkas) groups. 

some women’s family violence groups, as outlined in this manual, use one session to cover an introduction to 
parenting after family violence. single session topics can include: how does abuse affect mothering? how do 
abusive men parent? and what are some parenting tips for children who have lived with violence? other topics 
that may be addressed in a single session include: what are the challenges of parenting after the impact of family 
violence? what are the strengths of parenting after this impact? how do women do things with children to rebuild 
relationships with them? and what are some positive mothering messages women can receive via the group 
process?61 

some women attending groups do not have their children currently in their care. if a session is planned around 
parenting after family violence, women could be encouraged to think through the theme in relation to the 
contact they hope to soon have with their children.

7.5 resilience and reclamations oF selF

across the eight week life of a group, the middle session themes move towards topics that address healing from 
family violence experiences. these themes offer women methods of integrating their experiences, moving on from 
them, re-establishing relationships, and safety. the themes at this phase address how women are often resilient in 
the face of family violence and how they can reclaim a sense of themselves as capable, strong and resourceful.

7.5.1 wellbeing and saFety

group workers can address wellbeing and safety in the group themes, speaking about how women can be safe in 
their mind, body and spirit. this theme can cover women’s safety planning, what women’s rights are and how women 
can gain information on how to assert their rights. women can also explore how they have taken stands against the 
effects of abuse, by rediscovering the deliberate things they have done to stay safe and sane in the face of violence. 
this rediscovery can be a valuable step towards reducing self-blame. castalino notes that:

Although (women) find these gaps in the control and domination they are subjected to, I am not saying that they are in 
control. They are still being subjected to abuse and violence. However, these responses and little actions, when linked to 
intentional states, offer opportunity for women to be connected to their values and purposes. Conversations about how, 
why and in what ways women have responded in the face of violence, reveal their stands for their safety and self-care and 
their agency.62

7.5.2 selF-esteem and selF-protection

the skills of, and the value placed on, self-esteem are often eroded through women’s experiences of family violence, 
humiliation and compromise. a group work theme of self-esteem can incorporate topics of how to go about building a 
relationship with yourself by addressing self-worth, self-esteem, self-care, self-protection and self-acceptance. exploring 
these topics offers women tools to assist them in relaxation and enables them to reflect on their own self-concept.

women in the group can discover the influence of societal ‘training’ in shaping their understandings of selflessness and 
selfishness, and look forward to how they would like to effect self-care changes in their lives. again a social dimension 
to the theme asks group workers to consider what is enabling/hampering self-care in women’s environments? 

60. women’s health west and berry street, victoria (2003), Choosing Positive Paths, a Resource Kit for Parents Concerned About their Children. available at: www.whwest.org.au/info/pkindex.php. retrieved march 2008.

61. see possible topics at linda baker and alison cunningham (2004), Helping Children Thrive - Supporting Woman Abuse Survivors as Mothers- a Resource to Support Parenting. available at: www.lfcc.on.ca/hct_swasm.pdf. retrieved march 2008.

62. tracey castilino and andrew compton (2002), Family Violence: the Importance in Practice of Men’s Behaviour Change Programs for Women – Collaborative Practice with Partners of Men who Attend These Programs. available at: www.
austdvclearinghouse.unsw.edu.au/conference%20papers/exp-horiz/castelino_compton.pdf. retrieved march 2008, p8.
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7.5.3 healthy relationships

looking at healthy relationships in family violence group work, supports women in making judgements about 
relationships, weighing their value to her and trusting her conclusions and interpretations of them. women often 
fear they ‘attract’ abuse through their personality or poor choices. women are interested to address what are 
the qualities that are important to a healthy relationship? if these qualities were present in a relationship (of any 
kind) how would this impact on a woman’s ability to be relaxed and real?

group workers can be sensitive to the fact that women in cald and indigenous communities can have complex 
networks. Family relationships may include those who are socially close or emotionally close and roles may differ 
in relation to others. biological and non-biological family may require particular links, duties and responsibilities, 
and migration, resettlement or separation may reconfigure these families and responsibilities. 

cross-culturally, healthy relationships do have similar qualities however and issues of peace, valuing healthy 
women and family harmony are crucial links for all healthy communities.

7.6 conclusions or evolutions

ending the group experience, or even concluding this part of the journey for women, can be difficult. the group may 
be a space in which a woman has, for the first time, been offered attention, respect and safety. offering time over 
one or two sessions to end the group acknowledges this loss and can help women seek similar group experiences 
again with confidence. 

the final group work session covers an evaluation of the group experience for the women and of their personal 
achievements. it can be a place for facilitators to receive feedback as to the program’s pros and cons regarding group 
processes, planning and content. Facilitators may plan for follow-up conversations with group members in one or 
two months time to see what ideas have remained resilient for them. 

evaluating that the group contents and processes are on track is not just an activity to do at the end of the group 
series, it is something that can be done throughout the group as a process of questioning, ‘how are we going?’ 
holding a mid-group check-in or asking women reflective questions about the session at session ends, are two 
methods of doing a process evaluation.
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8.0 useFul practice ideas

8.1 pre-planning

81.1 saFety

group workers can give consideration to what organisational protocols are in place for family violence group work safety. 
group workers can develop a check list to answer safety questions such as:

• what will be the processes followed if partners come to a venue or follow women to a venue? clear processes with 
defined lines of action and accountability are crucial, as is the timely availability of those designated to act. locking 
venue doors or alerting police to group times can be a precautionary and routine action. 

• are children in child care safe? if the child care being used during the group is off-site, women need to have in place 
processes for not allowing others to collect their child at that particular centre. this is usually covered upon enrolment 
in most child care centres including occasional care. if the child care service is on-site, check that they have all the 
security processes of the main group and that child care staff are clear on what to do if necessary. child care staff 
having mobile phones can be very helpful for added safety and security.

• what will be the approach to whether we give out facilitator names and venues to women? workers can advertise 
groups with facilitator’s first names and offer venues advertised as ‘a safe location in reservoir’, rather than a set 
address. women can be given venue details upon confirming her attendance and she can be encouraged not to share 
this with others for the safety of all. 

• how do we ensure the safety of women attending the group and the safety of facilitators? is the venue safe at all times? 
these safety factors can include critical incident processes, occupational health and safety and security matters.

• how will we support women to tell others what the group is for? some women suggest giving an alternative to tell 
partners or others, such telling them it is a women’s health group or a parenting group.

safety is not a place but a complex process. the ebb and flow and reassessment by group workers of women’s wellbeing is 
important, especially should a woman’s circumstances alter during the life of the group. 

8.1.2 child care, transport and venues 

groups are commonly held in community spaces, such as discussion rooms in libraries, community agencies, maternal and 
child health and playgroup spaces, family support and community health rooms. these spaces offer scope for the groups 
to be authentic, collective and mutual because they are relaxed, private and informal learning sites for women. planning is 
needed to make group work venues and sites more inclusive for learners with disabilities. a disability action plan can help 
in complying with the education standards under the disability discrimination act and there are examples of disability 
action plans available at the human rights website which cut across a number of possible group work sites.63

child care is central to women accessing family violence groups and is a key part of planning group work. options for child 
care used by existing group workers include booking occasional care at neighbourhood houses or occasional care at other 
venues and using agency brokerage funds from case managers to pay for child care. other child care options can include 
supporting women to access family day care, paying staff to mind children while the group runs or using volunteers.

mothers say it can be really hard to use child care at a family violence group for the first time. it can be very stressful to 
consider someone else looking after her child when her trust in others, herself and her judgment has been hurt. women 
may feel scared, anxious, fearful and edgy, over-protective and wary of anyone else looking after their child. a woman may 
not have the energy to establish children in a new routine of child care and her child may be very clingy. she may also feel 
guilty about having time for herself if her partner tells her that a ‘real mum’ does all the child care. a woman may have 
been busy surviving and not have had the time to seek out any support options, had no contact with supportive family or 
friends, or have not known where to start.

tips and encouragement may help move women towards using child care. women can be encouraged to visit and check 
out the child care being used, asking how child carers deal with behaviour problems and being reassured about the 
discipline methods used in the child care setting. a mother can also tell child care staff under what circumstances she 
wishes to be contacted, any special needs her child has, or any special tricks she uses to help them feel settled and safe. 
she could also take a special item from home for her child to play with as a form of security in her absence.

it is also useful for group workers to offer support for the child carers, such as specific information on individual children’s 
needs and written information on how to support children exposed to family violence.64 

women suffering financial abuse may also be experiencing poverty and group workers can consider providing food for 
group meetings and simple snacks for children. women subject to abusive monitoring and controlling behaviours by violent 
partners may be assisted by provision of petrol money, child care and transport funding.

transport is a key access issue for women coming to family violence groups and may be addressed by contributing agency 
taxi vouchers or offering to pick women up at a safe location such as from the bus, train or other point, in an agency car. 
in some areas, another option is hiring council buses with child seats and picking women up; often child seats for short-
term hire are free and available from many community houses or family support agencies.

63. human rights and equal opportunity commission, 2008, Disability Action Plans. available at: www.hreoc.gov.au/disability_rights/action_plans/index.html. retrieved may 2008.

64. this could be done using the documents already cited from women’s health west women’s health west and berry street victoria (2003), Choosing Positive Paths, a resource kit for parents concerned about their children. available 
at: www.whwest.org.au/info/pkindex.php. retrieved march 2008.
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8.1.3 advertising and recruitment

group workers often use local avenues such as community newspapers, radio and networks to advertise their 
groups. different language styles can be useful to recruit women, as this provides an opportune space for women 
who may not classify themselves as a victim of family violence to access support. similarly, Flyers advertising 
the groups offered in the subregion often do not use the words ‘family violence’, but instead talk of ‘abusive or 
hurtful’ relationships.65

other melbourne-based groups have noted the value of a general name in advertising that is clarified upon 
enquiry in a more private fashion. one vietnamese group used the term women’s support group,66 gordon and 
adam note local eritrean and somali women in melbourne’s western region may be more likely to identify with 
the concept of family harmony than family or domestic violence,67 and a turkish group in broadmeadows used 
the turkish terms meaning healthy and unhealthy relationships.68 

8.2 session planning

Family violence group work sessions are often run over two to three hours, and planning each session offers a 
framework for co-facilitators to proceed with both confidence and cooperation. a typical structure for a session 
covers a warm-up and introductions, chosen content discussed until a short break, resumption from the break and 
session content, a warm down, then an ending and closure. reflective questions to answer in planning can include:

• how much time will the activity take at each point?

• what are the goals for the session and what do we hope the group members will discover, learn, and be able to 
do differently? how will we know this has been achieved?

• how will we describe what we are planning? group workers can try to not use single words, such as relaxation 
in their planning, but instead try to include a clear outline of how every piece of content and process links to the 
objectives. why do relaxation at all, why this one and why at this point in this group and this session?

• what are our contingency plans? backup options of different ways to do an activity, or explore a theme are 
useful to have available in case groups do not get the number, or mix, required for a particular activity. For 
example an activity based on small groups may not be possible if only four women attend in one week. 

• how do we pace the session so that there is time to do the material, to process it together and not do too 
much? a variety of learning methods and tools offers a more stimulating experience and offers women a chance 
to experience the material in their own way and to take in the information differently.

• how will we use content and processes? at the start of each session, group workers can use warm-ups as these offer 
an introduction to the session and a chance to focus, reduce anxiety and be more present for the learning ahead.

• who will do what? what role will co-facilitators have at each point that is complementary and consistent? 

• what resources will be required to be prepared, accessible, and ready at each point and who will get these ready?

Facilitators have a valuable role in collating wisdom shared by the group and sharing this out amongst group 
members. this may take the form of a journal for each women or a plastic sleeved folder for her to collect all the 
handouts created by the group each week. Facilitators could offer to mind the folder at the centre if it is not safe for 
her to take it home, or encourage her to leave it at a trustworthy friend’s house. women can use the bits and pieces 
to consolidate their learning. they can go over the material, share it with trusted others or revisit the material at 
future points. the facilitator can... ‘be a story maker to trace and meaningfully record the interactions of the actors 
and objects in expanding space’.69 groups who are sharing leisure activities as a form of conversation facilitation may 
have the recipes, patterns or outing details collated, photographed or photocopied so women can own them, look 
back on them, consolidate their ideas or use them again with family and friends.

65. lesley laing discusses this further in her 2001 article. available at: www.austdvclearinghouse.unsw.edu.au/pdF%20files/issues_paper_4.pdf. retrieved march 2008.

66. cited in domestic violence and incest resource centre and tor roxburgh (1994), Empowering Women after Violence: from Survival to Strength, domestic violence and incest resource centre, melbourne, victoria. p87.

67. ruth gordon and munira adam (2005), Family Harmony - Understanding Family Violence in Somali and Eritrean Communities in the Western Region of Melbourne, women’s health west. available at: www.whwest.org.au/docs/
familyharmony05.pdf. retrieved may 2008, p14.

68. personal communication with keklik aydin, broadmeadows women’s community house, February 2008.

69. tara Fenwick (2000), ‘expanding conceptions of experiential learning’, Adult Education Quarterly, vol. 50. no. 4. available at: www.ualberta.ca/~tfenwick/publications/pdF/21experiential%20learning%20in%20adult%20education%20
a%20comparative%20Framework.htm. retrieved march 2008, p263.
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session planning sheet - example 1

the topic or subject to be covered:

the time available for the session:

room arrangements:

particular needs of the individual:

the objectives of the session:

the hoped for outcomes of the session:

time learning activities & Facilitation methods resources

Introduction
10% of the time available

warm-up
introductions
welcomes
topic for today

Development:
70-80% of the overall time

often with a 10-15 minutes 
break for refreshments, 
stretches and informal 
support for women with 
each other

exploration of activity 1

break

exploration activity continued 
or supplemented with another activity, i.e. activity 2

Conclusion:
10-20% of the overall time warm down, ending, summary and evaluation
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session planning sheet – example 2

group: title of group

session: session number, name

date:

objectives: what are the goals for the session? what do you hope the group members will discover, learn, and be able 
to do differently? how will you know this is achieved? try to include a clear outline of how every piece of content and 
process links to the objectives. try not to use just a word, such as relaxation. instead, try saying,  
“why do relaxation at all?”, “why this one?” and “why at this point in this group and in this session?”

time content and process who will do 
what?

resources 
reQuired

time the 
activity  
may take
at each point

warm-ups offer an introduction to the session, a chance to 
focus, reduce anxiety and be more present for the learning 
and sharing ahead.

contingency plans (backup options of different ways to do 
an activity or explore a theme) are useful to have available 
in case you do not get the number, or mix, required for a 
particular activity. For example, an activity based on small 
groups may not be possible if only four women attend in 
one week. 

pace the session so that there is time to do the material, 
to process it together and to not do too much. a variety 
of learning methods and tools offers a more stimulating 
experience and offers women who take in information 
differently a chance to experience the material in their  
own way.

what role will  
co-facilitators have 
at each point which 
is complementary 
and consistent?

what resources will 
be required to be 
prepared, accessible, 
and ready at each 
point? who will  
get these ready?
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8.2.1 using diFFerent media, processes and structures 

group workers suggest that different media, structuring and energy can be brought to any of the outlined 
themes for a varieties of group work activities. group workers encourage the utilisation of different media and 
structure in the design of programs and sessions, as each media option has its own rationale and strengths as 
well as its limits and considerations. a useful reflective question for group workers to pose is “what qualities of 
this medium support the theme, the processes being used and the objectives of today’s group?” group workers 
also suggest using media you are comfortable with or that one facilitator has confidence in using. drawn forms, 
set templates, pre-drawn outlines or shapes, painted or magazine cut collages and joint activities are often easier 
for group workers to start with. 

different media incorporates:

• using clay for its softness, warmth or firmness and because it is soothing and relaxing when held;

• painting, for its many faces, its bold big brushes, little fine brushes, daring colours and soft pastels;

• drawing different lines with fine pens, thicker pens or coloured pencils. groups can draw on different surfaces, 
papers and fabrics, using templates or free hand;

• murals and collages done as a large group or done individually then shared. these can be drawn, created or 
sewn on large sheets or contained onto postcard sized shapes;

• Finding objects that are three dimensional and playing with these for their touch, smell and sound. are they 
smooth, rough, textured, hairy, sweet-smelling, soft or squeaky?

• exploring the environment as a group tool, using meditation in nature, walking and touching, sensing items from 
nature, using water or water features in the background;

• being humorous and dramatic using all five senses. women can share not just visions when storytelling but also 
the sounds that go with healing, the touches of safe relationships, the smells of their new house; 

• moving in the group through games, dancing and activity; 

• using images such as photographs taken by others or taken and valued by the women themselves, and brought 
in to share;

• creating a group song to perform together or sharing music from others that is meaningful in recapturing an 
important time, hope or plan;

• touching of textures that are fun, hopeful, soothing or indulgent; and 

• eating food and being generous with nice tastes, nurturing with flavours and respecting of dietary needs. 

For indigenous women, as with non-indigenous women, successful program outcomes support individuals to 
heal, gain newly-acquired skills, and feel self-sufficient, well and happy. these outcomes are contributed to by 
family violence programs that use reclamations of traditional ways: storytelling, artistic and cultural expression. 
an emphasis on prevention and hope is also highlighted as central to any successful program.70

8.2.2 group structuring

group workers suggest thinking about how particular group structures support the group session 
objectives and the overall group principles and values. some groups may require more active facilitator 
involvement and direction to help members learn. group structuring variation can include:

• dividing large groups into multiple pairs, trios or quads;

• using different structuring of roles in the group. group members can watch co facilitators interview 
each other, watch a role play by facilitators or watch a video. in response to conversations, group 
members can draw or scribe jointly onto a shared board in front of the room or in the middle of the 
group on a papered table surface. women can be asked to record the shared group contribution and 
facilitators can hand over this role;

• using different positions within the group room to alter structure. women can feedback their thoughts 
on an activity from their own seats or by standing out the front and sharing; and

• using different positioning to the theme to alter the structure in a group. women don’t have to always 
discuss their own experiences, but instead can talk about women more generally. women often find this 
safer as it requires less personal disclosure. they could write about women in general, share thoughts 
from women they have met or known, investigate a planned case study, or share their ideas of what they 
want daughters or friends to know. a recent kit developed in nsw for bilingual community educators 
uses a culturally appropriate ‘case study’ to explore issues of what is violence and what are the common 
beliefs about it.71

70. Jamieson hart graves consulting in paul memmott, catherine chambers, carol go-sam and linda thomson (2006), Good Practice in Indigenous Family Violence Prevention - Designing and Evaluating Successful Programs, issues paper 11, 
June 2006, australian domestic & Family violence clearinghouse. available at: www.austdvclearinghouse.unsw.edu.au/pdF%20files/issuespaper_11.pdf, retrieved February 2008, p11.

71.new south wales health department (2008), Bilingual Community Educators, education centre against violence. available at: www.ecav.health.nsw.gov.au/ecav/index.asp?pg=21&s=pJ. retrieved may 2008.
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8.3 group work numbers 

numbers fluctuate in groups and phillips and wright note that a minimum of six and maximum of ten offered the 
most flexibility in the family violence groups they ran in heidelberg.72 their group needed to remain viable in case 
of women leaving the group before its weeks were concluded and yet small enough to offer time and space to 
talk and offer a sense of safety. anecdotal information from other group workers indicates that up to 14 group 
members can be feasible if spaces are large enough and the women have a sense of knowing each other before group 
commencement.

group workers also note that whilst the number of women contacted and assessed for groups remains roughly the 
same from year to year, the number able to take up the group work option has reduced slightly and that attendance 
has been quite varied. For example, numbers in groups in 1996 were an average of eight and in 2007, anecdotally, 
an average of six. across the northern subregion in recent years, a few groups have been shortened, and even 
cancelled, to accommodate this variation in numbers.

there may be many reasons behind the group numbers fluctuations, including issues of quality control for group 
workers to discuss in supervision. however, other structural dimensions may also be pertinent. Family violence 
group work clientele are in increasingly complex situations with many involuntary requirements that increasingly 
preclude voluntary attendance at groups. some of these requirements include possible child protection, child First 
and family support contacts and visits, appointments and follow-ups, as well as visits and paperwork for both private 
and public housing.

women may need to attend legal appointments for intervention orders, child custody arrangements, divorce 
proceedings and access visits, as well as managing breaches to intervention orders and police involvement. they may 
have employment and job search appointments, compulsory employment interviews and centrelink appointments. 
in addition, a woman may have appointments organised for her by any of these agencies including medical, 
psychological and psychiatric obligations, adult and child counselling appointments, as well as employment visits and 
case-work visits. Finally, a woman may have 15 hours of compulsory employment to maintain her pension, meaning 
that her causal work commitments may preclude her regular group work attendance.

anecdotally, one woman in a family violence group, the carer of her granddaughter, was involved in numerous 
appointments including child protection visits and meetings, court and centrelink appointments, paediatrician 
visits for her granddaughter, psychologist sessions for herself and her daughter, case worker meetings and dental 
hospital visits.

whilst these community appointments have always been a feature of the crises of family violence, recent additional 
governmental policy shifts such as welfare to work policies, industrial relations changes, child protection legislation 
and intensive family support programs, have meant that women are increasingly tied to the reporting, monitoring 
and accountability of systems that can be involuntary. the reprioritising of her own wellbeing and health is 
increasingly difficult.

group workers may need to remove both the pressure from women that this is just ‘another requirement’ and 
remove from themselves the notion that a good group must run for eight weeks with the same regular attendees. 
Feedback from women is that often the group work sessions they do attend are crucial sanctuaries amidst a 
regulated life and they often maximise their attendance because of this. 

72. kaz phillips and michelle wright address common group numbers in (1996), Breaking Free, Documentation of the Development of Educative/Supportive Groups for Women Survivors of Violent Relationships, berry street victoria.
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8.4 co-Facilitation

it is helpful for facilitators to work out how they will get ready for co-facilitation and how they will sustain the 
partnerships involved. co-facilitation is the preferred practice standard for group facilitation as it offers maximised 
group facilitation, attends to all complex group tasks and functions, and models respectful relationships to the group 
and allows for a peer support function for facilitators. lancaster suggests a reflective method of co-facilitator inter-
active questioning to help think through some dimensions of this relationship as it commences and proceeds. the 
questioning asks:

• how are contemporary critical feminist theories used to shape what content, processes and tools get used 
within the group?

• how are multidisciplinary resources drawn on in the research of the group? what definition of multidisciplinary 
is used? Facilitators may be encouraged to read a wider range of adult learning theory and to look into 
pedagogy used in facilitated family violence groups;

• in domestic violence support groups, the group is often balancing a range of positional tensions such as, women 
with different experiences of abuse including those with chronic experiences, women with past abuse and 
present abuse, younger and older women of varied backgrounds and women in abusive situations and those out 
of situations. how will certain tensions be planned for, acknowledged and addressed at this time, for this group? 
what is the rationale for the decision? 

• how will two facilitators work in a complimentary manner, not just modelling a respectful equal relationship in 
front of the women, but also in offering verbal and non-verbal consistency? 

• how and when are the nature of the group and role of facilitators made clear? Facilitators may consider talking 
with women at different intervals about the group, its values, history and the facilitator’s roles: and

• what opportunities are there for co-facilitator reflection on group content and processes?

 Facilitators can consider planning for reflection/creation times:

• what minimum/maximum group member numbers support a safer experience (as too few group members 
may not generate enough ideas or may manufacture intimacy)? 

• how are creative processes, such as using music, games, artwork and other media negotiated? what levels of 
participation are required or are negotiable?

• what opportunities are created for incidental learning? Facilitators can consider having breaks in learning, 
different group learning structures, and some less planned talk time to encourage communication;

• what will be the creative processes that incorporate humour, fun, and play? Facilitators may also consider 
processes for group anxiety reduction. personal processing of learning in environments of reduced anxiety can 
be clearer, more effective, and more memorable. if physiological processes are calmer, group members may feel 
more comfortable and be able to pay more attention; 

• how are processes of seating, standing and moving around done in ways which do not replicate women’s 
abusive experiences?

• how are others kept present in their absence? Facilitators can refer to absent women, the comments they 
made last week, the handouts we will keep for them, and the follow-up we will do to check on their safety;

• are there safe, timely opportunities for women to move and feel their bodies and practise a sense of bodily 
integrity that is respected by others? refuge can be less a place but more a complex process of safety. body 
integrity is more than body image;

• how are personal timings addressed in respectful and flexible ways? and

• how explicitly is timeliness incorporated into the group’s processes and language? how can the concept of 
timing be explicitly negotiated within the group? Facilitators can respect a person’s readiness for a group by 
offering the flexible timing of their understandings and offering the option for them to leave or stay, or to do 
the group again.73 

 73. cathy lancaster (2006) ‘learning in domestic violence support groups’, unpublished master thesis, university of new england, armidale, pp111-113.
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8.4 co-Facilitation continued

donne offers a method of reflective co-facilitator shared questioning as a means of post group de-briefing and 
planning for the next session. she encourages an approach of mutual curiosity, respect for difference, welcoming and 
appreciation.74 the co-facilitator conversation mutually asks:

• what stood out the most for you from our session today? 

• what aspects of the session did you feel helped create a move towards the shift in the topic?

• what did you notice in particular?

• what do you think we both did right that might have enabled the women to see the topic differently?

• what did you notice that gave you this impression? 

• what do you think you did differently today?

• is there anything you think i did that surprised you?

• what effect do you think this had on our facilitation? 

• was there anything you did that surprised yourself?

• what did the session leave you with today? 

• was there one thing the co-facilitator did differently that struck me?

• what is one thing i learned or took away with me from observing the way she facilitated the session?

• what has our conversation today given you regarding how we work together? and 

• what will it leave you with?

cross-cultural and power issues within the co-facilitator relationship also need to be discussed. as well as peer 
support, debriefing and mutual supervision or external supervision with a consultant or supervisor is often used. 
external supervision for family violence group work often takes the form of a supervision session prior to the group 
series’ commencement, with up to three supervision sessions during the group and one post group. these timings 
are negotiated between the supervisor, the agencies involved and the facilitators.

8.5 links to other services and making reFerrals

clear referral pathways to counselling, case workers, family support workers and crisis services are useful resources 
for group workers to have. the issue of referral is not a linear one of counselling and then referring to a group or 
visa versa. as women find their own pathway at different times, having a range of referral options that compliment 
each other can maximise women’s choices and safety.

8.6 resources

8.6.1 training

a number of services have been used by group workers to further their education. these include: 

• the group work institute, thornbury; 

• the melbourne institute for experiential and creative arts therapy; 

• latrobe university arts therapy courses and extension programs;

• latrobe university and the bouverie centre family therapy courses;

• university-based courses such as social work, family therapy specific, adult education and learning;

• courses and training at dvirc and the centre for excellence for child and Family welfare; and

• self-directed learning, particularly through the use of the key clearinghouses such as the australian domestic 
and Family violence clearinghouse or the bibliography of clearinghouses in the social sciences in australia 
compiled by anne hugo, australian clearinghouse for youth studies.

 
74. domestic violence and incest resource centre and Joanne donne (1998), ‘creating a post group narrative’, paper at victorian women’s health conference, unpublished document, melbourne, pp1-5.
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8.6.2 other resources

often, printed resources for group work can be translated, modified, made into a visual form or an auditory 
form, fonts made larger, and wording made clearer. some of the resources mentioned by group workers have 
included:

• st lukes innovative resources available from: www.innovativeresources.org/;

• duluth model wheel gallery available at: www.duluth-model.org/documents/wheelshandout.pdf;

• affirmation cards available from: thehealinglatte.com.au/dogmalittleaffirmationscards-p-262.html;

• online ice breakers and games such as those available at: improvencyclopedia.org/games//;

• music for relaxation, yoga, sleep and meditation available at: www.therelaxationcompany.com/;

• hot peach pages family violence information in seventy five languages available at: www.hotpeachpages.net/lang/
langdoc.html#safetycan;

• women focussed book shops online such as open leaves bookshop carlton and the Feminist bookshop 
sydney available at; www.openleaves.com.au/ and www.feministbookshop.com/

• online human rights declarations available at www.unifem.org.au/node/144.

• disability specific models, dolls, family set, films and books available at: web.seru.sa.edu.au and at: www.decs.
sa.gov.au/docs/documents/1/onthesamebasissectionthre.pdf;

• videos and dvds such as gippsland women’s health service, 2000, stepping stones women taking positive 
steps after domestic violence; hunter valley domestic violence committee, 2002, through new eyes: 
exploring the hidden dynamics of domestic violence; new south wales health department, 2008, education 
centre against violence. available at: www.ecav.health.nsw.gov.au/ecav/index.asp?pg=21&s=pJ;

• best practice research through australian domestic and Family violence clearinghouse. available at: adfvcnew.
arts.unsw.edu.au/default.htm; and 

• bibliography of clearinghouses in the social sciences in australia compiled by anne hugo, australian 
clearinghouse for youth studies. available at: www.acys.info/resources/biblio/clearinghouses#examples.

8.7 program evaluation

evaluating the group experience and its outcomes for women is a key part of group work. hence session evaluation 
methods are addressed in the activities section of this manual. women’s gains through the group experience could 
also be appraised through pre and post group questions based on health scales and inclusive of broader assessment 
criteria addressing social connectedness, emotional health, changes to self-confidence, self-esteem and relationships 
improvement. knowledge improvement, values change and skills improvement are other dimensions of possible 
enquiry on this evaluation dimension. to determine the resilience of changes experienced, or gains made by women, 
a safe follow-up three or six month contact by the agency could be incorporated.

whole of program evaluation addresses a number of dimensions of activity, such as program reach, effectiveness, 
adoption, implementation and maintenance, which are broader than just group member reported benefits. program 
evaluation also looks at both worker and organisation contributions to enhancing and hindering program success. 
within the northern region, different organisational cultures and beliefs about what constitutes effective measures 
of evaluation are challenges for partner agencies to address collaboratively. good practice models of human services 
and health and community based program evaluation include the re-aim Framework, people centred evaluation and 
the empowerment evaluation.75

75. For some evaluation model outlines see the Bibliography of Evaluation, australian institute of Family studies website. available at: http://www.aifs.gov.au/institute/info/bib/evaluation-methodologies.html. retrieved may 2008.
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8.8 Further reading

withih this section are further readings on family violence policy, legislation, theory and practice for readers to pursue.

8.8.1 policy and legislation
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9.0 useFul activities 

this section of the manual outlines activities that can be used in groups. they are collected around the common themes in 
family violence groups as identified in section six of this manual. as previously noted, a common sequence of group sessions 
moves from joining together themes to exploring social constructions and definitions of family violence, and then towards 
sharing effects and recovery and finishing with group conclusions.

9.1 energy changes

these activities offer to alter the energy levels in the group, support women to feel comfortable, relaxed, alert, 
interested and curious. the times suggested for these warm ups presume a group size of six to eight women.

9.1.1 warm-ups in 5-10 minutes 

typical warm-ups for 5-10 minute time frames can be:

• physical activities (stand up or jump up);

• throwing a ball around and say a word about today, then passing it onto another woman; 

• standing in a circle and putting out your left palm then placing your right index finger into the palm of the 
person to your right. then count to three and try to grab the finger in your palm and at the same time, remove 
your finger so as not to be caught;

• dancing to music;

• playing favourite music during quiet times;

• ritual welcomes; and

• walking leisurely around the room. when you say `three knees̀  the women form little groups, each group 
consisting of three touching knees. using your imagination, you can ask for seven left big toes, two earlobes, 
nine fingers, four shoulders, etc. 

9.1.2 warm-ups in 10-15 minutes 

warm-ups for a 10-15 minute time frame can include:

• sharing your mother’s name, its meaning and history. alternatively use your grandmother’s name, or an older 
woman who is special to you;

• milling about the room to greet each other, perhaps just by shaking hands. shake hands, move on, and greet the 
next person you meet. then greet each other in a more specific way. possibilities are: greet each other like you 
greet a long-lost friend; greet someone you don’t really trust; greet someone you really didn’t want to bump 
into; greet your dog or cat; greet someone you had a secret crush on as a teenager; greet someone as if you 
are a famous character (for example: female super heroes, sports stars, favourite actors);

• decorating a brown paper shopping bag with handles. the outside displays the things women show about 
themselves and are happy to share (for example: things i love to do, my hobbies, where i live now, and my 
name). inside the bag are things closer to the women that they may share later with the group (such as hopes 
and personal goals). share the outside bag and bits in the bag if wished;

• creating a name tag, draw a symbol for yourself, your name, a hobby and something extra. have fun and 
chatter. after drawing it, mingle and discover about each other. alternatively make badges and pin or clip them 
on;

• handing around a range of items in a basket (for example: found small household objects, items from nature, 
small toys, or souvenirs) hand the basket around taking turns to pick out one item and say why you like it and 
what it says about you that you picked it;

• lining up alphabetically, share your name with the group. discuss who named you, what it means and whether 
you have any pet or nicknames;

• lining up without words in birth order (use hand signals, fingers to count or facial expressions). if women don’t 
know their birth date they may know their approximate age. line up without words in order of age, shoe size, 
height, amount of blue being worn today, light to dark hair colour or by how i feel today (for example: stressed, 
happy or energetic);

• sharing where you were born and some information about the area and its history. the next group member 
stands in the room using your ‘place’ as a geographical reference point and then stands where she was born 
in relation to your place (for example: north of it, near it, far away from it) and shares a bit of her own 
information;

• telling either one good or bad experience you had at school; 
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9.1.2 warm-ups in 10-15 minutes                                                                                                  (continued)

• naming a woman whom you admire and briefly explain why; 

• choosing something from your handbag, wallet or key ring which says something you value about yourself;

• collecting caring wisdom: if you know before the group starts that all women are parents, aunties or carers, in 
some way add up the ages of the children/others they have/are caring for. this may be a big number and shows 
the collected experience into the room. encourage the women to pick one of the people they care about and 
introduce them to the group (for example, my daughter’s name is tania, she is cheeky and loves dressing up… 
or my mother’s name is emme, she is 75…). alternatively use other collected wisdom categories, such as time 
spent in paid work, unpaid work or being a good friend;

• imagining names: share your name and then think of a name you’d like to have, such as a fantasy name or movie 
star name. tell us about that name too;

• choosing one of the prepared photo cards that means something for you and share your thoughts with  
the group;

• locating and relocating on an imaginary line on the ground in answer to the following situations:

women who have spent time living in the country/city

women who dabble with the internet - women who are yet to try this

women who have a hidden talent - women who have not yet had the opportunity to express it.  
ask the women what their talent is

women who love to travel (even in your dreams) - women who prefer to stay at home

women who like to listen to popular music - women who have some other music taste

women who have never dyed their hair - women who do and have dyed their hair

women who have a second language - women who don’t (yet)

• breathing musically: use a musical instrument that has a vibration such as a drum or guitar, or one that uses 
breath, such as wind instruments. give everyone a turn to make some sounds to start the group;

• scavenger hunting: move around the room finding others who fit ten categories written on a pre-planned sheet 
(For example, who has green eyes, lives in the area, can sing or enjoys cooking) a variation can be done where 
all women are in a circle, holding all ten fingers up in the air. one person at a time starts asking questions that 
take yes or no answers. whoever cannot answer yes to a question drops a finger. the last person with a finger 
left wins. good questions are things like, “do you have a cat?”, “have you ever gone to tasmania?” etc.; and 

• sharing something that says something about you from your wallet. remember not everyone has a wallet or 
even things in it, so discretion with this is required.

9.1.3 mid-group warm-ups

as women get to know each other, warm-ups may include:

• moving on an imaginary line, to share my progress so far. how have i made this movement? how have i not gone 
backwards? or, how have i not gone back even further if i have gone backwards a bit? 

• massaging: everyone puts their hands on their right neighbour’s shoulders and give them a shoulder massage. 
change directions after a minute or so;

• listening to who has been paying attention as we have shared? share three things about yourself, one of them 
being false. one of the facilitators may need to model this first; and

• knotting: a fun game where a circle of women holding hands, move and step over hands to ‘knot themselves up’ 
without dropping any held hand. one member, who has not watched the ‘knotting up’, tries to unknot the group 
back to the original circle via verbal instructions.

returning to the group warm-ups after a week break, a week off or a more stressful week might include:

• choosing a st luke’s bear card showing facial expressions, to say what it was like to come back to the group, or 
to be new to the group today;

• asking what is something you did or would like to have done during the week that linked with last week’s 
exercise, or made you feel good; and

• pondering what strength you drew on to get here today, be here today, rediscover today.

later warm-up sessions in group might involve asking, “what makes a good ending? what is a good end to a movie, 
a day, or a goodbye?”
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9.1.4 warm-ups in 20-30 minutes

building group cohesion, safety and a sense of affirmation may mean warm ups become longer. some of the warm-
ups that are activities in their own right include:

• having a world map and sharing where my heritage is. pin a coloured ribbon of your journey, or heritage of 
family, prior to australia;

• having an australian map and asking members to talk about the areas special to them; and 

• regularly using a small item to denote turn taking such as a shell, smooth stone or cultural item. hand this 
around with a time limit for each woman to offer updating, current issues, to get things off her chest, share 
successes or applications of new insights since the last group session. such group catch-ups provide a space for 
women to talk about what is happening for them at the moment and how the conversations and activities in the 
group are influencing their thinking in relation to current circumstances. it also offers a structure to keep the 
item moving, thus offering a chance for all to speak without one person dominating the chance.

9.1.5 warm downs and energy changes

warm downs are useful for concluding a group session, refocussing on life outside the group and integrating 
experiences from the session. warm downs can include:

• asking the group, “what is something that you have learned today that will make a difference in your life? or, 
“what strength do you think you have drawn on to undermine the effects of abuse in your life? or, “what is one 
thing you can do, or can begin planning to do, that would be putting eggs into your own basket?”; 

• Finishing the session with ‘my hope for the next person’ gift. if this were a gift (use a small box with bow to denote 
the gift) i would give you...;

• naming one thing that you know you do, say or think when you are being yourself;

• picking a card or photo that says something about how it was to share your story or about how it was hear others 
speak about their story;

• go around the group and share one thing you have noticed that is different (in a positive way) about yourself since 
beginning the group;

• relaxing through a relaxation. workers suggest maximising choice in any relaxation or meditation to allow women 
to decide where her relaxation is best conducted for her at this time. For example, rather than make the guided 
meditation to a set place and having set methods of travel, allow the women in the group to decide where they will 
go and how they will get there. get them to think of something that is specifically special to them, rather than having 
one proscriptive scenario for everyone. give the option of down cast eyes rather than closed if the women choose;

• lighting or extinguishing candles, passing on a special gift box, passing around a unique object or playing some 
meaningful music to commence and end a session;

• having a variety of objects as symbols and choosing one that you wish to speak about;

• sharing a time when i had a real belly laugh;

• sharing a time when i was embarrassed but that i look back on now and laugh about, or share funny things that i 
have heard kids say; 

• sending each other off with messages for the future. tape a4 sheet to each person’s back and mill around and write 
a message on each person’s sheet about something you hope for each particular person. you can read your sheet 
now or save it to read at home; and

• choosing a photo, card or picture which represents something about your hopes for the future.

9.1.6 creating a group space

creating a group space helps the environment feel safely owned by the women. this creation can be done when 
group workers:

• show women the future group work space before the group starts, either in person or in photos;

• decorate the space or show new women the way other women have decorated the space in the past;

• use movement such as dancing, music, drumming, or sing-a-longs;

• use touch such as soft fabrics to hold and have draped on chairs;

• use things created by past groups, such as a multilingual quilt, to show new women this can be their space too;

• choose a fragrance to burn in an oil burner; and 

• have a ritual to create the space via words and actions. 
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getting ready activities
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activity 1: how to read the activities ideas

this sheet shares the outline that all the cited activities follow within this manual. group 
sessions can be constructed from one or two of the activities, plus any of the required energy 
change activities.

obJectives            

the rationale behind the activity, and its purpose and goals.

timing resources

an estimation on the time the activity may 
take. this will depend on group numbers and 
the amount of time devoted to discussion and 
processing issues that arise. it will also depend 
on the group’s need to slow down the sessions 
to allow for both consideration of feelings that 
arise, and for the consolidation of ideas covered.

what resources may be prepared and readied 
before the group commences.

variations oF activity tips For Facilitators

tips on other ways the activity could precede 
which is consistent with the activity’s objective.

additional insights from facilitators who have run 
this activity before.

steps For Facilitators

a suggested way of conducting the activity which includes the main methods used.

what women have said

comments shared by group participants about this activity.

sample Forms, handouts and sheets

samples of the types of sheets, with the examples filled in, that may complement the activity. these 
are not prescriptive for reproduction, but are illustrative of how previous women’s groups have 
tackled the theme.
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activity 2: chatting about the group and assessment                                                 page 1/4

obJectives            

• to provide a shared understanding of what the group will entail.

• to assess a woman’s current safety and referral needs regarding group membership.

• to offer a mutual introduction to the group facilitators, their roles and possibly the group 
environment.

• to discuss the part group support can play in a broader picture of support.

timing resources

up to one hour. • assessment formats for the agency 
conducting the group.

• data collection formats for the agency 
conducting the group.

• risk assessment pro forma sheets from the 
Family violence risk assessment manual. 

variations oF activity

• can be conducted at the site of the group meeting to allow the woman to see the venue, or show 
her photos of the venue at the meeting.

• can be conducted at any mutually convenient and safe site.

tips and steps For Facilitators

if the client is not being referred by a specialist family violence service it will be necessary to do a 
comprehensive risk assessment. if possible, request permission to fill in forms as you speak together 
or wait and summarise in writing aspects of her story after she has left. referrals to other support 
services may be necessary.

example for an introduction assessment conversation: “hello and thanks for chatting to us about the 
group. coming to groups can be challenging, especially when you speak about relationships. we’d like 
to help you work out if this group is the best one for you to be coming to. would you like to tell us a 
little about your circumstances?” mention that if information comes to light regarding concerns about 
their safety, that you would need to act on that and that we then can not be confidential.
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activity 2: chatting about the group and assessment                                                 page 2/4

sample Forms, handouts or sheets

Assessment for family violence group Agency code number Date of assessment:               

Name:

Address:

Phone: Mobile:

Date of Birth:     /     / Please note that the details requested on this enrolment form are for the purposes of agency and 
government data collection requirements. This information will remain confidential; however it is your 
choice to complete either all or only part of this information.

Is child care required? Child’s name:

YES NO Child’s age:

Do you require transport/access support?

YES NO If yes, please specify your needs:

Fill in agency data forms from this information so the woman doesn’t have to repeat it.

her story

what is her story of the abuse in the relationship and how does she understand it? explore each 
woman’s hopes and thoughts about the group and how she found out about it. does she have any 
past experience of groups? how does she think it will be to speak about her experiences with other 
women? how will it be for her to listen to other women’s experiences of abuse?

explore her emotional wellbeing and how she has survived

enquire: how have you coped or survived the effects of trauma in your life?

does the woman have a psychiatric diagnosis, use medication or self-medicate? does she have other 
survival strategies such as gambling or self-harm? what have been her practices of care? can we get 
the name of her psychiatrist or local doctor?

explore experience oF trauma more broadly, including experiences as a child

For some women abusive experiences in their intimate relationship has been on top of difficult or 
abusive childhoods or other experiences of abuse. has this been something she has also had to cope 
with at any time? discuss group safety and grounding techniques around using her five senses. let her 
know that she can leave the room, choose to participate or not, access facilitators or access one-on-
one counselling.

explore the woman’s perception oF the helpFulness oF current supports and options For 
improving these iF needed

is there anyone that the woman talk about these issues with (for example: friends, family, 
counsellors)?

other women have told us that hearing stories of abuse can bring up painful memories of their own 
and leave them feeling overwhelmed. what are her ideas about managing this? 
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activity 2: chatting about the group and assessment                                                 page 3/4

explore any thoughts oF harming herselF or taking her own liFe?

what are her levels of depression? is she suicidal with a plan or means? has she talked to anyone else?

For those women who have children, explore the current issues For the children

what are the current issues for your children? 

has she used child care before and does she have ideas about how we can help her with it? suggest 
coming and visiting the child care workers, address trust and safety issues and explore anxiety issues.

share inFormation about the group

does the woman have any particular questions about the group?

how does she think it will it be for her come the morning of the group? what are her concerns?

saFety considerations in relation to group attendance

1. Has your partner ever made threats to harm you or your children?                                 YES NO 

2. Have the police ever been called as a result of abusive behaviour by your partner?                    YES NO 

3. Do you have a current intervention order against your partner/husband or ex-partner/ex-husband?     YES NO 

Please specify:

What will you tell your partner about your attendance at the group?

Please specify:

4. Is your partner/husband or ex-partner/ex-husband likely to try to follow you or locate you at this group?

NOT AT All UNlIkElY MAYBE VErY lIkElY 

5. For any future communication is it safe for you to receive mail at the address you have given?          YES NO 

If no, is there an alternative way to contact you? Please specify:

7. As a result of you attending this group, do you believe this places any risk to you or your children’s safety?      YES NO 

If yes, please comment further:

8. Given that this conversation is happening now, how will you let me know if your circumstances change?

women attending these groups can be in stressful, traumatic or dangerous circumstances. From both 
a duty-of-care perspective, for her and her children, and to ensure safety for other group members 
and workers, this assessment allows us to support the woman to determine that her needs will be 
best met by the group at this time.
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activity 2: chatting about the group and assessment                                                 page 4/4

significant amounts of research indicate the importance of both identifying a possible concurrence of 
child abuse and domestic violence, and identifying a women’s own potential use of abuse and violence 
in her relationships. the systematic use of abusive tactics within a relationship is not the same as 
women having problems expressing anger.

primarily, the groups are not suitable for those with critical substance rehabilitation needs, for suicide 
prevention, for the treatment of acute psychiatric difficulties, for women who are abusing their 
children and not taking some responsibility for this, or for women who are being actively stalked by 
abusive partners/ex-partners

it is assumed that these priority needs will be addressed by case workers, or a referral will be made 
for this to occur. of course many adult women have had these experiences in their lives and such an 
experience does not exclude her attendance. it is just that focus on these matters is not the group’s 
primary aim. however, workers know, and are prepared for the fact, that it may shape the context of 
some women’s access and ability to keep attending and learning.
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Joining together activities
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activity 3: getting to know each other

obJectives            

• to create a sense of welcome and safety for women.

• to build group cohesion and begin the process of women getting to meet each other.

• to get to know each other and cover practical matters pertinent to the auspicing organisation, 
house-keeping, breaks, toilets, today’s program and relevant occupational health and safety 
procedures.

timing resources

up to half-an-hour. any range of art materials can accompany this activity.

variations oF activity

• this activity can be done as a large group or in small groups or pairs which report back to the 
larger group.

• all the activities outlined in the previous section on warm-ups can be used as getting to know each 
other activities

tips and steps For Facilitators

as part of an introduction it can be important to cover why this program is run and why these 
particular facilitators are running it. For example, facilitators may share a personal commitment to 
human rights or a long standing interest in women’s groups.

invite the group to divide into pairs and then to speak to the women next to them. get them to 
talk about three safe and non-revealing things about themselves. For example, hobbies, household, 
favourite foods or where they grew up? the facilitator may ask the group for some categories. 
participants will talk to their partner for 5-10 minutes then swap over. then they try to remember 
what they were told. the partner then introduces them to the larger group and they, in turn, 
introduce their partner.

What Women have said

“I liked it when  
we laughed with each other, 

not at each other!”

Group member 2003
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activity 4: connected women’s lives

obJectives            

• to join women who may have commenced with the group at a different week to the others.

• to create a safe sense of connection, shared experience and welcome for women.

• to build group cohesion and begin the process of newer women getting to know existing members. 

timing resources

up to half-an-hour. Five different balls of wool of different colours 
and textures.

variations oF activity

• use the ‘wool network’ as an opening ritual for each session.

• use the wool ball web activity to include new women who begin in week three.

tips and steps For Facilitators

to allow women time to start a group, facilitators may have to do joining activities over a few weeks. 
this activity can be good to introduce new members joining in week two to existing members who 
would have started in week one. have different coloured balls of wool - red, green, cream, brown 
and yellow - with each ball representing life experiences. red can represent sad or grief times, green 
growth times, cream confident times, brown dark times and yellow ‘bounce back’ times. ask each 
woman to take a length of each ball that represents memories of these things in her recent life. 
there is not a need to share what these things are. Just pull out a length as memories come to mind. 
each woman ties her lengths together, end to end, to form one long length. each of the lengths is 
tied together to form one group length of wool. 

the facilitator rolls the length up and discusses this as ‘our special ball of connected women’s 
experiences’. the wool end is then held and the ball tossed gently to one of the women saying her 
name as this is done. she then holds a bit of the wool and gently tosses to another woman saying 
her name. gradually the lengths crisscross over each other as the ball unravels and forms a web of 
connection. keep going until the women are confidently saying each others names. ask the women 
for a comment on the colourful connected web. what does it say about their experiences? what is 
it like to know how connected we all are, or how similar our experiences as women are? is there a 
word to share how you feel looking at the network or the wool and wool ball?
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activity 5: group agreements

obJectives            

• to enhance the sense of welcome and safety for women already offered and to continue to build 
group cohesion, mutual confidence and a collective commitment to how the group will run.

• to begin the process of women getting to know how the group will run.

• to explore a group agreement and discuss how the group will be in a safe, comfortable venue and a 
productive context for discussion and sharing. importantly, the group will not be replicating of the 
styles of communication experienced by women in abusive relationships.

timing resources

up to half-an-hour. a whiteboard or paper to record  
contributions onto.

variations oF activity

• this activity can be done as a large group or in small groups or pairs which report back to the 
larger group. asking women to share their ideas are as to some important ways of creating a 
comfortable and safe group environment. give some tips to start. the facilitator can record 
comments for later reference and for women to refer to in other weeks or to modify.

• ask the women to remember and share a previous group situation where they didn’t fit in, for 
example at school, a social group or leisure group. drawing on this experience, what will have to 
happen to make sure this group time together is very positive?

tips and steps For Facilitators

a group agreement may cover:

• safe disclosure and enacting safe communication within the group and confidentiality, how will we 
enact this? will we identify each other outside of the group?

• the roles of co-facilitators and of women speaking from a position of ‘i’. 

• whether mobile phones will be off or on vibrate? whether it is ok to have any swearing? if so, 
in what context is it ok?

• holding a non-judgmental atmosphere and mutual respect. how will we see these happening?

• timeliness and attendance? clarity around any non-negotiables such as the facilitator’s role in 
relation to child protection, women’s use of alcohol and other drugs, mental health crises or 
abuse to others.
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activity 6: what would we like to cover?

obJectives            

• to build on a sense of welcome, safety and cohesion for women.

• to discuss what women are expecting and wanting from their group experience and match this to 
what is possible, modelling respect for varied voices and choices of group participants.

timing resources

up to half-an-hour. a whiteboard or paper for recording 
contributions onto.

variations oF activity

women can also have a personal envelope. on a slip of paper they write down any additional hopes 
and dreams for the group and this is kept for them to revisit privately at the group’s half-way point.

tips For Facilitators

• be overt about processes you will use in the group discussion such as collages and relaxation and 
be open to negotiate these where possible. 

• give permission for women to choose not to do a particular activity.

• have written support material and brochures available at most sessions for women to pick up and 
look over. whilst it may not always be possible to do practical sessions, for example one on legal 
rights, it may be possible to provide this information in other forms. have pamphlets in varied 
languages available or order these prior to the group meeting.

steps For Facilitators

pose questions such as: “what are the challenges you are currently having?, what are the issues 
you’d like the group to cover?, what would you find useful for the group to discuss?, when you 
were invited, what did you hope would be covered?, when you heard about the group, was there a 
main issue you hoped we’d discuss?, how would you like to cover this issue?” in this group we use 
a variety of methods because some people learn and think differently to others. are there ways you 
like to do things? For example, ‘ i like to write’, ‘i am crafty’, and ‘i like music or poetry’.  
record these themes and write up before next week into a series of sessions to be covered over the 
weeks together.
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social construction oF Family violence:  
what is Family violence?
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activity 7: a checklist activity                                                                                            page 1/2

obJectives            

• exploring ‘what is family violence?’ sets an important context for the remaining weeks.

• this activity offers an introduction to the breadth of types of abuse and the shared group 
experience of abuse, as well as a means to address common concerns that some types of abuse are 
worse than others.

• the anonymity of this activity, its pre-written categories and examples offers women a potentially 
safe means of sharing their experiences of abuse. in having prepared categories this can be an 
instructive and educative way to look at ‘what is family violence?’

timing resources

up to 45 minutes including a break for coffee. 
maybe team this activity with a follow-up of 
‘creating a group definition’.

• pens.

• pre-written or typed created checklists and a 
whiteboard or white paper to collate shared 
material and to write definitions onto.

variations oF activity

use different visual representations for your checklist such as asking women to circle experiences or 
to register their degrees by one, two or three plus signs.

tips For Facilitators

women note that a category of ‘other’ is helpful for them to personalise their response. also, 
women note that some categories don’t do justice to the totality and depth of their experience, 
thus other names or spaces to identify meanings are important. this activity presumes some written 
literacy but could be done in pairs with facilitators assisting anyone with words or meanings.

steps For Facilitators

create a handout with headings of some common types of abuse on it and ask women to tick those 
items that are familiar to them. encourage them to add any of their examples if they wish. these 
can be handed back to the facilitator anonymously just prior to group break. the facilitator can 
then collate the common types of experiences women in the group have had, writing them on the 
whiteboard. re-group after the break.
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What Women have said

“We were teasing out, what is family violence? There 
were a couple of examples in the little check box and 
we had a bit of time to look at that and say if you 
could relate to any of these.[We were asked to] just 
tick them and we will have a bit of a discussion. That 
was the hugest point; it was like a turning point for me 
because I ticked every box! It was like awareness that, 
all of a sudden, I went ‘wow’ and I got the full brunt of 
what had happened and realised that I couldn’t deny it 

had happened any more”.

Group member 2001

activity 7: a checklist activity                                                                                          page 2/2

the facilitator may say: “in our group today, women mentioned the following examples” then read 
out the collated list on the whiteboard. during this presentation women can just listen or identify an 
item as their own if they wish to expand on it. 
the facilitator can draw a small graph (example below) on the board, numerically collating the 
numbers of items checked by the group. this represents the range of experiences and the facilitator 
can then discuss that one is not worth more than another, as they are all not ok. 

EMOTIONAl PHYSICAl SExUAl FINANCIAl VErBAl SOCIAl SPIrITUAl OTHEr

28 16 8 12 21 13 18 10

the group can be asked: “what are some things you think about when you see this? what would you 
like to add to this conversation? how do we define family violence together to take account of the 
breadth of experiences?”
From this we can begin to create a group definition of what we think family violence is. ask the 
women to help shape a unique definition with shared understanding.

sample Forms, handouts and sheets

experiences of violence activity handout for women to fill in;

EMOTIONAl PHYSICAl SExUAl FINANCIAl VErBAl SOCIAl SPIrITUAl OTHEr

He calls you 
names…    □

He breaks 
things special 
to you □

-----------------

He hits you

□

Demands sex 
when you feel 
unwell     □

-----------------

Flirts in front 
of you      □

-----------------

Has other 
partners    

He asks you for 
money for his 
drinking 

He calls you 
names 

He won’t let 
you see your 
parents

Experience of 
being held and 
tormented 

MY ExAMPlES

EMOTIONAl PHYSICAl SExUAl FINANCIAl VErBAl SOCIAl SPIrITUAl OTHEr

1
 He gave me $40 
for all the food

 Not allowed  
to go to church

2

3
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activity 8: things i see as hurtFul and abusive                                                                page 1/2

obJectives            

• as with all these activities, exploring ‘what is family violence’ sets an important context for the 
remaining weeks.

• this activity offers an introduction to the breadth of types of family violence, the shared group 
experience of abuse and a means to reframe the abusive behaviours as unacceptable breaches  
of rights.

timing resources

up to 40 minutes. • handouts. 

• pens for recording.

• a whiteboard or paper for recording large 
group responses.

tips For Facilitators

some actions on their own, or in a different context, would not be seen as abusive. it is the intent 
to control and misuse power which underpins violent or abusive behaviour. For example, reading the 
odometer in a car in one context may not be abusive, but systematic odometer reading, controlling 
comments and withdrawal of money for petrol are an abuse of power.

steps For Facilitators

in small groups of two, three or four (depending on group size), brainstorm and discuss some of 
the sorts of behaviors that women no longer want to consider acceptable, and which are abusive 
or disrespecting of their rights. possible headings may include all nine of the following: physical, 
emotional, financial, spiritual, psychological, sexual, verbal, social and institutional rights. Join into a 
large group again and share what has been discussed within the small groups.
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activity 8: things i see as hurtFul and abusive                                                                page 2/2

sample Forms, handouts and sheets                                      

in small groups, brainstorm/discuss some of the sorts of behaviours that you no longer want to 
consider acceptable and which are abusive or disrespecting of your rights.

possible headings:

Physical Emotional

Financial Spiritual

Psychological Sexual

Verbal Social

Institutional

note to facilitators: some actions on their own, or in a different context, would not be seen as 
abusive. it is the intent to control and misuse power which underpins violent or abusive behaviour.

What Women have said

“...The feeling that we are not alone 
in our experiences... We are not the 
only ones, there are others. Physical 
violence isn’t the most damaging form 
of violence to our inner selves. Other 

forms shouldn’t be minimised.”
Group member 2004 
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activity 9: creating a group deFinition

obJectives            

• creating a shared understanding of ‘what is family violence?’ personalises each group’s experience, 
clarifies for women the breadth of abuse and begins to normalise her experiences.

• it offers a way for women to begin to reduce their isolation regarding their experiences in a way 
that is safe; women share what they feel comfortable sharing.

timing resources

up to 30 minutes. a means to record contributions.

variations oF activity

art materials, magazines and written words could be used to create a collage of shared meaning.

tips For Facilitators

link this activity to one of the other ‘what is family violence?’ activities. encourage women to be 
respectful of each other in regards to hearing details of stories, staying attentive to those who may 
need to share every detail quickly. this may be pre-empted by explaining that often, when women 
have been starved of support, they may feel the need to ‘fill up’ quickly, fearful that the support, as 
before, may go away. this can mean they share a lot of intimate details very quickly, at times later 
regretting that this disclosure was not taken more carefully. encourage women to begin to trust that 
the group will be here over the weeks and that there is no need to tell everything at once.

steps For Facilitators

in groups of three or four women, come up with a definition of hurtful or abusive behaviours that 
fits as family violence. it may be things women have experienced or things they know happen to 
women in abusive relationships. what words spring to mind? how would you start this? how would 
you name these acts of control and abuse? Family violence is… the effects of violence are… and it is 
perpetrated by… and sustained by... each group then reads out what they have done and speaks about 
their reasons for choosingthe words they have. the facilitator asks women if they want to leave the 
definitions as they are, or to try and combine them.
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Family violence is…  
“Emotional, mental, verbal, financial, social, 

physical and sexual abuse. It includes jealousy, 
undermining, put-downs, name-calling, alienation, 

disrespectfulness and not acknowledging your 
opinion or what you have to say.”

The effects of family violence are…  
“Fear, believing he is right (e.g. I am a bad mother), 
questioning yourself, low self-esteem, low confidence, 
negative effects on the children, not able to express 

yourself fully, anger and loss of control.”

Family violence is perpetrated by…  
“Mostly men, by someone who you thought you 

could trust, by someone who wants to have power 
and control over someone else.”

Family violence is sustained by…  
“Pressure from others (to stay in the relationship), 
workplace practices that don’t consider women’s 

experience, discrimination, men not taking 
responsibility, the legal system (e.g. the law of 

provocation), excuses and minimisation  
of the abuse.” 

“... Is abuse of many types, including conniving, 
snaky and manipulative types. It is done by 
someone you should be able to trust. It is 
planned, done in an unequal fashion and 
by the abuser trying to stay one step ahead. 
The abuser puts blame on the partner and it 
is conveyed verbally, non-verbally and can be 
traumatising. It implies that love is just ‘lucky to 
not be hit’. It is soul-destroying, confusing and 
plays on your sense of reality. It is a crime, can 
be fatal and lead to suicidal thoughts and acts. 
You get the shit end of everything and it makes 

you see a shark in every wave.”

“... Leaves a woman feeling suicidal, overwhelmed, doubtful 
of her own judgment and in despair. It has long-lasting 
effects and leads to psychological scarring. Domestic 
violence takes many forms of control (over whom she sees, 
where she goes, her body, her mind). It can be control 
and abuse of physical, sexual, financial and social aspects 
of a woman’s’ life. It can be threats to kill, intimidation 
and a total locking in of her freedoms and rights. It is 
done by someone intimate who she trusts, who takes 
advantage of her vulnerability and hopes. It is criminal  

and difficult to heal from without help.”

activity 9: creating a group deFinition

what women have said about Family violence in past groups:

“Family violence has many types and is not 
always visible. It is in many cultures and is not 
always challenged. It can be soul-destroying, 
wrong and result in having your self-esteem 
taken away. It can affect the humanity of all 
involved and trigger vulnerability from past 
abuse for the one being abused. It can leave 
you feeling lost. Someone you trust and love, 

or may have once loved, commits it.”

“Abuse in the home can take the form of physical abuse 
such as being hit or pushed around; being verbally put 
down; being emotionally blackmailed; not being able to 
have access to the finances or having the other person 
use all the money for gambling. It can also include 
sexual abuse and adultery. Such behaviours can leave 
the victim/survivor living with a damaged sense of self. It 
can also sometimes cause the victim/survivor to become 
abusive themselves and then to experience guilt and self-
blame. Through experiencing abuse, the children’s needs 
may be ignored and often they themselves experience 
significant effects from witnessing the abuse. In general, 
it is any behaviour which causes a woman and her 

children to live in fear.”
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activity 10: outsider witness group discussion                                                              page 1/3

obJectives            

• to reframe the family violence that happened from the perspective of a woman’s strengths.

• to reaffirm her continuing commitment to relationship health despite her partner’s behaviour. 
as such, it is not just her recounting abusive events in a purely descriptive fashion (which may 
potentially feel quite painful for her or listeners), but is intentionally focussed on confirming her 
perceptions and judgments.

• to explore what is family violence in a conversational way that doesn’t presume women already 
have a clear idea of this.

timing resources

up to one hour often followed with activity 9: 
creating a group definition.

• a room with sufficient space for chairs to be 
comfortably structured.

• a prepared sheet for the outside listening group. 

variations oF activity

this activity can be reframed as safe storytelling and sharing.

tips For Facilitators

there no expectation that everyone has to share their story. 

steps For Facilitators

From talking with other women we have come to understand that the abusive man’s description of 
what has happened constantly clouds what really happened. he will attempt to shift responsibility, 
or minimise the behaviour or just lie about it. so in thinking about describing or naming abuse, it is 
difficult to step aside from the influence of his descriptions of it. 

to help to do this workers explain to women that they are going to have a chat about three things:

• what is important to you in relationships?

• what kind of relationship were you hoping for?

• what do you know about abuse and hurt in relationships? 
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activity 10: outsider witness group discussion                                                             page 2/3

the group is going to have this chat in a different way. it will split into two groups, an inner and an 
outer group. the outer group will be invited to just listen and write down any comments and the inner 
group starts off the chat with facilitator one. then the groups will switch and the outer group will 
move into the centre and have a conversation with facilitator two.

For the listening women this gives them an opportunity to sit back without expectations of having 
to speak. however, if there are things that women connect with, they should make a note of this for 
themselves. then the facilitator might ask women to comment on some of the connections they made 
in the first discussion when it’s their turn to be in the inner group.

For the women in the centre, the facilitator will be asking some questions about what they hoped 
for in their relationship and when they noticed things had gone of the rails? some women will end up 
speaking more than others and that is ok. 

Questions For women

• what sort of things were you hoping for in your relationship?

• when did you begin to think that your relationship didn’t fit with what you were expecting or hoping for? 

• what name could you give to what was happening?

• when did you realise that what was happening was abusive or violent?

• is it easier to name it this way now or is it still a question in your mind?

• why did you question this at this time?

• given this, what were your hopes for the relationship? 

• what values do you hold about relationships that were violated by the abuse?

• what things do you think helped you know that some things were not ok?

• what effect did it have on you to begin to see his behaviour as abusive rather than some other 
explanation?

swap over the two groups, so the inner circle is now sitting outside and the outer  
circle is now inside

Facilitator two asks this group:

• what did you hear from... which really caught your attention?

• what captured your imagination?

• what was it she said which provided you with a sense of what it was that she places value in?

• what did it say about what might be important to her?

• in hearing that, what do you think it perhaps says about what she stands for in life?

• why were you drawn to these areas of ……’s story? what was it about this story which struck a chord 
within your own personal history?

regroup as one group and discuss what it was like to do the discussion in this way. what have you learned?
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activity 10: outsider witness group discussion                                                             page 3/3

sample Forms, handouts and sheets                                      

sample sheet for group two to record their thoughts. 

What you expected/hoped 
your relationship would be 
like? (Note women’s names 
against their comment.)

Things you noticed that 
didn’t fit with your idea of 
relationships.

(Include women’s names.)

What names/phrases did 
women use to describe 
what was happening in their 
relationship?

Carol said she hoped for fun and 
companionship.

She said when he became ruder 
and jealous ... I really identify with 
this one.

She felt it was ‘a bit off ’ but 
wondered if it was a ‘strong love’. 
I believed my partner loved me so 
much that he got angry because 
he couldn’t express it.

Emme mentioned she was 
after happiness and growing old 
together. This is what I thought we 
would have too.

Her partner changed when he 
asked her to move in and he 
became moody. He started 
questioning why she needed to see 
her sister and being judgemental 
of her way of dressing.

My partner was always telling 
me that I dressed like a teenager 
and after I moved in, he tore my 
favourite shirt because he said I 
wasn’t listening to him anymore. 
The first time he hit me, I was 
numb with shock.

Emme wondered if her partner 
was stressed by the new 
relationship and whether she was 
putting too much pressure on him 
to get close.
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activity 11: watch a video and have a group discussion

obJectives            

• to watch a short video scenario of a woman who has a controlling partner.

• to offer a chance for women to position themselves differently to their experience of abuse by watching 
a video of another woman’s experience.

• to discuss that the range of family violence includes emotional abuse and other types of abuse.

timing resources

up to half-an-hour. Follow up with activity 9: 
creating a group definition activity.

• video called Love Control available at  
www.nifvs.org.au/love-control

• review and use other dvd and video resources 
which are listed in resources section of the manual.

variations oF activity

this activity can be reframed as safe storytelling and sharing.

tips and steps For Facilitators

• emotional abuse and its confusing and controlling effects can be difficult to describe. 

• watching a video positions women in a new place to the experience and can allow her to ‘watch on’ 
the experience of another woman. this can be enlightening as she sees violence differently and at times 
more clearly because of this. Facilitators may say: “today the group will have a discussion about defining 
abusive behaviour within close relationships. what does it mean when we say that? how can the group 
come to a shared understanding of what this means? this is your space to voice a description of what 
is happening. the following video is dramatisation of an abusive relationship. when watching this video, 
stay focussed on all the different ways he attempts to control her, put her down, scare and intimidate 
her.” afterwards, divide into small groups and discuss what was seen. discuss in a larger group what the 
women saw and the variety of abuse that is considered as violence.

What Women have said

“…The video... Well, with the videos, being 
an on-looker you could look into it. Because 

most of the people who come from 
violence, when they see violence, they back 
off from it because it is pretty scary. But to 
feel safe in a room and to have a video to 
show you and then to ask the questions of 
what is it you saw, you’ve got to throw your 

brain into action.”

Group member 2001 
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activity 12: what is it like For girls, young women and adults?

obJectives            

• to explore the commonly shared experiences of family violence across a woman’s life cycle.

• to use commonly known proverbs and sayings to begin discussions about the different ways women 
and men are ‘supposed to behave’.

• to highlight the particular social, cultural and religious context of women’s experiences of hurt and 
abuse. often women discover that one important site of women’s abuse is the home and domestic 
environment. 

timing resources

up to 40 minutes. markers and paper to record observations  
and thoughts.

tips and steps For Facilitators

• in small groups, ask the women to jot down under the headings of ‘0-5 years’, ‘6-16 years’ and 
‘adult years’ what some of the common experiences of abuse and hurt that girls and women face 
are. 

• this may be things you have experienced or things they know of other women experiencing. 

• women often use cultural or religious proverbs and sayings to highlight the belief behind the hurt. 
ask the group what sayings or proverbs they know that tell us about women and girls’ lives in 
relation to men and/or in relation to abuse. 

• what are some of the abuses boys and men face?

• how do the group members understand any differences?

• discuss these issues as a larger group. 

What Women have said

 “…We have to avoid stereotypes like  
‘all men are barbarians’ or ‘all women are 
downtrodden’. When a woman tries to be 

herself there is social pressure that says no. 
It is hard for women who are brought up 
by conservative parents …I mean women 

who are in their 30s or 40s now, have 
been brought up by parents who are more 

conservative like those back in their  
home country.”

GrOUP MEMBEr 2006

What Women have said

“…We looked at sayings ‘I can love her 
and beat her’,‘Hitting comes from heaven’, 
‘Barefoot and pregnant’, ‘Long hair, short 

brain’, ‘A woman’s place is in the home with 
her husband’, ‘A man makes the home’ and 

how these sayings hurt women and are 
used by him to justify himself and  

his actions.”

Group member 2006 
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activity 13: ‘i noticed that things didn’t Fit with what i deserved…’                                   page 1/2

obJectives            

• to explore women’s knowledge, hopes and expectations of relationships. 

• the structure of this activity offers a reframing of women’s experiences to highlight that she 
deserves respect and health in relationships, even if she was not receiving this. it also highlights 
how abusive partners can mirror back abusive interpretations of qualities that women like about 
themselves. in addition, abusers themselves can put on a socially respectable face which further 
confuses women.

timing resources

up to half-an-hour. create a picture of woman with a wiggly line 
down her middle for women to write on in 
subgroups.

variations oF activity

conduct as a large group activity with the figure of a woman drawn onto a whiteboard.

tips For Facilitators

some women may not feel the abuse they received is in fact undeserved, saying ‘but i was annoying or 
hard on him’. it is important for the facilitator to take time to discuss these concerns and to highlight 
that no family violence is deserved or provoked by a woman’s actions.

tips and steps For Facilitators

in small groups, ask women to discuss the following statements:

• in relationships i expect...

• i am entitled to...

• in the relationship i noticed things weren’t fitting with what i deserved...

• i noticed that qualities i liked about myself could be made out to be negative by him...

• he showed different faces to different people by...

What Women have said

“...The most life-changing moment was 
about the good person, bad person description 

of abusers. This helped to make sense of 
why we don’t leave them when we  

know we should.”

Group member 2003
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activity 13: ‘i noticed that things didn’t Fit with what i deserved…’                                   page 2/2

sample Forms, handouts and sheets                                      

I noticed that things didn’t fit 
what I deserved…

Things were twisted around He showed a different face by...

I felt like something was wrong 
from the start – but talked 
myself out of it

Increasing self-doubt about 
the relationship

Fear – my voice got lost

He was demanding

lack of loyalty

I felt a lot of pressure

My heart and mind was telling 
me that things were not right

I was plodding along – 
managing as best I could

My own inner self was saying 
this is not right!

I felt like I was on tenterhooks 
all the time – I was walking on 
eggshells

I needed strategies to cope 
with everyday things

I thought I deserve better

I wanted to be able to be 
myself

I was disillusioned

I think I am friendly,  
he said I was flirting

I think I am funny,  
he said I was stupid

Thoughtful/dumb

kind/a pushover

Being loving to other people’s 
kids at the soccer club but not 
his own

Buying gifts for women at 
work

Offering to do the fence for 
our neighbour

Being Mr Nice to everyone 
including my friends
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social construction oF Family violence:  
roles in society
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activity 14: variation: common social explanations as to why Family violence occurs   page 1/3    

obJectives            

• to explore the common social explanations of why family violence occurs. 

• to tease out how abusive partners often draw on these to justify their abuse. 

timing resources

up to 40 minutes. a pre-drawn sheet with categories, or a pre-
drawn table on a whiteboard.

variations oF activity

• other common social explanations pertinent to particular groups can be included. 

• myths and beliefs as to why abuse occurs is a similar activity that can be done.

tips and steps For Facilitators

in pairs, or small groups, the facilitator asks the women to explore ‘what are the common social 
explanations for why abuse occurs?’ invite the women to write common explanations under the 
headings ‘Family and culture’, ‘drug and alcohol use’, health’, ‘society’, ‘to do with women’, 
‘other’ (such as work stress). 

Facilitators question: “what do group members notice about these explanations? who do they hold 
responsible for family violence?”

if these explanations are society’s explanation for abuse, what impact does this have on women in 
abusive relationships? results in guilt, self-blame, feeling different and wondering ‘is there is something 
different about me?’.
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activity 14: variation: common social explanations as to why Family violence occurs   page 2/3    

sample Forms, handouts and sheets                                      

Family/Culture Drug And Alcohol Use Health

Because he has family issues

Because she is not of his 
culture 

Because he is Moroccan/ 
Indian/Aussie

Because he is a man and 
entitled to 

Because he was drunk

Because he was on drugs

He drinks because he has a 
had a bad back and the pain 
makes him edgy 

Because he’s sick 

Because he’s depressed

Because he’s got schizophrenia

Because he has a bad back 

Because research says men 
can not empathise due to a 
chemical in their brain

Attributes Of Women Other Explanations Attributes Of Men

Because you nagged me

Because you are not like  
my mum 

Because you are just like  
my mum 

Because women need putting 
into their place

Because you are hard to  
look after

Because women are 
uncontrollable and uncivilised

Because I love you 

Because women should be on 
the job 24/7

Because you visit others 

Because you shouldn’t need 
anyone but me

Because men can not  
handle stress

Because his mum told him 
what to do 

Because he lost a job

Facilitator Questions

What is it about all of these?

they are excuses; not truths.

none of them hold the man responsible.

if men hold onto these beliefs, they don’t have  
to change.

So why does abuse occur?

men make the choices

male privilege.

because it works for them 

because society allows it to continue.
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activity 14: variation: common social explanations as to why Family violence occurs   page 3/3    

sample Forms, handouts and sheets                                      

Myths and Beliefs

In pairs, make a list of myths and beliefs. Notice and discuss some of the statements that either you 
have used, or heard others use, as an excuse for someone’s violence.

Examples:

Facilitator Questions upon coming back to the main group

what do these myths mean for you? 

what do you think of them?

what keeps these ideas alive?

where do you think these ideas/myths come from?
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activity 15: women’s resistance to common social explanations about why Family violence occurs  page 1/2

obJectives            

• to vary activity 14, include a space for women to discuss both the ways they have been affected by 
community attitudes about family violence, and ways that they have challenged community attitudes 
about family violence. 

• to explore women’s resistance to unfair social explanations about family violence. 

• to see women as actively engaged in resistance to attitudes, and strongly working to oppose the 
effects of abuse upon herself.

timing resources

up to an additional 30 minutes with activity 14. pre-drawn sheets.

variations oF activity

use magazines articles about abuse that can be a focus for discussion.

tips For Facilitators

write in some examples to help get the conversation going.

steps For Facilitators

note that the group has already looked at what some of the common ideas about abuse are. refer 
to the already completed table. what steps of resistance have women been able to take to these? 
as women offer ideas, facilitators can add two columns to the table to collate ‘how have women 
been influenced by these attitudes?’ and ‘how do women hold onto their own thoughts about family 
violence?’

discussion may include questions like:

• what have women done to resist the pull of these beliefs and how have they stood up? 

• how were they able to do that at that particular time?

• what difference does knowing that they stood their ground make to how they feel about 
themself? 

• what does it say about them that they were able to do that? 
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activity 15: women’s resistance to common social explanations about why Family violence occurs  page 2/2

sample Forms, handouts and sheets                                      

an additional two areas are added (see arrows) to the conversation in activity 14.  
this can further enrich discussion.

Attributes of men Attributes of women How do these beliefs 
influence women?

How do women 
hold onto their own 
thoughts about 
abuse?

He was drinking/ 
on drugs

He was stressed

He comes from that 
culture or an abusive 
family 

He was abused as  
a child

He was unemployed

He was being a 
bloke:strong/proud/
physical 
 
He is entitled to his 
property/his house

He can do what  
he wants

He just got out of jail

Why did she stay?

She is crazy

She sought him out

She did not tell him to 
stop

She is hormonal

We could see it, why  
couldn’t you?

What did you do to 
provoke it?

Sexist views of women

Why did you keep it 
quiet?

Women abuse too

All the ones for the 
man say he is not 
responsible for his 
behaviour

They are excuses

They allow the 
broader community 
(by not seeing it as 
a social problem), 
to believe that it 
will never happen to 
them and that they 
are not responsible 
for noticing that it is 
occurring

All the ones under 
the woman hold 
her to blame for his 
behaviour, and then 
she is full of guilt and 
self-blame

I held on

I believed my kids 
deserved better

Women deserve 
freedom 

Women deserve to be 
real and not affected 
by this

I believed I could do it

I stayed safe for a long 
time until it was Ok 
to carefully begin to 
trust

I changed the tape in 
my head
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activity 16: collage activity

obJectives            

• to explore how social expectations have influenced women’s lives. 

• to explore the ways in which women have attempted to carve out their own identities, and ways of 
being the person they want to be.

timing resources

up to one hour: half-an-hour for collage creation 
and half-an-hour for stories from collages.

magazines, scissors, paste, glue, stickers, 
markers, pens and tables to lean on.

variations oF activity

play music in the background. allow women to read or keep items they find that interest them.

tips and steps For Facilitators

magazines from a wide variety of sources may contain more images of a greater variety of women. 
women may read and take their time.

invite the women to divide their a3 paper into two. on one side get them to represent the social 
pressures that have been heavily influential on them. on the other side, represent the ways in which they 
have held on to, or acted on, her own hopes and intensions in spite of social expectations or pressures.

ask women to find pictures, images and words from the magazines which represent ‘a’ and ‘b’ as below.

a. b.

some of the messages about being a woman that 
have been particularly influential in their life.

some of the ways in which they have pursued their 
own hopes and intentions for their life  
(despite these messages).

get the women’s feedback about their collages.

what stood out for you? 

have a general discussion about the thoughts women have had as a result of thinking about the roles that 
men and women play in society.

What Women have said

 “... We did a collage and I’ve still got mine. 
It was pictures from the magazines. It 
was social expectations of women, and 
we were looking for examples I suppose, 

pretty much just flipping through, and seeing 
what we came up with.  

We were playing around ... 
I got heaps out of it and could have gone on 

for ages discussing it.”

Group member 2001
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activity 17: exploring social blueprints                                                                           page 1/2

obJectives            

• to explore the blue prints in a society that shape women’s lives and contributes to them feeling less 
worthy, unsuccessful or different.

• to explore the status of different women’s positions in diverse social, cultural, religious and age groupings. 

timing resources

up to 40 minutes paper to write on.

variations oF activity

conduct in small groups of two or three.

tips and steps For Facilitators

the group discusses some questions: 

“what are the blueprints for men and women in our community or society?” For example, men are the hunter 
gatherers and women are expected to look after children, keep the house clean, shop, pay bills and cook. 

“where do these ideas come from?” For example, is it from family, culture, legal systems, work roles and 
prescriptions, media such as magazines, radio, tv, and government policies?

what are the consequences of turning your back on social expectations?

Negative consequences: Positive consequences:

The truth can get lost

You can get blamed

You can get ostracised by your family, friends or 
community

You can struggle to find new friends 

What are your thoughts on these?

You feel stronger

You value yourself more

You can have an influence on challenging the negatives

What Women have said

 “…Society sends such 
conflicting messages 

about women’s roles.”
Group member 2004
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activity 17: exploring social blueprints                                                                          page 2/2

sample Forms, handouts and sheets                                      

what is the blueprint of social expectations?

Blueprint Where does it come from?

Men Can mow lawns

Can be sportsman

Don’t get postnatal depression

Are the breadwinners

Should try to be strong 

Not show feelings

Should not be afraid

Don’t cook 

Can be cross and angry

Comes from others in 
community/older generation 

Men/boyfriends

Media 

Family 

Ads on TV

Pills and doctors

Women Shouldn’t be feminist

Should be loyal

Should be happy

Should be mothers and carers

Don’t handle heavy machinery 

Should be skinny, but not too 
skinny

Should cook and clean, and grin 
and bear it

Shouldn’t have an arse like my 
auntie

Should be gentle and not 
demanding or forthright

As above

Facilitators ask group members what their thoughts on these are

Possible responses can be:

• the consequences of not living up to these 
can be severe and the women’s list is longer.

• men have more choices and men can choose 
or determine their roles.

• these ideas should not be used to justify 
abuse by an abusive partner.

Expectations can be totally contradictory, and 
impossible to do both at once. For example

• sex is ok and good, but sex is not ok for a 
woman.

• it’s good for a woman to be nice, but not too nice.

• it’s good to be a mother and round and nurturing 
in your body, but at the same time you have to be 
sexy, slim and small.

• it is good to be blonde, but being a blonde means 
you are dumb. 

• women should be demure and not be a ‘know it 
all’, but at the same time a woman can be called 
names because she knows nothing.
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eFFects oF Family violence
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activity 18: eFFects on your relationship with you, with others and with your children page 1/2

obJectives            

• to discuss the link between abusive behaviour and its effects on women’s lives.

• to hear other women’s’ stories and begin to reduce isolation (isolation operates as an effect of 
abuse).

• to raise awareness of how effects are cultivated, maintained and reinforced at various levels in 
society (who benefits from women being thus affected?).

timing resources

up to 45 minutes, often followed by activity 19: 
stands against the effects.

pre-planned examples to share.

variations oF activity

add a column focussing on her relationship to her community.

tips and steps For Facilitators

the starting point is to take several examples of controlling and abusive behaviour from previous groups, 
then explore how this affects different aspects of women’s lives. in pairs, or small groups, take several 
examples of controlling and abusive behaviour from previous groups. 

Example: your partner tells you what to wear and when.

Example: your partner put his hand across the doorway as you are about the leave the house.  
the children are already waiting outside.

then explore how this affects different aspects of women’s lives. columns can be titled ‘her relationship 
with herself’, ‘her relationship with her children’ and ‘her relationship with her partner’. 

groups can consider what the effects of abuse are on a woman’s sense of self; what the abuse does to 
trick women into believing about themselves; and what this can talk women into doing or believing.

Feedback to the larger group and discuss using the following discussion starters:

• how is it to know that his actions of control and abuse have these consequences?

• how do you feel looking at all these effects on your life which have arisen because of his actions?

• in what ways has he, or those around you, minimised the effects of these behaviours on your life?

• can anyone think of an example where they have been able to lessen the strength of one or more 
of these effects? 
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activity 18: eFFects on your relationship with you, with others and with your children page 2/2

sample Forms, handouts and sheets                                      

look at the effects of the violence and control using the example, ‘he tells you what to wear, when 
you go out’. how does this affect your:

relationship To Yourself relationship To Others relationship To Partner 

Confusing - if you look good, 
they make you feel like shit

I don’t buy clothes for myself

I become more conservative 
- wear clothing that is not too 
revealing

Him looking through me 
makes me feel uncomfortable

I become self-conscious about 
other people looking at me

The way he looks at me makes 
me feel dirty

Now I wear a nightie to bed,  
I can’t be naked

I don’t buy clothes for my 
daughter in order to avoid the 
criticism

My son has started to make 
negative comments whenever 
he looks at women

I felt like I have to repair the 
damage when he criticises her 
clothing

My daughter has started to 
repeat what he says to me

My work colleagues feel 
uncomfortable when he is 
around

I become secretive about my 
clothes/appearance

I become self-conscious about 
my clothes/appearance when 
I’m with my partner

I have to justify what I  
buy/spend

I feel like he sees me as a 
possession, rather than seeing 
me for me

At social functions he stops 
me from talking with friends/
colleagues

Work colleagues feel 
uncomfortable when he is 
around

I can’t let other men be  
near me

Him cutting up my clothes 
gives me the message that he 
is in control
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activity 19: stands against the eFFects on your relationships                                  page 1/2

obJectives            

• a focussed discussion on stands invites women to remember the stands they have taken, no matter 
what they are, to the effects of abuse upon their relationships and their health.

• to highlight that there is a direct relationship between the abuse, and how women feel and are 
affected now. 

• to let women know that they are not crazy, sick, mad, weak or stupid as may have been suggested 
by abusive partners.

timing

up to half-an-hour, often following from activity 18.

variations oF activity

women share a particular story about a stand that thay have taken/made.

tips For Facilitators

these are stands against the effects and not against the abuser. women should be careful not to 
jeopardise their own or their children’s safety.

steps For Facilitators

this activity is well linked to activity 18. in a large group, discuss the stands against the effects of the 
abusive/controlling behaviour. an example of a stand may be that a partner does not allow a woman 
to see her family which has the effect of social isolation. but the woman uses the telephone to 
maintain connection with her family and friends. she says to herself, he can’t stop me talking, they are 
my family.

what do women say to themselves, or what did they decide in order to take that stand?
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activity 19: stands against the eFFects on your relationships                                  page 2/2

sample Forms, handouts and sheets                                      

Stands Against Effects On My relationships And My Health 

I’m listening to music that motivates me

I don’t share everything

I protect my privacy as best I can

I will take my keys back

You are not going to stop me

I will be prepared

I will do what I want to do 

I have rights

I will wear what I want

They can think what they like

So, am I wearing something of yours?

I deserve to be around people who treat me with respect

I’ve talked a lot with my daughter and shared that we all have rights within any family

I model good relationships to my kids

There is no more hiding – the truth is out there – I have talked about it at work

I accepted that this is really happening 

I felt better/felt less guilty

I am starting to think ‘I haven’t done anything to create this situation’

I have held onto my belief in my right to stay alive for my kids

I have to play my own ‘game’ to survive and I have realised that I don’t deserve to be treated in  
this way
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activity 20: thinking, Feeling and actions cards                                                          page 1/3

obJectives            

• to discuss the link between abusive behaviour and the effects on women’s lives.

• the starting point is to take some prepared ‘effects of abuse’ categories and then explore how these 
affect different aspects of women’s lives. then women pick from some categories that show how 
they can, or could begin to, refuse to go along with the effects in their lives.

• the pre-written aspect of this activity can be educative and instructive. it is modified from original 
work done by cate dwyer of the lower mountains Family support service, nsw.

timing resources

up to 45 minutes. • have pre-planned examples to share. on 
prepared white cards, write some common 
thoughts, feelings and actions that can result 
from women experiencing family violence. 
put these into piles titled ‘actions’, ‘thinking’ 
and ‘Feelings’. write on another set of cards 
(perhaps a different colour card) the ‘actions’, 
‘thinking’ and ‘Feelings’ that can begin to 
resist the effects.

variations oF activity

• on the cards, use pictures instead of words, for example: faces for expressions, thought bubbles 
for thoughts and drawn figures for actions.

• use partnered pairs instead of groups of three.

tips and steps For Facilitators

show the group the small piles of the ‘thinking’, ‘Feeling’ and ‘actions’ cards. encouraged the women 
to look at and read these cards and then to pick a few from each pile and discuss these in their group. 

Discuss:

how are you/did you experience the relationship?

how these may get in the way of being content with life.

are there some common experiences in your pair?

From the other pile women pick a few of the ‘thinking’, ‘Feeling’ and ‘actions’ cards that they may be 
able to, or may have already begun to, bring into their lives. discuss this as a group.
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activity 20: thinking, Feeling and actions cards                                                          page 2/3

sample Forms, handouts and sheets                                      

sample cards for thinking, Feeling and actions

THINkING  
I CAN’T GET 
ANYTHING 

rIGHT

THINkING  
I AM 

rESPONSIBlE 
FOr 

EVErYTHING  
GOING WrONG

THINkING  
I CAN’T TrUST 

MYSElF

THINkING  
I AM  

A FAkE

FEElING 
HOPElESS

FEElING 
PANICkY

FEElING 
ANxIOUS 

WHEN I CAN’T 
CONTrOl 

THINGS

FEElING  
GUIlTY

GIVING  
TO EVErYONE 
BUT MYSElF

HAVING 
FrEqUENT BAD 

MEMOrIES

FINDING 
MYSElF IN 

UNSAFE 
rElATIONSHIPS

USING  
DrUGS, 

AlCOHOl Or 
FOOD TOO 

MUCH
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activity 20: thinking, Feeling and actions cards                                                          page 3/3

sample Forms, handouts and sheets                                      

THINkING  
I CAN STArT 

TO GET THINGS 
rIGHT

THINkING  
I AM NOT 

rESPONSIBlE 
FOr THE ABUSE

THINkING 
 I CAN TrUST 

MY jUDGMENT 
BECAUSE I TEll 

MYSElF OF  
THE THINGS I  

DO WEll

THINkING 
I AM A rEAl 

AND UNIqUE 
BECAUSE OF 
MY SPECIAl 

HOBBIES

FEElING 
HOPEFUl 

BECAUSE OF 
THE PEOPlE 

WHO BElIEVE 
IN ME

FEElING 
rElAxED 
BECAUSE 
I BrEATH 
SlOWlY 

FEElING 
PEACEFUl 
BECAUSE  

THE kIDS ArE 
FINAllY BACk  

AT SCHOOl

FEElING 
PrOUD 

BECAUSE 
I STIll GO TO  
MY COUrSE 
DESPITE HIM

GIVING  
TIME TO 
MYSElF

HAVING  
A CAlM BODY 

AND SENSE 
OF PEACE BY 

rElAxING

FINDING 
MYSElF IN SAFE 
rElATIONSHIPS 

BECAUSE I 
STAND UP FOr 

MY NEEDS 
WITH FrIENDS

PUTTING  
GOOD FOOD 

INTO  
MY BODY
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activity 21: trauma: the kookaburra and the Fish story

obJectives            

• informed by trauma theories and women’s common eagerness to know what they are experiencing, 
this session offers women some clear information on trauma. it is ‘present focussed’. 

• to link trauma reactions to women’s experiences. 

• to both normalise and validate her understandings and remove these from the negative labels used 
by the abuser. the body’s reaction to heightened levels of stress works to keep women safe in the 
short term.

• to use a story metaphor in order to aid the exploration of the effects of heightened stress  
and trauma.

timing resources

up to 30 minutes. link to one of the other 
activities on effects, or healing from effects.

up to 30 minutes. link to one of the other 
activities on effects, or healing from effects.

variations oF activity

• use a visual symbol or object such as a flower, a car battery or other inanimate item to discuss 
what research tells us about the effects of trauma. encourage women to offer their own 
metaphors. they don’t have to have access to complicated ways of expressing themselves. 

• after a shorter discussion, do a practical activity, such as making a stress ball.

tips and steps For Facilitators

women sometimes use this opportunity to blame themselves for staying with a partner (e.g. my 
child is traumatised because it took me too long to leave). it is important to explore that the very 
effects of fatigue, numbness, panic and indecision themselves, can render women less able to act. 
it is not her own lack of care for her children. have ready referral avenues for women who wish 
to use follow-up support, counselling or more specific aid related to their experiences of stress or 
trauma.

use the metaphor of a fish being exposed to daily raids by a kookaburra, what happens over time 
to the fish emotionally, physically and mentally and how other fish begin to feel and act within the 
family. on a white board, link this to what the common experiences of trauma are on women’s 
bodies, minds, hearts and thoughts. discuss the common experiences of those exposed to trauma. 
outline what we know of brain development in children with trauma, and why this knowledge is 
so important. discuss trauma and its link to family violence. what practical strategies do other 
women use to stabilise themselves that have proved helpful? this may be an opportunity to reiterate 
techniques for staying centred and self-soothing in healthy ways, such as the grounding techniques 
around using the five senses.
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activity 22: grieF: what am i sad about?                                                                            page 1/2

obJectives            

• to explore grief as a natural part of relationship changes and trust betrayal.

• the loss of the hoped for relationship is only part of many other losses for women and this activity 
offers a chance to normalise grief and grieving. 

timing resources

up to 30 minutes. a3 paper with a circle and ‘what are you grieving 
about?’ written on it.

markers to record contributions with.

variations oF activity

• at the end ask, “what is good grief? what is your story or experience of this? what helps grief 
journeys?”

tips For Facilitators

• sitting together in a circle may symbolically honour the grief shared more than a group structure 
where the facilitator writes on a white board in front of the group.

• sometimes the theme of ‘forgiveness’ arises and requires careful processing.

• have ready some referral avenues and phone supports regarding grief and some grief support 
literature in case they are requested.

steps For Facilitators

sit together with the paper in the middle of the group on a table, floor or low table between all 
participants. encourage the women to share items that contribute to the arrows from the circle 
in response to ‘what are you grieving about?’ women may share the story that goes with the 
contribution.

later, discuss how women find their way through grief. what journeys and tips can women share 
about this?

What Women have said

“...I believe grief is one of the 
hardest things to deal with. It 

is there every day and you have 
to know how to deal with it, 

otherwise it can take you down. 
It was good to learn the stages of 

grief, understanding the changes and 
emotions I am feeling helped me 

understand why it has taken so long.”

Group member 2004
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activity 22: grieF: what am i sad about?                                                                            page 2/2

sample Forms, handouts and sheets                                      

What are you grieving 

about?

being cut off from his family 
and friends who support him 
more than they support you

getting older and questioning what 
you’ve achieved or haven’t got. For 
example, i should be in a happy 
relationship, i should have a house 
by now

loss of extended family 
support, loss of community, 
loss of country and finances

you can feel like you wouldn’t be 
happy with anyone else; ‘better the 
devil you know’

loss of hopes/dreams             
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activity 23: grieF: people Just don’t understand

obJectives            

• to give permission for mixed feelings without judgement or self-judgment.

•  For women to see that feeling both ‘one thing’ and ‘another thing’ are normal experiences.

timing resources

up to half-an-hour. a means to record the contributions.

variations oF activity

do this as an art activity, drawing or using paint or markers to convey the reality of mixed feelings.

tips For Facilitators

women can be very judgmental of themselves for not being clear about their feelings.

steps For Facilitators

in pairs, get the women to discuss what is it that others don’t understand about their feelings. what 
do the women wish others understood?

For example, “i wish others understood that i can hate him and love him, i can feel despair and want 
to return to him, and yet i know i did the best thing in leaving”. 

For example, “grief is like a roller coaster that i am on”.

how do you give yourself permission for mixed feelings?

What Women have said

“…I felt like I had done one 
hurdle at least, and you lived 

through that part and I can sit 
there and understand, as much 

as you would love to say  
‘just leave him’, you know that 

you can’t do that. You do it when 
you don’t have to feel bad  

about not doing it.”
Group member 2001
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activity 24: loneliness and isolation 

obJectives            

• to understand that the loss of the hoped for relationship is only part of many other losses for 
women. 

• this activity offers a chance to normalise feeling lonely or isolated. 

• to explore how to begin to be able to be alone, and not necessarily lonely.

timing resources

up to 30 minutes.
poems about solitude that are gentle  
and peaceful.

variations oF activity

do the activity in pairs, or small groups, and then report back to the larger group.

tips For Facilitators

be sensitive to the cultural and religious implications of being alone for women. women can be in a 
relationship yet feel very alone and lonely.

steps For Facilitators

discuss what are the words the community identifies with women on their own? what assumptions 
are made in various places about women who are alone? what are the feelings that go with being 
alone for you? is loneliness one of them? what could help you feel safe and alone but not lonely?

read a brief bit of a poem about solitude or being alone and thinking peacefully. 
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activity 25: thoughts on Forgiveness                                                                               page 1/2

obJectives            

• to discuss what forgiveness may mean for women rather than what it may mean to an abusive 
partner. if someone has hurt trust badly it is normal to not trust them.

• this activity can begin to reframe what happened from a perspective of a woman’s strengths, and 
reaffirms her trust in her own judgement despite her partner’s behaviour.

timing resources

up to 40 minutes. paper for collating the contributions.

variations oF activity

women can offer words, terms or sentences. have one person write these instead of all women 
writing their own items.

tips For Facilitators

• women share an understanding that the abusive man’s description of what has happened 
constantly clouds what really happened. Forgiveness is a complex term, what or who or how is 
forgiveness within family violence? 

• there is no expectation that everyone has to share some of their story, or their entire story. 

• abusive partners may be seductive with the term forgiveness and may say “if you forgive me, we 
can move on or we can reunite our family”. women become confused as to why they can’t do 
this, thus they feel they are the bad ones or the ones keeping the family apart. women may then 
give in to a remorseful or persistent partner, but then feel that nothing has changed and that she is 
still in an unhappy, unsafe violent relationship. a person earns trust over time; it does not happen 
instantly.

steps For Facilitators

place the word forgiveness on a sheet in the middle of the group. ask women to write what other 
words come to mind from that word. Jot down questions that the term raises for them. hold a 
discussion of the dilemmas posed by the term, such as those addressed in an accompanying sheet 
called ‘thoughts on Forgiveness’.

only the women themselves can decide when, or if, to put the past behind them. that is their right. 
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activity 25: thoughts on Forgiveness                                        page 2/2

sample Forms, handouts and sheets                                      

some friends/family say, “oh, you can move forward if you forgive”. what are they saying? what 
do you think they mean? For many women, forgiveness is a scary term because it is associated 
with letting him back in, pretending it didn’t happen, saying he isn’t responsible or the possibility of 
more hurt. so they say i can’t forgive him ever. 

For some women forgiving feels like giving up rights-based anger. they believe that some things are 
unforgivable and so they never will. they believe that not forgiving will not stop them fom moving 
on in their lives.

some women have religious views on forgiveness. some women see forgiveness as their duty.

some say, “i have to forgive him, he is my carer”.

some women see forgiveness as the only way to make the relationship work.

“if i keep holding a grudge, he says we can never go forward together.” she thinks maybe he is right.

this ignores that it is not her capacity to forgive that will heal the relationship, but changed 
behaviours on his part. Forgiving, when it means reconciling without any change, leads to a 
circular relationship.

For some women forgiveness means letting go of a deep pain, or of his hold over her.

only you can decide when or if to put the past behind you. that is your right. 

you may decide to let go of any punishment or revenge (and be in or out of the relationship) - but, 
you may need to set boundaries and be cautious because:

• they can no longer be trusted with confidences 

• they are not empathic and tend to be harsh when you divulge a weakness about yourself

• they are not responsible in keeping their commitments 

• they may continue to abuse and disrespect you

therefore, you may choose to forgive them (what ever that means for you), but, may no longer: 

• share your mistakes

• share your problems 

• rely on, or ask, them to do a project with you, etc. 

• stay in relationship with him because he is disrespectful or abusive

there are lots of types of moving forward and these are given lots of terms. 

whatever you call it, is ok. 79

79. see references to this at counsel care connection, does Forgiveness = no consequences? available at:  www.counselcareconnection.org/forgive.asp. retrieved may 2008, p3.
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What Women have said

“…The effects of anger and stress to 
the body and mind… I was not really 
aware of the effects… it allowed me 
to speak up and get involved in the 
group and I have never done that.  

I was always told to shut up.”
Group member 2005

activity 26: anger and strong emotion that goes over the top, underneath and out  page 1/2

obJectives            

• to explore how women are dealing with strong emotions such as anger. anger is an ok emotion, 
it is how we deal with it that is important and can impact on our sense of self and our relationships 
with others. 

• to give permission to discuss behaviours women may be feeling ashamed of such as coping via 
drinking, scratching an ex’s car or wishing him to be hurt. 

• to offer a way for women to understand their embodied rage at the abuser and ways of dealing 
with those feelings.

timing resources

up to 40 minutes.
markers and a whiteboard or paper to  
discuss contributions.

variations oF activity

use pictures of woman only and discuss issues verbally.

tips and steps For Facilitators

woman often worry that they are being ‘just like him’ if angry or showing retaliation to his abuse. it 
is important to discuss the differences between anger and abuse: one is a valid feeling; the other is a 
systematic effort to control. anger is a feeling, it is not in itself abuse, nor is it an excuse for abusive 
and aggressive behaviour. it is important that women do not jeopardise their safety or health by 
being vengeful. 

the facilitator draws a picture of a woman on the white board and introduces the idea of anger that 
is ‘out there’ and anger that is ‘pushed down and inwards’. in a large group, explore what happens 
with each of these types of anger and the effects they have on women and others close to them. 
negative ways of expressing anger come back to bite the women, often in the forms of shame and 
guilt. explore constructive expressions of anger. what they are and what difference it would make if 
women were able to express their anger in a safe way. what gets in the way of expressing anger in 
this way?
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activity 26: anger and strong emotion that goes over the top, underneath and out  page 2/2

sample Forms, handouts and sheets                                      

anger that goes ‘out there’:    

• behaving in an impulsive, angry way:  
‘i damaged his property and wanted to  
shoot him’.

• behaving out of character.

• saying nasty things.

• raising my voice at the kids.

• being short or snappy.

• Feeling like i’m out of control.

• Feeling scared, guilty, lonely, ashamed at my 
negative actions.

• Feeling frustration or desperation.

• anger that goes over the top comes back as 
shame and guilt and doesn’t go away.

• anger is a feeling, it is not in itself abuse and 
it is not an excuse for abusive behaviour.

safe and healthy anger: anger that is ‘pushed down’:

• stop now and walk away: i do this when i 
notice i’m stressed.

• come back calmed down and speak evenly.

• think to myself, ‘don’t take this on.’

• ignore some things - think ‘this is not worth 
my attention’.

• speak and say, “i won’t talk to you now,  
but later”.

• say, ”that’s okay, we may differ and  
that’s fine”.

• start sentences with ‘i’.

• keeping calm and taking time to think 
things through results in no guilt and feeling 
dignified and proud, and still being able to say 
what i feel.

• assertion and healthy anger can be directed 
to change and social action.

• choose a physical expression that doesn’t 
hurt anyone, such as art and activity.

• can result in a lose of appetite.

• can result in stomach aches, headaches and 
tension.

• can result in becoming withdrawn, feeling 
depressed and not doing as much as you 
might want to. 

• see people just to escape and then lie about 
it afterwards.

• can result in self-loathing and thinking, ‘i’m 
not worth nurturing’.

• soothe myself with food, alcohol, drugs, 
other partners or self-harm.

• may make me feel vulnerable which may lead 
to being taken advantage of.

• anger pushed down comes back as shame 
and guilt. it doesn’t go away.

anger that goes “out there” 

anger that is “pushed down”

healthy anger  
is safe
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activity 27: anger and strong emotion explored through coloured paper conversations 

obJectives            

• to explore how women are dealing with strong emotions such as anger, shame and guilt. 

• to offer an opportunity to reframe women’s emotions as honourable survival skills.

• to offer women chances to choose to do things differently than in the past.

timing resources

up to 30 minutes.

coloured a4 paper. 

markers and a whiteboard or paper to discuss 
contributions.

variations oF activity

women may not have a clear name for the emotion, but may wish to call it something else. For 
example, she may like to call it ‘the heavy cloud’.

tips and steps For Facilitators

come together in a large group to brainstorm what emotions have been affecting you in ways which 
make you uncomfortable. get the women to write these down on their a4 sheets using one word per 
sheet. For example, ‘shame’.

get each woman to pick one of these sheets and speak to that emotion in a couple of sentences. 
everyone will do this at once. women may want to say how they feel about it hanging around them 
and/or other women. For example, ‘shame, you are in my head all the time, you stop me from being 
myself and from feeling as worthy as everyone else. i am sick of it. i want you to piss off out of my life’.

regroup and relax for a moment.

explore with women where does the shame, etc. come from and whose shame is it really?

who has benefited from the women holding and carrying the strong emotion? if the strong emotion 
has been helpful, this needs to be honoured. often abusive partners benefit from women carrying  
the emotion.

women can leave the challenging emotion behind when they leave at the end of the session.

to finish, write down some validating statements about the opposites of these emotions, for example, 
pride, innocence and calmness. pick one that has helped the women survive?
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activity 28: anger and strong emotion For women explored through other women

obJectives            

• to explore how women are dealing with strong emotions such as anger and how her manner of 
managing anger is mediated by family violence, society and societal expectations.

• to offer a way for women to understand their embodied rage at their abuser, and of ways of 
dealing with those feelings.

• through initially discussing anger expressed by other women, group members can become 
reassured of the legitimate and common problems most women have with communicating anger, 
especially in situations of violence and fear. this may encourage their openness in sharing their own 
experiences around a theme that has been very complex, dangerous and frightening for them. 

timing resources

up to 40 minutes.
markers and a whiteboard or paper to discuss 
contributions.

variations oF activity

use photographs of famous women who are known to the group.

tips For Facilitators

this can be a good activity for groups where some women have never heard of an angry woman, and 
who may benefit from hearing positive stories from others.

steps For Facilitators

large group discussion starters: what happens when women are implicated in a violent crime or 
when strong women express themselves in society? use examples of famous women, and women 
known to the individual group members. what are some of the words used? how may this influence 
how women see their own anger?

Feeling silenced and inactive is common for women. this is made much worse by situations of family 
violence. if feeling silenced and unable to express anger, where does anger go in a woman’s life? how 
has anger been useful in women’s lives, and in what ways have women expressed it effectively? who 
are some women you know of who have spoken up?
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activity 29: anger and strong emotion released through bubbles

obJectives            

• to offer ways for the women to understand their embodied rage at their abuser.

• to offer a gentle way of dealing with those feelings.

timing resources

up to 15 minutes. markers and a whiteboard or paper to discuss 
contributions with.

bubble mix in small individual bottles. 

variations oF activity

any strong emotion raised by the group may be released through the bubbles.

tips For Facilitators

party supply stores often have bubbles in small individual bottles.

steps For Facilitators

large group activity discussion starter: the facilitator hands out bottles of bubble solution. each woman 
gets comfortable and relaxed and the facilitator instructs the women to imagine blowing out any 
uncomfortable emotions through the bubbles. the emotions are released into the bubbles, and then the 
women watch the bubbles float, sail and pop. get the women to breathe slowly as this is done.
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activity 30: shame and guilt explored through telling maria’s story                           page 1/2

obJectives            

• to share with the women a story about the ups and downs of change and healing. 

• to normalise bad days and explore the link between guilt and holding yourself responsible for the 
abuse.

• to explore measuring recovery in ways that are self-encouraging using the vehicle of a generic 
woman called maria.

timing resources

up to half-an-hour. a prepared sheet to draw on or a whiteboard.

variations oF activity

change the name of the woman. ask the group to offer a name for ‘our woman’. use humour.

tips and steps For Facilitators

draw a graph on the board and tell a story of a woman who has been in an abusive relationship. she 
begins to move away from self-doubt and self-blame and then goes to a party where she is told what a 
great guy he is. demonstrate a dip in the graph as she is pulled back towards self-doubt again. she stays in 
the dip for a while. invite the women to share what the dips are like. discuss how long do you stay there 
and what you are thinking.

remember to highlight that women get invited into the dips, and that the dips are normal and to be 
expected. these dips are inviting women back to self-doubt by, for example, relatives’ comments like ‘he 
is a great guy that ex of yours’. women end up feeling guilty about these ‘pulls’.

next, resume the story. maria does something to get out of the dip. get the group to offer suggestions 
as to what that could be. maria then begins to move forward again, as she goes back to her support 
group and hears positive things, she moves away from self-doubt. her son then comes home from an 
access visit and tells her that his dad has a new girlfriend who is gorgeous. maria has another dip. this 
time she may not go down as far or stay in the dip for as long. how does she do this? what is she 
telling herself in order to get out of the dip a bit quicker? the shape/size/colour of the dips can tell you 
something about your journey.
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activity 30: shame and guilt explored through telling maria’s story                          page 2/2

sample Forms, handouts and sheets                                      

surviving Future dips and moving towards relating in a healthy way

100% sure responsibility for abuse is not mine. healthy way

100% self-doubt/blame and guilt 

75% sure responsibility is not mine

50% self-doubt

What Women have said

“...A lot of the things were relevant, especially 
the thing that you move five steps forward and 

it’s all right to go two steps back. That was really 
interesting because I didn’t realise that before.  

I thought that, ok, I’m moving forward and I didn’t 
think that you were able to go back. In the group it 

was made clear that it’s OK to go back,  
it’s just normal and you will come back.”

Group member 2001
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activity 31: conversations with guilt

obJectives            

• drawing from narrative theory, the conversation with guilt offers women a chance to position 
themselves differently in regards to the theme of guilt. 

• women have found this a humorous and enlightening way of exploring guilt, its connections to 
feeling responsible for the abuse, and how guilt may be reduced as women begin to see where the 
responsibility actually lies.

timing

up to 20 minutes for an interview and discussion.

variations oF activity

a similar approach could be taken with a number of the challenging emotions that women experience 
as a result of family violence. emotions such as worry, fear and jealousy. For example, the group could 
have conversations with fear or worry, or conversations with mixed emotions.

tips For Facilitators

using humour to explore serious themes can have great impact.

steps For Facilitators

one facilitator interviews the other facilitator, with one playing the role of a character called guilt.  
the interviewer faces the interviewee at the front of the group, as if on a chat show or interviewing a 
rock star. Questions can include:

• how do you enter her day? what do you whisper to her? what strengthens you?
• how do you attract a woman into your clutches? what do you get her thinking about herself? how 

do you take over her feelings in such a strong way? 
• when did you start to notice this way of being able to unsettle women? what sequence of events 

took place? 
• so what diminishes you? what would you do then?
• if a woman does not want you in her life, what else could she have instead? 
• what would it look like if there was more of this thing in her life? what skills could she use to get 

you out of her life? who will you bother when she won’t have you anymore?

What Women have said

The interview with guilt 

...I laughed at it, but it was serious and it 
was relevant ...It was easy to understand, 
you were just watching it, the power of it... 
Yeah, yeah, I could really relate to that!” 

Group member 2002
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activity 32: a look at boundaries

obJectives            

• one of the effects of abuse is a shattered sense of one’s self as having integrity, or rights to assert 
one’s worthiness.

• visually exploring self-protection can encourage women to see that personal space boundaries are a 
normal part of relating, and that in healthy relating they are respectfully constructed and valued.

• this activity also looks at a ‘sense of self’ as a broad and complex construction. 

timing resources

up to 30 minutes for drawing and discussion. prepared handouts on boundaries.
variations oF activity

use a number of small women figurines and varied coloured wools to do the boundaries circles.

tips For Facilitators

• ask women to use her ‘safe colours’. many women feel comfortable with certain colours and 
uncomfortable with others which may have difficult memories or connotations.

• women may also be reassured to find out that ‘hurt boundaries’ commonly compromise parenting, 
friendships and the ability to work. this is because women do not have a sense of entitlement to 
rights, nor the energy to negotiate. often during family violence, women become accustomed to 
having her boundaries disregarded, dishonoured and violated.

steps For Facilitators

get the women to draw a quick picture of themselves. they draw coloured lines around the picture of 
themselves and show those people that they keep outside the line and those that they feel safe to allow 
inside the lines. who do they like, or would like to, have inside and why? who is outside and why?

sometimes people are socially close because they have to be, but they may not be emotionally close. 
what is the coloured line made of? what does the woman do if someone wants to cross the coloured 
line and get closer than the woman wishes them to? to stay emotionally safe, many women close off 
and build a solid wall of protection. this can help her survive and be secure in the medium term.

self-protection can be useful in life to stay safe, to share yourself at your own pace, to share yourself 
only with those you choose and to a degree to which you choose. activity 43 explores renegotiating 
and constructing healthy boundaries and can be a complementary activity to this one.
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activity 33: bringing your children into the room

obJectives            

• to support women to explore some issues to do with parenting when violence is experienced.

• to offer ways to reconnect with their children. 

• to reduce a woman’s self-doubt about her parenting skills and to help her reposition herself as a 
knowing expert in her children’s lives.

timing resources

up to 40 minutes. • photo cards.

• handouts and website information on 
supporting children.

variations oF activity

a single session on mothering may be supported by any of the material noted in the references 
relating to parenting through family violence. a series of whole group sessions just addressing the 
themes of mothering and family violence can also be constructed.

steps For Facilitators

some women do not have their children in their care and should be encouraged to think through these 
ideas in relation to the contact they do have or hope to have soon.

encourage the women to pick out a photo card that depicts where they see their children at this point 
in time. get her to share these insights.

in a larger group, discusses what are the challenges of parenting after the impact of family violence, and 
what the strengths of parenting are after this impact? Questions to ask in discussion may include:

• share one or two things you could do with your children to rebuild your relationship with them?

• what are the things we can help our children learn?

What Women have said

“...It’s good to learn about the effects that abuse 
has on children. The warning signs that you must 
look for. It’s not only hard on yourself but more so 
on the children. It is hard with kids because you 
worry what is going to happen to them. It hurts 
when they get aggressive. It’s good to learn how 
to deal with children who have been exposed to 

violence; how to nurture them and make them feel 
safe and loved.”

Group member 2004
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resilience and reclamations oF selF:  
wellbeing and saFety
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activity 34: resistance to the eFFects

obJectives            

• every aspect of women is a potential resource and a potential site to be effected by abuse. it is the 
effects that create the confusion, fog or craziness in thinking within a woman. 

• this activity is another opportunity for the women to discover their active participation in resisting 
the effects on their lives. through its non-verbal images, this activity can offer a voice for complex 
emotions that may otherwise remain unexpressed.

timing resources

up to one hour: half-an-hour of creation, then a 
break, then another half-an-hour for discussion.

• a large sheet of paper with a woman’s outline 
drawn on it. 

• craft materials such as stickers, feathers, 
cotton wool, markers and glue.

variations oF activity

• Facilitators prepare a woman shape with things already on it to help tell a story about effects. a 
discussion then focuses on each woman re-writing her story and sharing her attempts to heal on 
the second image.

tips For Facilitators

a drawn woman body shape (a bit smaller than real life) sits between the women on a low table top. 
this can be less overwhelming and more manageable than a big woman outline at the front of the 
room. this activity speaks of resistance to the effects, not to the unsafe resistance to the abuser, 
which may jeopardise a woman’s safety.

steps For Facilitators

ask the women to put down on the drawn body shape what the possible effects of family violence on 
her have been, and where it happened in her. if she can’t the find words, she can stick something onto 
the woman shape instead, such as cotton wool on the head or mouth for silence, numbness or loss of 
identity, or a cross on her arms which may represent feeling stuck.

Questions to guide the group discussions include: “can you think of a time when you first resisted 
these beliefs about yourself?” and “what strength do you think you have drawn on to undermine the 
effects of abuse in your life?” 

do the second body shape highlighting where and how the resistance came to be. what words, stands 
or ideas did she use? and what strengths within herself did she use? some methods to demonstrate 
this are to use a red marker to mark on the head to indicate her critical questioning and thinking, or 
use a blob of glitter on her heart to indicate that she drew on her friendships for strength. the group 
can share how they feel to see the collected strengths on the second woman, and decide what they 
wish to do with her while the group continues?
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activity 35: relationship rights

obJectives            

• to look at the sort of rights that would be important in a relationship.

timing resources

up to 40 minutes. • handouts of rights 

• dvirc resources from the website bursting 
the bubble 

• a handout of the world health organisation 
human rights bill or a bill of emotional rights.

tips and steps For Facilitators

stress the importance of rights in all relationships, not just intimate relationships, these include those 
with siblings, other family, friends, parents and children.

in two groups, look at rights in relation to following areas: physical, emotional, sexual,  
financial, verbal, spiritual, social, institutional and other rights. what rights can you write under each 
heading?

coming back into one large group, the facilitator asks questions such as: 
“what was it like to be thinking about rights in this way?”

discuss in a larger group under each area: “how would i know my rights were being respected in 
these areas?” phrase this as… if my financial rights are being respected…, if my social rights are being 
respected..., if my spiritual rights are being respected… example answers could be: …i’d have equal 
access to family income, be able to visit friends, be an equal partner in the making decisions, be able to 
express my views, be able to practice my religion, be able to wear what i like and to feel safe from harm. 

discuss how you can safely use this knowledge about rights in your daily life. 

as one large group, have a general discussion about the expectations of women’s rights such as being 
respected, being equal, sharing responsibility, negotiation and fairness, economic partnership, honesty 
and accountability, and trust and support.
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activity 36: rehearsing my rights 

obJectives            

• to begin to feel a sense of entitlement to rights.

• to do this via a movement activity that offers women a chance to rehearse moving with  
freedom and integrity.

timing resources

up to 40 minutes. web-based human rights declarations.

the wheel of healthy relationships. 

variations oF activity

• Facilitators model a possible body position for position one and encourage the women to adopt 
positions for positions two and three.

• any movement-based, or outdoor, activity that allows women to re-experience their bodies as an 
able, strong, helpful collaborator to the rest of her.

tips For Facilitators

movement and action offer a fresh energy for groups, but they can also be powerful memory-creating 
activities. this activity may be good for a group which have gotten to know each other over some 
weeks, and where trauma is not a current challenge for the participants.

steps For Facilitators

offer the women the chance to adopt a body position in relation to the following:

• how you were in your relationship?

• how you are now? 

• how are you with your ideal sense of entitlement?

discussions with the large group can cover: what can get in the way of a woman feeling entitled to her 
rights? what can enhance her sense of entitlement?
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activity 37: being inFormed oF my rights

obJectives            

• to begin to feel a sense of entitlement to rights.

• to explore the reduction of isolation and the gaining of information as powerful sources of  
rights attainment.

timing resources

up to 60 minutes. guest speakers.

variations oF activity

health, welfare or religious representatives may be able to offer some free information for your group.

tips For Facilitators

• planning ahead is important for presenters, as they may need to be booked sometime before the 
required session. agency based colleagues may be available at shorter notice.

• briefing the presenter about the women’s areas of interest beforehand and offering time for a 
presentation, interactive questions and answers, and referral information is also useful. check that 
the presenter has the same values and principles about family violence before they attend.

steps For Facilitators

address any information gaps, concerns, or misinformation that the women may have raised about an 
issue or theme that is relevant to them asserting and accessing their rights. For example, financial rights 
upon leaving a relationship, visa and deportation fears, or the chances of catching stds from unfaithful 
partners. other themes could be racism, finances, housing or policing support.

What Women have said

“...I enjoyed the group with the 
police off icer attending. The 

questions asked and his answers 
were interesting.”

Group member 2003
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activity 38: selF-esteem and selF-protection through the ‘eggs in the basket’ game      page 1/2

obJectives            

1. women within abusive situations, have often not been able to move beyond survival. this activity 
helps them explore the idea of self-care, their hopes for it in their lives, or their wishes to reclaim 
the self-care skills they once had.

2.  it can also generate conversations about what gets in the way of self-care, fears about appearing 
selfish to care for oneself, and how replenishing one’s self is a means of sustaining living and giving.

timing resources

up to one hour. a worksheet with four baskets drawn on it 
across the page. repeat these four baskets in 
five rows down the page. also have coloured 
markers for women.

variations oF activity

• Jelly beans in small cupcake papers.

• clay balls in the cake holders - moulding clay in hands is quiet and soothing.

• any culturally appropriate metaphor could be used. make up the names of the baskets at  
each life phase.

What Women have said

“…Social expectations are that women 
should nurture others and not themselves. 
If we believed that we are entitled to self-
care and self-nurturing, then we could act 
more confidently in doing just that, rather 

than putting our needs last.”
Group member 2005
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activity 38: selF-esteem and selF-protection through the ‘eggs in the basket’ game    page 2/2

tips and steps For Facilitators

using the worksheet, ask the women to think about the following five different phases of their lives:

1. early childhood. 

2. adolescence, or before their first significant relationship.

3. their abusive or hurtful relationship.

4. how it is now? 

5. how they would like to balance their energy (eggs)?

For each life phase, the women have a basket to represent where their energy (the eggs) went. 
these baskets can be titled: ‘Family and Friends’, ‘school and work’, ‘yourself’ (self-care), and 
‘partners’. For each of these life phases women have a set 20 eggs to distribute into the baskets. 
For example, for the phase of early childhood, i may distribute my eggs as 10 in my ‘yourself’ and 
10 in my ‘Family and Friends’ basket, with none elsewhere because i didn’t get to go to school in 
my country of birth. during adolescence i had 13 in my ‘Family and Friends’ basket because i looked 
after everyone, and five in my ‘school and work’ basket and three in my ‘yourself’ basket.

get the women to take the time to think about, and draw, how their eggs were placed over these 
phases. the facilitator can then ask the women to share their ‘egg story’ individually. what stood 
out for women in doing this worksheet? were there any surprises? 

Judging by how many eggs are in which baskets, what conclusions did the women draw about self-
care in their lives? are they happy with this or not? what do the eggs represent?

was it a surprise to find that self-care or giving to themselves has a history? For example,  
a connection to their childhood or adolescent eggs.

What Women have said

“…If I was still in the 
relationship I would have 
had one big heavy egg 

 in his basket.”
Group member 2005
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activity 39: exploring and experiencing selF-care

obJectives            

• to explore self-care and its differences to selfless and selfish ways of being.

• to discuss ways of incorporating self-care into women’s lives.

timing resources

up to one hour depending on the  
variation chosen

any art materials or opportunities for  
self-care activities.

variations oF activity

• a full session on a fun, nurturing or relaxation theme could be used. consider ideas such as an 
outing or some time to pamper each other.

• visual representations of self-care can be helpful. draw a battery that gives out energy to ‘plugged 
in’ children, family, community, etc. but is itself not plugged into anything. what can the battery get 
plugged into? or use a jug of water to tell a story of giving out water to others but which by day’s 
end is empty. what happens then?

tips and steps For Facilitators

often the women will discuss self-care as a selfish act so it may be useful to discuss the differences 
between selfless, selfish and self-care with the group. some women who have experienced abusive 
or traumatic life experiences may never have been in the position to self-care and may be unsure of 
what it is. other terms such as relaxing, having fun, smiling, and feeling like you are being filled up with 
something good, may help them gauge if something is self-caring. the idea of what being self-caring 
can be very different or personal to different people.

write down some shared contributions from the women in a large group discussion. ask: “what is 
self-care? why is it important? why do some women struggle with it? what are some of the steps 
towards claiming more of it in their lives? what can be one self-caring activity that each woman will 
do in the next two weeks?”

What Women have said

“...I learned the importance of 
feeling good about yourself ... 
the realisation of the things 

that weaken your sense of self. 
We need to be aware of it and 
the importance of having time 

for yourself.”
Group member 2004
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activity 40: making a selF-care giFt

obJectives            

• to offer a practical, hands-on opportunity to explore self-care and its meaning.

• to see self-care as thoughts and actions that encompasses all of our senses.

• to create a reminding prompt for women to use outside of group time.

timing resources

up to half-an-hour. • small tulle drawstring bags from craft shops. 
have at least twice as many as the number of 
women in the group.

• small items such as novelty erasers, 5 cent 
coins, hearts, rubber bands, coloured paper, 
pens, lollies and decorative rubber stamps.

• any symbols that are small and culturally or 
religiously relevant.

• coloured ribbons to tie up the end of the bags. 

• a hole punch. 

• small pieces of coloured paper that explains the 
bag’s contents. this is then tied to the bag top 
with ribbon.

tips and steps For Facilitators

• the women may like to keep these and make another one for a daughter, relative or friend.

• if it is not safe to take her self-care bag home or to keep in her handbag, the woman can leave her 
bag with a trusted other.

• support women to think of what the supplied items mean to them. there is no wrong way for a 
thing to be meaningful.

ask the women to sit around a large table which holds all of the items needed for the self-care 
bags. ask the women, “what are some ways you can encourage yourself towards self-care?” write 
these ideas on a whiteboard. then get the women to look around the table and collect those items 
that have some meaning for them about self-care. ask the women to share their reasoning for their 
chosen items before they pop them into their bags. staying flexible may be represented by an elastic 
band, a heart may show that they are cared about, a coin may represent the desire or aim to get a 
job. each woman then fills her bag up with her items and writes the contents of her bag, and what 
they represent, on the coloured paper. she then attaches this to the neck of the bag with ribbons. 
For example, ‘a heart to know that i am always loved, an eraser to forgive myself any mistakes i have 
made, a lolly because i deserve some sweet times’.
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activity 41: selF-assertion and Finding my voice

obJectives            

• to explore self-assertion within the contexts of social expectations and abusive relationships.

• to discuss ways of incorporating self-assertion and finding a voice into women’s lives.

timing

up to 45 minutes.

variations oF activity

• a full session on focusing on encouragement, comfort being vibrant or habing fun could be used. 
create this by having a sing-a-long to traditional songs of culture or bringing your favourite inspiring 
woman’s song.

tips For Facilitators

• a woman’s assertion, or lack of it, is not a reason for her experience of abuse. nor is assertion 
training alone an appropriate response to family violence. it is important that the women don’t see 
themselves as responsible for the abuse because they were not assertive enough.

• if a woman has no memories of a family as a child, encourage her to think of a time in her youth 
when she was in a group of other young people. similar to the first point, a woman’s family of 
origin patterns are not a cause of her abuse (because i was a quiet child, it is my fault i was abused 
so long by my partner).

steps For Facilitators

in pairs, ask women to discuss two things;

• who in your family did you learn to have a voice from? did you butt into conversations, wait your 
turn or get talked over the top of at meal time? if you can’t remember your family, think about 
your time as a young adult at school. 

• which women have you known during your lifetime that have been, or are, assertive? how can 
you tell? what does it mean to be assertive? how is this different to aggressive or selfless?

rejoin into a larger group and share some of these. ask ‘what have you noticed about yourself and 
the assertiveness in your life now? how can you find a voice you are comfortable with? when you 
find your voice what are you going to say?’

discuss how many women in abusive relationships become trained to lose, hide, minimise or change 
their voice to survive. discuss that in a violent relationship it can be good judgment to stay safe 
by being quiet or not noticing things to keep the peace, but that it can be equally good, in some 
circumstances to yell, lash out and swear. 
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resilience and reclamations oF selF:  
healthy relationships
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activity 42: exploring healthy relationship circles

obJectives            

• to explore what a healthy relationship is.

• to check how do i know one if i see one.

timing resources

up to 40 minutes. • wheels of ‘power and control in relationships’ 
and ‘healthy relationships’ which are available 
from the duluth wheel gallery as noted in the 
resources section.

• art materials. 

• handouts of the warning signs of abusive 
relationships such as dvirc’s bursting the 
bubble as noted in the resources section.

variations oF activity

• ask the group to create its own wheel of healthy relationships or to create another metaphor.

• ask the group to create a wheel with themselves at the centre. ask what a healthy relationship 
with myself would look like?

• there are a variety of wheels created from the duluth model. some are indigenous specific or 
religion specific. see the resources section of this manual.

tips and steps For Facilitators

some women find this difficult, as they see 
healthy relationships as, in their experience, they 
have been unrealistic or out of reach for them, 
even if realistic. discuss that women are usually 
at different stages of developing trust in others, 
and that these hallmarks are for all types of 
relationship (not just partnerships).

divide the group into smaller groups and 
encourage a discussion on the hallmarks of a 
healthy relationship across different areas. use 
the duluth wheels of power and control and 
healthy relating as a basis for the categories. 
each sub-group can write what they think their 
hallmarks are under a number of the categories. 
get each sub-group to stand up and share what 
they have written. each subsequent group adds 
any new information not already covered, as the 
co-facilitator collates the contributions onto one 
big picture in the shape of a pie-chart or wheel.

What Women have said

“...Now I check people out by seeing 
how many pieces of pie they rate!”

Group member 1999
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activity 43: a selF-protection story                                                                                   page 1/3

obJectives            

• to explore what self-protection can mean in relationships. that boundaries can be eroded by abuse 
and then disregarded by the abuser, and then be difficult to redefine by yourself later.

• to discuss what might it might be like to be in a relationship (of any kind) where boundaries were 
respected. how may this feel?

timing resources

up to 40 minutes. • materials for drawing.

variations oF activity

• use activity 34 to explore this theme with the group.

tips and steps For Facilitators

share some information about the common experiences of women who have been, or are in, abusive 
relationships and finding boundaries problematic. everyone needs some private space. use the 
example of how, when in a lift, if others crowd in we may feel odd and uncomfortable. discuss how 
this need for space is actively disregarded by abusive partners and can make a woman feel she has no 
rights and that he can ‘flood’ in and out of her being at will.

as a consequence women may not feel safe around others, may not trust others or become distant 
as if ‘behind a brick wall’. she may not trust herself, or tell everyone everything too soon, want to 
become very close to someone very fast, or share a lot then quickly and then get hurt. discuss who, 
if anyone, has done any of these things? do you know any other women who have? Facilitators can 
offer some ‘storyline’ examples shared by other women on this issue.

ask the women to draw themselves in a healthy relationship either real, current, past or imagined. 
what are its qualities? what shape, colour and substance does healthy self-protection have? 

divide the group into smaller groups and discuss their ideas. 
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activity 43: a selF-protection story                                                                                   page 2/3

sample Forms, handouts and sheets                                      

Sharing on self-protection:

How do you know boundaries are respected? :

• you just know - you use your perceptiveness and intuition.

• communication is good - when sharing feelings in a safe and comfortable way, there is real 
exchange, respect and listening.

• there is respect and honesty.

• respect is mutual and earned and attentive. others look you in the eye and the non-verbal 
communication matches the verbal.

• there is a sense of equality and respect for others and for diversity. there can be a valuing of 
differences as long as this does not hurt you.

• there is laughter and humour; it’s a good feeling released safely.

• you feel able to play and be a kid.

• there is a sense of being comfortable, safe and intimate.

• there is compatibility.

Self-protection can be:

• your choice of what the shape of the relationship can be and how close others are to you.

• Flexibility of your self-protection allows some to be closer than others.

• self-protection is you keeping boundaries around you as you choose.

• assertiveness can be a tool in self-protection.

• culture, religion, society and health can determine some aspects of boundaries. 

Some things to keep in mind:

someone’s inability to compromise or 
accept other beliefs is problematic within 
relationships.

remember the influence of social expectation, 
social pressures and personal timing, as these 
relate to our ability to remain perceptive and 
look after ourselves.

What Women have said

“...One thing we learned in the group was about 
refining our antennae and learning to trust our 

intuition. Learning to see the warning signs… there 
was a great picture of the tyre floaties (around your 

middle), and you let a bit of air out and put some back 
in to protect yourself in life. Well I really related to 
that. It was really important thing for me to realise 
that, first of all I could realise what was happening, 
and second actually stop it before it got to a point 

which was going to be really difficult.”

Group member 2000
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activity 43: a selF-protection story                                                                                   page 3/3

sample Forms, handouts and sheets                                      

Draw what healthy self-protection may mean for you. What metaphor works best?

Self-protection can be like being behind a ‘brick wall’ as a survival tactic:
• inside the brick wall is quiet, safe, controllable, and predictable.

• it can be lonely, isolated and sad.

• too quiet and empty.

• it can leave you thinking that the only other option is to have no wall at all.

Self protection can be like no wall at all?:
• like a scared jellyfish or a crab with no shell.

• makes you want to jump back into the brick wall, prison, psych ward or hospital to recover.

Self-protection can be like flimsy tissue paper?:
• Feel scared and touchy.

• makes you scared to be close to anyone.

• makes you use alcohol, drugs or other addictions to ‘fake it’.

Self-protection as thriving:
• as mobile, like an inflatable floatie you swim with!

• as portable.

• you make the choices to go closer or not, you inflate or deflate your floatie as you want.

• more in your control.

• Flexible to allow others in and out. 

• more choices.

• different for different people.

• part of your self-care.

• it is your right to be safe and be yourself.

Self-protection as a mixed and fairly healthy community of people around me:
• some choices to go closer or not.

• a bit more in your control.

• some flexibility to allow others in and out and i feel happy and healthy. 
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activity 44: what does it mean to be myselF?

obJectives            

• to explore that a consequence of abuse is often a shift, change, split or suppression of one’s identity.

• reclaiming our uniqueness, and our place in the world with pride, is a part of healing from such hurt.

timing

up to half-an-hour.

variations oF activity

reframe the activity as ‘what does it mean to find your place again in the world with pride?’  
this may assist to define a broad definition of ‘self’.

tips For Facilitators

• the ‘self’ is a socially constructed entity and cross-culturally, the idea of a knowable single self is 
not common. in collectivist communities the ‘self’ is intimately constructed through relationships 
with others and the environment. this diverse reality is important to keep in mind when doing 
activities such as this. using a phrase such as, ‘what does it mean to find your place again in the 
world with pride?’ may assist to define a broad definition of ‘self’.

steps For Facilitators

this activity starts with a large group discussion. 
discussion starter questions include:

• what does ‘being yourself’ mean? 

• what does it look like? 

• have you ever been somewhere and felt you 
were not ‘being real’?

• have you ever been at a party or with  
a group of people and felt ‘i don’t  
belong here?’

• how do you know when you are  
‘being yourself’? 

• what messages might you need to give 
yourself in order to be able to be yourself? 

• what do you notice happening when you are 
not being yourself?

in pairs, share an experience of a friendship, 
relationship, community group that you have 
experienced as healthy: one that encouraged you 
to be yourself. try and name two  
qualities within this relationship that says it was/
is healthy. 

What Women have said

“…I’m a somebody 
now and I’m in the 

White Pages!”
Group member 2003
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activity 45: discovering my needs                                                                                       page 1/2

obJectives            

• to encourage women to think about their needs, particularly their emotional needs. 

• to think about the needs of ourselves for a short while, not of our partners, our children, parents, 
our extended families, or our colleagues. 

• to refine women’s awareness of the physiological and emotional signals of needs.

timing resources

up to 45 minutes. pre-planned sheets with questions.

variations oF activity

use a pre-drawn body shape to help women identify the ‘where’ the need is located and felt.

tips For Facilitators

when we have a so called biological need, what we do is listen to our bodies, for example, when we 
are hungry we eat, when we’re thirsty we drink, when we are hot we remove some of our clothing, 
when we need to pee, we go to the toilet. all of these things are messages from our bodies to our 
minds that we have needs that have to be met. we can become adults in the world without knowing 
that we have needs. 

in addition, women may have become numb during abusive experiences and cut off from listening to 
her natural signals.

steps For Facilitators

breaking into two small groups, ask the 
women to think about a particular need that is 
important to them, such as love, security, safety, 
belongingness or friendship. Questions to guide 
the discussion may include:

• how might you notice your needs/first thing 
that tells you that you have a need?  
(i.e. feeling lonely)

• how might you begin to identify your own 
need/s? one answer may be listening to your 
self and reflection.

• how might you begin to respond to your 
needs? one answer may be to do something  
or investigate options.

• who might support you to respond to your 
need/s? one answer may be friends, family or 
a counsellor.

• who would notice?

What Women have said

“…When my self-doubt is high,  
I think ‘I’m not OK, I can’t compete’, 
I feel second rate and insecure. But 
when I am connecting with what 

feels ‘natural’, I am powerful, in my 
own skin and connecting to others 

who are OK to be around.”
Group member 2005
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activity 45: discovering my needs                                                                                      page 2 /2

sample Forms, handouts and sheets                                      

Needs:

• break into two smaller groups, think about a particular need that you think is important to you. 
For example, love, security, safety, belongingness, friendship.

Discuss:

• how might you notice your needs/first thing that tells you that you have a need?  
(i.e. feeling lonely)

• how might you begin to identify your own need/s? (listen to self, reflection)

• how might you begin to respond to your needs? (do something or investigate options. it may 
not always be about meeting needs. what can you do when this isn’t possible?)

• who might support you to respond to your need/s? (Friends, family, a counsellor)

• who might notice that you are listening to your needs? (yourself, family, others who care 
about you)

Coming back into the larger group and discuss: 

• what was it like to do that exercise? 

• what is it like to be thinking about your needs?

• what stops us from identifying or pursuing own needs?
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activity 46: noticing my strengths                                                                                    page 1/2

obJectives            

this is a reflective process where women practice noticing and identifying their strengths.

timing resources

up to 30 minutes.
a handout of a body outline, blank paper and a 
circle mandala to draw on.

tips For Facilitators

women may struggle to name strengths. using tools and resources such as strength cards may assist 
as a first step in this activity. pick a strength you are discovering, or already have, in yourself.

steps For Facilitators

this activity is about affirming women’s best qualities and strengths. discussion guides may include:

• reflect on your best quality. when you find where this quality is, then draw it on to the  
body outline.

• what would this quality look like if you could draw a picture of it? invite the women to use 
crayons and draw colours, lines and shapes that go with the quality they have found in the next 
segment of the worksheet.

• ask, ‘what words would be said, phrases, statements if this quality could talk?’ write these words/
phrases in the next segment.

• take time to draw a mandala in the circle, expressing how you feel inside now.

discuss with the group how they felt during this exercise. 

• what stands out for you from this exercise?

• what would this quality do in your life?

• what are your ideas about the history of this quality?

• who in your life appreciates this quality?
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sample Forms, handouts and sheets                                      

shapes colours

words
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activity 47: exploring all women’s strengths

obJectives            

• this is a fun activity that allows women to share their hopes for personal and collective power in a 
supportive environment.

• it allows women to practice, in a trusted group environment, feeling proud, allied to others  
and affirmed.

timing resources

up to 45 minutes.
art materials such as silk and silk paints or white 
cotton t-shirts, calico bags and fabric paint. 
obtain these from art or craft stores.

variations oF activity

any celebratory joint activity is a good variation of this.

tips For Facilitators

emphasise that this is not about being an artist but about sharing time, colour and safety. have some 
templates for the women to copy from such as a heart or a sun shape. encourage the women to use 
personal meanings such as symbols of things that matter, such as faces.

steps For Facilitators

this activity is about affirming what is great about being a woman. 

ask the women to base their art around the statement ‘i love being a woman because…’

reflect on the women’s best qualities. when they find where this quality is, then get them to draw it 
on to their art work. get them to draw colours, lines and shapes that go with the qualities. get them 
to write down words, phrases and statements, as well as feelings. 

discuss with group how they felt during exercise. what stands out for them from this exercise? what 
do these qualities do in their life or in the life of their family and community?

is there a story that goes along with your art work that you can share?
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conclusions or evolutions
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activity 48: collecting group Feedback 

obJectives            

• to evaluate personal progress in the group experience and reflect on what enhanced this. 

• to conclude this part of the women’s journey together. 

timing resources

up to half-an-hour. a pre-written feedback sheet for some questions.

variations oF activity

• ask the women to stand in four room corners: these indicate unsure, disagree, agree, and strongly 
agree. pose closed-ended questions about the group and encourage the women to mill into their 
opinion corner. closed questions may include aspects of group access, content, processes, gains, 
facilitation and recommendations for improvement.

• create a visual field of evaluation words on a sheet and ask the women to circle the ones they 
identify with, and then discuss these.

tips and steps Facilitators

ask the group for feedback and write these down on a sheet of paper.

Questions can include:

as a group what did you enjoy and what was helpful about the group? 

what wasn’t so helpful or what things weren’t liked? 

what are your suggestions for the next group? 

what will help you finish your journey in the group? 

are there things you would like to say, something you need to do? 

what’s it like to be completing this journey today? 

what will you leave behind in the group? 

what will you take with you from the group?

go around the group and share the things that have been noticed that are now different in a positive 
way since beginning the group?
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activity 49: creative art activity

obJectives            

• For women to reflect on their learning from the group experience and to feedback to the 
facilitators the things that helped them achieve these learnings.

timing resources

up to 40 minutes. creative art materials.

variations oF activity

• ask the women to draw a road that represents their first steps to the group experience, this may 
have been years or months before they eventually came. draw the group experience as a journey 
and then get the women to locate themselves on the road in regards to ‘where they are aiming to 
get to’. discuss this.

• have a large piece of coloured paper to represent a pond. large and small pieces of paper are 
cut out to represent ripples. get the women to hold these, then go through each week’s topic 
as a pebble being thrown in the pond. get the women to write on their ‘ripples’ and place them 
somewhere on the pond near each pebble topic. a big outer ripple means that it had a greater, 
more lasting impact, whether for good or bad, or it made a lot of sense, or it was something new 
that they would like to teach to someone else. a small ripple means that it was not really for them, 
or that things were useful while in the group, but that they would not use them at home.

• bring in a symbol from home of what the group has meant.

tips and steps Facilitators

this is a quiet activity. this activity is about the 
women expressing themselves, not about being 
an artist. there is no right or wrong; no good 
or bad. if the women feel comfortable they can 
close their eyes. 

use a guided imagery such as the following: i 
would like you to take a moment to stop and 
reflect quietly on your life journey and what has 
brought you to this group. what images stand 
out to represent this? what colours, shapes or 
images speak to your feelings about beginning 
this group? takes some time to reflect on how 
you are feeling today. what colours, shapes or 
patterns reflect your state of mind today and 
your hopes for the future? how do your hopes 
for the future express themselves? how do 
these feelings and thoughts express themselves? 
is it as something from nature, a landscape, a 
colour or as a pathway? 

when ready, begin the art work. after finishing, 
the women will be asked to speak about their 
work, but only what they feel comfortable to 
share.

What Women have said

“…One participant brought in a piece 
of shrapnel that belonged to her 

grandfather in the war. It symbolised 
survival and had saved his life, the 

bullet having lodged itself in his wallet. 
She noted that the group had her 

remember that, ‘it is the friendly fire 
that does the most damage’.” 

Group member 2006

What Women  
have said

“This is a picture of my 
child who died, I don’t show 

this to just anyone.”

Group member  
2006
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activity 50: colour paper tree                                                                                             page 1/2

obJectives            

• to provide an opportunity for the women to evaluate their group experience in a rich and  
in-depth way.

• to complete and terminate the group in a safe and supportive manner.

timing resources

up to 40 minutes. Five different coloured a4 paper cut into eighths 
(at least) and some blu tac.

variations oF activity

have different shapes, as well as colours, to choose from.

tips For Facilitators

encourage the women to move around and read the slips of paper during a coffee break.  
resume the discussion after this time.

write and capture the rich feedback descriptions which come from this activity as another  
co-facilitator processes the paper slips.

steps For Facilitators

this activity will be to focus on how it’s been for the women to be in this group.

hand out small slips of varied coloured paper to the women (about 10 each). invite them to write 
one comment per sheet about a group positive or negative. inform the women that this will not be 
confidential and that they will have an opportunity to discuss these points further.

when the women have finished, stick these slips of paper to the wall with blu tac.

everybody gets a chance to get up and read them. when they have finished they can to their seats. 

go through these comments to further identify the meaning behind the comments. the comments 
are then grouped into themes and each theme is named by the group. often the result is a colourful 
paper picture that sums up the group’s experience together. the women may wish to have a copy of 
this summary sent to them in a similarly colourful form to keep.
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sample Forms, handouts and sheets                                      

The common themes from the feedback raised by the group are clustered together 
and then named by the group

Being special: 
• i loved the fresh fruit
• i felt special being told i looked pretty 
• honeydew, i can’t afford it
• i realised things about myself

New ideas and opened eyes: 
• i achieved what i came here for and received a bigger outlook on things; all good
• i don’t want the group to end
• i liked the way we did things on paper
• exciting
• no more depression

Woman power:
• other women struggle with the same things
• i learned that women understand women and it makes us one
• women always have a bond between them
• i don’t feel guilty for my drinking anymore, so i can get help now

Group environment:
• comfy chairs
• i liked the home atmosphere, coffee, food, etc.
• relaxing
• non attendance it can’t be helped, but it puts a spanner in the works

Self-realisation:
• thank you for being caring and loving teachers, i’ve understood life better from your teachings
• i understand that i have rights
• you have been so great to this group

The next stage:
• i do understand that the old ways are wrong
• i would have liked to talk about why men pretend or lie
• there definitely is another kind of life
• my kids and i will try never to go through this again
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